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(i) 

SUMMARY 

The thesis reports an investigation into the operation and 

performance of a 12-pulse parallel bridge rectifier system supplied 

from a three winding-transformer and operating without an interbridge 

reactor. The work has been undertaken in liaison with GEe Transmission 

and Distribution Projects Ltd., Stafford. The conventional centre-

tapped interbridge reactor on the dc side allows each bridge to 

operate independently of the other in its normal 6-pulse manner making 

the analysis fairly straightforward if the usual assumption of perfectly 

smooth direct current is made. The omission of the reactor can 

provide very substantial cost and space savings in high power 

installations. However, its absence leads to interaction between the 

bridge rectifie'rs, and this is of special interest here. Additionally, 

it has been found necessary to be able to predict accurately the 

transformer winding current waveforms. The system supplies a load 

of resistance, inductance and back emf which is typical of electro

chemical plant for which this research has direct application. 

A sophisticated tensor technique is employed for analysis and 

a mathematical model is formulated for i~plementation in a computer. 

Finite values for all resistances and inductances are used in the 

comprehensive analysis, with the tensors used to assemble the relevant 

mesh state variable equations which are dependent on the rectifier 

device conduction patterns. The selection of mesh currents as the 

state variables makes the model particul,arly suitable for use in 

large system studies with the aid of a computer. 

The bridge supply, transformer winding and ac supply current 

waveforms are obtained, together with their harmonic components, and 



(ii) 

confirmed experimentally using an experimental laboratory system. 

The now justified computer program is used to provide the 

operating characteristics, which incorporate the various modes of 

operation resulting from rectifier interaction, and demonstrate the 

influence of circuit parameters. In addition the mean values of 

the dc output voltage, individual bridge and total output currents 

are predicted. The results are again verified experimentally. 

It is concluded that the proposed analytical technique is successful 

for predicting the parallel rectifier system waveforms and performance, 

when operating without the conventional centre-tapped interbridge 

reactor on the dc side. 

if required. 

The model also allows for its inclusion 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

The increasing size of electrochemical plant for manufacturing 

such products as chlorine, aluminium and copper, provides the need for 

ac-dc power convertors of up to the order of 30 MW, with direct 

currents exceeding 100 kA. To meet the demand, the manufacturers of 

rectifier convertors need to increase the current ratings of their 

equipment. At the same time they are required to limit the level of 

harmonic currents generated by these convertors. If six-pulse 

rectifiers are operated at very high currents, the lower order, more 

prominent, harmonics may easily exceed the levels acceptable to the 

Electricity Supply Authorities (ref: 1, 2). These conflicting 

requirements are met to a large extent if the pulse number of the 

convertor is increased, which improves the ac supply current waveform 

and also reduces the output voltage ripple. 

Nowadays, thyristor converto~s are popular for supplying direct 

current loads of ever increasing levels. This is because of their 

reliability, efficiency and controllability. These convertors use 

one of two basic rectifier circuit configurations: 

(i) Two three-phase half wave rectifiers connected in parallel 

through an interphase transformer (centre-tapped reactor) 

giving the double 3-phase star connection; 

(ii) The three phase bridge. 

For very high current levels, each device in the configuration 

is replaced by a group of parallel connected devices. Multiple pulse 

systems are realised by parallel connection of such circuits, frequently 

but not always using a further centre-tapped reactor • 

It is apparent from the ac harmonics point of view that six-
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pulse rectifier operation is insufficient for the purpose outlined in 

the first paragraph. Therefore, an increase of the pulse number to 

either twelve, twentyfour or fortyeight is necessary for very high 

power rectification. This is achieved by providing two or more six-

pulse circuits connected either in series or in parallel and supplied 

by suitably connected transformers. The transformer arrangement 

provides the appropriate phase displacement between the six-pulse 

circuits to give the desired output pulse number. For example, 

l2-pulse operation can be obtained by phase shifting two six-pulse 

circuits to give 300 phase displacement. A 24-pulse operation can 

be obtained by using four 6-pulse circuits, 150 phase shifted with 

respect to each other. Silnllarly, 48-pulse operation can be obtained 

by.ei~ht circuits, 7.50 phase shifted with respect to each other. 

Such phase slll"'ft1'ng substantially increases the transformer cost. 

~ef: 3L· 

For medium and large power loads a l2-pulse system offers the best 

compromise, and is widely used in one of two configurations: 

(1'!. Two double 3-phase star rectifiers with interphase transformer 

connected in parallel through an additional intergroup 

reactor; 

(i:il Two 3-phase bridge rectifiers in parallel. 

The choice between these options is usually based on the required 

mechanical layout for <eat1'sfactory cooling of the many paralleled 

devices, and cost. Since parallel 3-phase bridges are coming more 

into use, configuration (ii) is considered in this work. 

Two bridge circuits would normally be connected in parallel through 

an interbridge centre-tapped reactor (IPT) which sustains the instantaneous 

voltage difference in the output of the two bridges. Thus, this 
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~~int~ins the independent operation of Both bridges as six-pulse 

recti'fiers. At low and medium power levels an interbridge reactor 

is· i~variab~y included, but for very high power ratings this is a 

very large and costly component and is sometimes omitted on economical 

grounds. Then the operation of the bridges Becomes vastly more 

complicated by theix interaction, and there appears to be no evidence 

of a complete analysts havi~g been made of such operati'on. When 

availaBle. such an analysis would gi've assi'stance to rectifier equip

ment Md transformer desi'gners, and contribute to reduce costs and 

increased reli'ability. This forms the justification for this work. 

Addi'tionally', it is usual to adopt the simplifying assumptions of zero 

~c supply transformer resistance and infinite dc load inductance 

for the Malysis of nigh power recti~ier circui'ts. 

here, fini'te values Being allowed for. 

This is not done 

When supplying two parallel bridges there are two basic transformer 

arrangements which will provide the required 300 supply voltage 

displacement: 

(iL Two se:E'arate three-phase transformers, one for each bridge, 

fiaving the same primary winding connection with one secondary 

being star-connected, the other delta-connected, 

<:i1'1, A single three-phase, three winding (per phase) transformer 

with the star-connected secondary supplying one bridge and 

the delta-connected tertiary the other. 

Tlie latter is the more complicated to consider analytically. 

In practi~e, the choi'ce between the two is governed by economics. 

The research has been carried out on the 12-pulse parallel bridge 

recti'fier system without M interbridge reactor, and supplied by a 
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three-phase, three-winding transformer. Both analytical and experi

mental work has been performed in depth. It furthers the work performed 

by Sood (ref: 21 who used an algebraic/Laplace transform method for 

the complete analysis of a single three-phase bridge. This approach 

proved too elaborate for adaptation to the more complex operation of 

two bridges in parallel without an IPT, and necessitated widening the 

scope of tlie work in order to find a simpler analytical technique. 

The nature of any method to Be considered is that it must be orientated 

towards the digital computer since, inevitably with the complexity 

involved, computer assistance is essential. 

1.2 Objectives· 

(~1 To analyse fully' the operation of the parallel Bridge system 

witli a 3-phase, 3-winding transformer supplying the two bridges, 

I.lit To compute tile waveforms of the currents supplying the bridges, 

in the transformer secondary and primary phases, and tliat drawn 

from the ac supply, 

().'iiI. To predict the harmonic content of the aforementioned current 

waveforms, 

(ivt To confirm by experimental measurement that the analysis is 

correct; 

(yL To obtain the operating characteristics of the system with 

varying circuit parameters 

1. 3 'Method of "Approach" 

In the first method of analysis considered, the three-winding 

transformer was modelled using its three-branch equivalent circuit 

per phase (ref: 4) as is usual for the calculation of voltage regulation 
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under sinusoidal conditions. The secondary and tertiary branches 

supplied the two bridges. For each of the possible thyristor conduction 

patterns, a set of differential equations were derived from the complete 

equivalent circuit. These were then formulated into a state variable 

form and solved on the computer using the Funge-Kutta fourth order 

system. 

This analysis gave results which were reasonably close to those 

measured experimentally (ref: 51.. but was discarded for two reasons: 

(~I Dissatisfaction regarding the accuracy of the three-winding 

transformer equivalent circuit in allowing for all mutual 

mductances: between windings within each phase and between phases; 

<:111_ On deeper reflection, the need to include an additional loop 

current, t01)lake the analysi'S topologically correct; this was 

found difficult to acliieve as its path mcluded1Dany unidirectional 

switching elements. 

The second approach considered, and used is basically similar 

to that above in that agam loop currents are obtamed from the relevant 

mesh· state variable equations, which are dependent on toe thyristor 

conduction patterns. However, the di~ference lies in the avoidance 

of a three~nding transformer equ~alent circuit by using the actual 

circuit configuration and parameters with tensor analysis. The assembly 

of the state variabLe equations is performed automatically by the 

computer, the tensorsJ)eing employed basically as transformation 

·matrices· to relate the disconnected (primitive) branches of the system 

to the connected system. 

After the bridge supply, transformer winding and total supply 

currents are derived and confirmed experimentally, the system operating 

characteristics are computed and similarly confirmed experimentally. 
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CHAPTER 2 OPERATING MODES 

2.1 Description of the Circuit and its Representation 

Fig. 2.1 shows the schematic diagram of the l2-pulse parallel 

rectifier bridge system under consideration. The two thyristor bridge 

rectifier" are connected in parallel without an interbridge reactor 

(IPT) • Each bridge alone gives a six-pulse output and by supplying 

them with voltages which are 300 displaced, a 12-pul"e output is 

obtained from the parallel arrangement. A three winding transformer 

is u"ed, and experimentally this comprises three separate three-winding 

transformers, one for each pha"e. For equal output voltages, the 

number of turns per:,pliase in the star connected secondary winding 

are 1/13 tilDes those on the delta tertiary winding. A delta connected 

winding is used on the primary sine. 

The equivalent circuit arrangement used for the analysis is 

depicted in fig. 2.2. Each of the transformer windings is represented 

by a desi~nated branch impedance, Z which comprises a branch resistance 

R and a branch self~inductance L. Included also are the mutual 

inductances between tlie windings in each phase and between phases 

(e. g. L14 and L12 <respectively). As the transformer arrangement 

used for experiment lias separate phases, the ~tual inductances between 

the phases become zero when the circuit data is included. This will 

be clearly indicated in Cliapter 3. For each of the thyristors, a 

voltage so~ce and an impedance are included in series to represent the 

voltage drop during conduction. When blocking, the thyristors are 

represented by an infinite impedance. A typical electrochemical 

load of resistance, inductance and back e.m.f. is used. 
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With this parallel bridge system without IPT various operating 

modes are possible, these being governed by the circuit and operating 

parameters. Sood (ref: 21 defined three modes of operation and these 

can be extended to five or more modes. Only four operating modes 

are realistic in practical terms but five modes will be presented for 

completeness. 

When defining the operating modes of convertors it is conventional 

to consider the situation with continuous load current flow and small 

commutation angles which do not overlap as Mode 1. The further 

modes occur at higher current loadings where the operation changes, 

load current flow always oeing continuous (ref: 51. Here it is 

more logical to define Mode 1 as that which is the simplest analytically, 

where there is discontinuous load current flow with only one current 

loop through the load during conduction. AS the mode number rises, 

the operation and analysis become increasingly complex, with inter-

action between the bridges showing in their simultaneous conduction 

during interbridge commutations and overlapping of the individual 

bridge interphase commutations. The individual operating modes will 

now be considered. 

2.2 Mode 1: Discontinuous Load Current 

Discontinuous Bridge ~urrents 

Fig. 2.3 shows the conduction patterns for the five operating 

modes during about 1500 of the operating cycle. In Mode 1, the load, 

bridge and thyristor current flows in short pulses having a conduction 

The bridges conduct alternately into the load, there 

being one load current loop in operation at a time, say i in fig. 2.4. 
a 
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The type of waveforms to be expected are shown in fig. 2.5, with 

a conduction interval (S-a). Throughout, the firing delay angle a 

is measured from the zero voltage point of the appropriate bridge 

supply line voltage. This is a more convenient reference than the 

usual voltage crossover point which is 750 later in a 12-pulse system, 

as shown in the figure. 

2.3 Mode 2: Continuous Load Current, 

Discontinuous Bridge Currents, 

Interbridge commutations. 

The second operating mode occurs when the firing delay angle is 

reduced such that the bridge (and thyristor) conduction interval rises 

to greater than 300 but less than 600
, the load current being continuous. 

The point where (S-a) = 300 is referred to as the first critical firing 

delay angle aCI ' being where the modes change from I to 2. During 

Mode 2 operation, one bridge is fired before the alternate bridge has 

ceased to conduct. This starts the transfer of load current from 

one bridge to the other, i.e., an interbridge commutation as shown in 

fig. 2.3. Referring to the circuit in fig. 2.6, thyristors lR and 6Y 

(say). are conducting the falling outgoing current i and thyristors a 

IR' and 6Y' carry the rising incoming current i b • When i falls to 
a 

zero, the interbridge commutation is completed, ib then flowing singly 

for the rest of the conducting period until the next thyristor pair in 

sequence (lR and 2Bl is fired. This process is repeated for the whole 

cycle of operation. 

It should be noted that during a bridge 1 to bridge 2 interbridge 

commutation, devices in the same phases are taking over conduction, 

e.g. lR and 6Y transfer conduction to lR' and 6Y'. During a bridge 2 
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to bridge 1 commutation, the third phase is involved, e.g. lR' and 6y' 

transfer current to lR and 2B. Thus, the transformer current paths 

differ between the twc interbridge commutations. 

Fig. 2.7 shows the typical waveforms. The load current is made 

up of two alternate parts as follows: 

(il An interbridge commutation interval (y-a) where the load current 

is the sum of the two bridge currents, one rising and the other 

falling; 

(ii! A single conduction interval where only one bridge conducts. 

Each thyristor conducts with two pulses per cycle as in Mode 1. 

2.4 Mode 3: '"Continuous "Load Current, Continuous Bridge Currents, 

"separated Interphase Commutations Alternately in 

"Each "Bridge 

If firing delay angle in Mode 2 is further reduced, the inter-

bridge commutation i~terval (y-a! will increase and the single 

conduction interval becomes shorter until a point is reached where the 

o whole of the 30 pulse width is now taken up by the interbridge 

commutation process. The firing delay angle then is aC2 ' the second 

critical firing delay angle. The operation is now about to change 

to the third operating mode, with conduction pattern as in fig. 2.3. 

In the Mode 3 operation, with the firing delay angle less than 

aC2 ' the sequence of events is as follows: 

(i! Let an ibterbridge commutation be occurring between the two 

bridges, one incoming, the other outgoing; load loop currents 

ib and ia respectively flowing in bridges 2 (incoming) and I 

(outgoing) as ib fi~. 2.8. 
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(ii) Before the interbridge commutation is completed, the next 

(iii! 

thyristor in sequence 2B in the outgoing bridge is fired and an 

interphase commutation takes place in that bridge, 6Y current 

transferring to 2B with an additional load loop current i 
c 

flowing, 

On completion of the interphase commutation, i has fallen to 
a 

zero leaving an interbridge commutation with the bridge roles 

reversed, i.e. the previous incoming bridge now being the 

outgoing bridge and vice versa, currents ib and ic still 

o flowing. The interphase commutation angle ~ < 30 • 

The conduction period for an individual thyristor is between 120
0 

and 150
0 

per cycle, the two pulses of Mode 2 having merged. Both the 

load current and the bridge currents are continuous with both bridges 

conducting permanently and interphase commutations occurring alternately 

in the bridges. Fig. 2.9 shows typical waveforms. Since either 

interphase or interbridge commutations are occurring at any instant, 

the dc output voltage at no time follows the ac supply but is 

always some value between the appropriate phase voltages depending on 

the type of commutation. 

2.5 Mode 4,"COntinuous Load CUrrent, Continuous Bridge 

····CUrrents.- "Part-'COin-cident . Interphase' Commutations 

-"Between ·theBridges. 

If the firing delay angle in Mode 3 is reduced to a third critical 

value aC3 ' the bridges will operate with interphase commutations taking 

the whole of the 30
0 

pulse width. At the instant the interphase 

commutation in the bridge ceases, the other bridge starts its interphase 
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commutation. By making the firing delay angle less than a~3' the 

system operates in Mode 4 with the bridge interphase commutations 

o 
~ > 30 and therefore overlapping to some degree (Fig. 2.3). Referring 

to Fig. 2.10, an additional loop current id is now present, and the 

operation is as follows: 

(i) First let an interphase commutation be occurring in bridge 1 

Between phases Y and B with thyristors lR and 2B carrying the 

incoming current, i and lR and 6Y carrying the outgoing current, 
c 

i , bridge current being commutated from 6Y to 2B. 
a 

carries a single current, ~; 

Bridge 2 

(iil Before the bridge 1 interphase commutation is completed, the 

next thyristor in sequence 2B' in bridge 2 is fired and a new 

interphase commutati~n occurs there with loop current id rising, 

the bridge 2 current being commutated from 6Y' to 2B', 

(iiit On completion of the interphase commutation in bridge 1, when 

i falls to zero, the interphase commutation remains in bridge 
a 

2 with currents id incoming and ib outgoing. 

current i remains in br:!:dge l. 
c 

The single loop 

Typi~al waveforms are shown in Fig. 2.11. For each bridge the 

sequence is: 

a) Single loop current, 

bl Interphase commutation starts, overlapping that ending in 

the other bridge, 

cl Interphase commutation only in this bridge, 

d) Interphase commutation overlapping the one starting in the 

other bridge and then ending. 

) ~' 

The commutati~ns in the bridges overlap by an angle (w - a) (Fig. 2.11) 

, . 
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which is equal to the bridge interphase commutation angle ~ less 

300
• The sequence is repeated for the whole cycle, with each thyristor 

conducting for between 150
0 

and 1800
• 

2.6 Mode 5: Continuous Load Current, Continuous Bridge Currents, 

Complete Coincidence of Bridge Interphase Commutations with OVerlap 

Interference in Each Bridge. 

A further reduction of firing delay angle to a fourth critical 

value a
C4 

can bring a further change of operating mode. Then the 

bridge interphase commutation angles will be 600
, both bridges being 

permanently in a state of interphase commutation with three thyristors 

always conducting. 

A further reduction of a (or increase of load current) produces 

o a tendency for a rise in commutation overlap angle to >60 , with a 

fourth thyristor gated in the bridge, this latter necessarily being 

associated with the same phase as that thyristor carrying the outgoing 

commutation current CY in Fig. 2.121. As long as this outgoing 

current (t I is flowing the newly gated thyristor (3Y) cannot conduct 
a 

since its Qnode will be negative with respect to its cathode. This 

gives a period of interphase commutation overlap interference until the 

outgoing thyristor current (i ) falls to zero, and the (still gated) 
a 

new thyristor C3Yl commences to conduct (i ) giving the start of a 
e 

fresh interphase commutation. Thus, all interphase commutation angles 

o 
are constrained to be 60 permanently in Mode 5. Commutation overlap 

interference in single bridges is well known (Rei. 6). Fig. 2.3 again 

gives the conduction pattern and Fig. 2.13 the projected waveforms. It 

can be seen, for example, that the thyristor 3Y current rise commences 
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immediately after 6Y current has ceased to flow. 

o 
conducts for 180 • 

Each thyristor 

Interphase commutation angles approaching 60
0 

only occur under 

abnormally high overload conditions which could not be met on the 

laboratory test equipment. Nor is Mode 5 usual in industrial electro-

chemical practice, and so will not be considered further. 

2.7 Summary of the Operating Modes. 

The operating modes with interbridge and interphase commutations 

and their overlapping intervals are summarised in Table 2.1. 



l
N 

~ODE 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Interphase Overlapping of 
Commutation Bridge Inter-

Device Bridge Within a Bridge phase Commutation 
Conduction Conduction (Angle jJ) Between Bridges 

2 x 0 ..... 30
0 

( S-a) Independent - -
pulses 

2 
0 x 30 .... 60

0 0 .... 300 

overlapping - -pulses (interbridge 
commutation) 

(y-a) 

1 x 120
0 

.... 1500 
Continuous 

pulse overlapping 0 .... 300 

-between 
(jJ = IS-al bridges 

1500 
.... 1800 .. 300 

.... 60
0 0 .... 300 

(Il ) 
0 (1jI-a) = (1l-30 ) 

1800 .. 600 
.... 90

0 
30

0 

(Ill. Continuous 

TABLE 2.1 SHOWING COMMUTATION ANGLES AND INTERACTION BETWEEN BRIDGES. 

Interphase Commutation 
Overlap Interference 
Within Each Bridge 

-

-

-

-

0 .... 300 

(A-a) 
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CllAPTER 3 SYSTEM MODELLING 

3.1 Introduction 

The use of a digital computer to analyse rectifier circuits has 

resulted in various digital models of the circuit being presented. 

Both topological and tensor techniques are used by several authors. 

A typical one is known as the model-subroutine approach (ref: 7-11). 

This entails assigning a separate program subroutine to each of the 

sets of differential equations associated with the different circuit 

topologies (ref: 121. These solutions have, however, been confined 

to rectifier circuits where only a few sets of equations are involved. 

When many different permutations of differential equations are involved, 

the model-subroutine approach is cumbersome and wasteful of computer 

time. For example, for the 3-phase bridge, up to 25 sets of equations 

are required for a full analysis (ref: 7). Therefore a superior 

technique is required for which the work of Kron (ref: 15, 16) has 

proved to be useful. This employs tensor-analysis (ref: 12, 13), 

to define mesh currents as system state variables, and generates 

automatically the relevant differential equations as the device 

conduction patterns change. However, a variation of this approach 

has been developed by Kettleborough (ref; 14) that pertains to the 

handling of the change in device conduction patterns. This elegant 

technique will now be explai'ned in relation to the l2-pulse parallel 

bridge system. 

3,2 ""Assumptions 

The assumptions made in the analysis are: 

(il Both the thyristor bridges are supplied by balanced, sinusoidal 

o 
voltages with corresponding phase voltages, displaced by 30 . 
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(ii) Each thyristor bridge has firing delay angle symmetry. 

(iii) Transformer impedances are perfectly balanced between phases 

and between the two secondary windings. 

Finite values of load inductance, resistance, back e.m.f. and BC 

side resistance and inductance are allowed for, together with thyristor 

on-state impedance. 

3.3 Method 

The comprehensive technique described here involves tensor 

analysis, with the mesh currents defined as the system state variables. 

The connection tensors derived from the transformer-thyristor circuits, 

are used directly to assemble the relevant mesh state variable equations, 

which are dependent on the thyristor conduction patterns. 

The analysis involves an algorithm which, 

Ca!. assembles automatically, for any thyristor conduction pattern, 

the closed path or mesh contour equations in state variable form 

Ci·.e. it sets· up tlie mesh equations by transformation methods) • 

Cb1 solves the equations using a numerical integration method. 

CCL determines the individual branch currents and voltages from the 

mesh values. 

Assembly of the mesh contour equations requires three reference 

frames: 

Ca1 the primitive or branch reference frame 

(b) the intermediate reference frame 

(c) the mesh reference frame 

3.4 The Transformer-Thyristor Unit 

Before describing the three reference frames it is necessary to 

derive the voltage equations for the transformer unit. The derivation 
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of the complete equivalent representation of the transformer which 

includes the mutual inductances both between windings of the same 

phase and between phases has been presented in ref. 14. This develops 

the relationship between the inductances (self and mutual) with the 

physical quantities of the transformer, i.e. the inductance is expressed 

in terms of the number of winding turns and the reluctance of the core. 

This is not necessary here as the appropriate parameters for the 

transformer are obtained directly by measurement. 

In general, the voltage equations derived for any windings of 

the 3-winding transformer can be written as follows, e.g. for winding I, 

.1 + 9 din L dL 1: (3.1) VI = rll. + 11 dt + Llnd:t 
n=2 

where VI is the voltage across the terminals of the winding; r l is 

the winding resistance; Lll is the self inductance of the winding and 

included in it is the leakage inductance tll and L
ln 

is the mutual 

inductance between windings. Corresponding equations may similarly 

be derived for the other eight transformer windings. 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the unit used in the 

laboratory for the system comprises three separate single-phase 3-winding 

transformers. The arrangement is given in Fig •. 3.1. The voltage 

equations for windings I, 4 and 7 as given generally by equation 3.1, are: 

.1 q.l di
4 di7 

VI = rll. + L ~+ L -- + L17 dt 11· dt l4·dt 
(3.2) 

.4 di4 
dil di

7 
v 4 = r 41. + L44 dt + L14 dt + L47 dt (3.3) 

.7 di7 
di

l di4 
v7 

= r 71. + L77 dt + L17 dt + L47 dt (3.4) 

The voltage equation for the other windings may be similarly 

represented. 
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From these equations, the mutual inductances between the phases 

are absent since separate single-phase transformers were used. 

However, these mutual inductances are included in the mathematical 

model for completeness, so that the technique is completely general. 

The measured values of the resistance and the self and mutual inductances 

of the three winding transformer are given in Chapter 6. 

In the analysis, the thyristors are assumed to have infinite 

impedance when non-conducting and a finite impedance with a threshold 

voltage when conducting. The latter is obtained from manufacturer's 

data. 

3.5 Modelling the System. 

3.5.1 General. 

In this section, a complete mathematical model will be developed 

for the 12-pulse parallel bridge system using a tensor approach. 

The concept of tensor used in this modelling lies basically in the 

property of the tensor to relate its components in one reference frame 

to the components in another reference frame. Tensors are particularly 

useful when transforming from one reference frame to another because 

they represent relationships and characteristics which remain invariant 

in the transformation. (ref: 17). In particular, here, two significant 

b tensors will be derived, one is fixed, e.
i 

' that is, there is no 

change in its components throughout the operation and the other is 

i dynamic, C. • 
m 

The former relates the intermediate reference frame 

to the primitive reference frame. The latter, which is due to the 

application of Kron's approach, relates the mesh reference frame to 
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the intermediate reference frame. The approach is known as Kron's 

"equations of constraint" (ref: 13, 15, 161 which provide a method 

i that gives rise to the dynamic connecting tensors, C.
m 

be explained later. 

This will 

The following subsections describe the three reference frames and 

the derivation of the two connecting tensors C.~ and C. i 
m 

Happ's 

tensor notation is adopted (ref: l7), all impedances are operational 

and, unless otherwise stated, the equations are in matrix form. 

Also to note here that, although, in this work, the absence of the 

interbridge reactor is the main concern, it is included for completeness, 

so that the model can be used universally. 

3.5.2 The Primitive Reference Frame 

From the point of view of tensor analysis, any system to be analysed 

is first visualised in terms of a physically existing live network which 

consists of a series of branches such as those in Fig. 3.2 to Fig.3.s. 

This type of network is called a primitive network (ref: 15, 161, since 

it represents the building blocks of a more complex interconnected 

network. 

The primitive network will serve as a "reference network". It 

is a particularly convenient reference network, since it is a conceptually 

easy network to visualise and to formulate, and its equations in terms 

of the Z or the Y matrix are generally known; furthermore the variables 

in the primitive network are usually of particular interest, since they 

constitute the solution that is generally desired (ref: 171. 

The primitive reference frame for the parallel bridge rectifier 

system is given in Fig. 3.6. But before deriving its primitive 
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matrix equation, it is useful to get an insight into the generalised 

single branch network as depicted in fig. 3.2. As introduced by 

Happ, this network is expressed by the following equations, 

and 

or more 

Vb 

and 

= 

= 

1 1 
Zu (I + i 1 

generally, 

b b 
+~ = Zbb(I + i 1 

b Ib + i b 
J = 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

If the circuit of Fig. 3.2 is excited by a current generator i l 

connected across its extremities, Jl will be entirely composed of i l 

as illustrated in Fig. 3.3. If a voltage source is connected across 
. 1 

the extremities of the branch and no current sources are present, i 

will be zero and Jl will be entirely composed of 11 as illustrated 

in Fig. 3.4. Similar reasoning may be imposed on the branch network 

of Fig. 3.2 with the situation where there is no current source or 

voltage source connected across its extremities and the active voltage 

source VI is absent. Fig. 3.5 illustrates this situation. Thus, 

the generalised equation representing this circuit is, 

= (3.9) 

With this insight the primitive reference frame voltage equation 

can be derived and it is based on the primitive networks of Fig. 3.6. 

On the transformer side, the equation is given by; 

= (3.10) 

for the primary winding, where each branch is connected at its extremities 

by the supply line voltage, ~. For the secondaries, the tertiary and 
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• the star windings, the equation representing the networks is as given 

by eqn. 3.9. 

The primitive network of the thyristor circuit when the devices 

are conducting indicates a threshold voltage, say, ell in branch 11 

which is analogous to the active voltage, e
l 

of 'Fig. 3.2, but in the 

opposite sense. Thus the equation for branch 11 is given by, 

Vll 
11 

-ell = Zl1l1 I (3.11) 

or more generally, 

Vb 
b 

- eb = ZbbI (3.12) 

Also, for the interbridge reactor primitive network, the generalised 

equation is that given by eqn. 3.9, and for the load with the presence 

of the back e.m.f. E
d

, 

b 
= ZbbI (3.13) 

The matrix elements constituting equations 3.9 to 3.13 are given 

in Fig. 3.7a, b, and c. As can be seen, the main diagonal terms are 

resistances and operational inductances between the windings of each 

phase. Formulation of the impedance matrix is simple, as the trans- , 

former, thyristors, interbridge reactor and load are all represented 

by separate sub-matrices symmetrical about the main diagonal. This 

enables detailed information on the parameters of the constituent 

parts of the system to be obtained separately. 

3.5.3 The Intermediate Reference Frame 

Fig. 3.9 shows the complete winding connections of the transformer, 

and the permanent connections between thyristors and the connections 

between the interphase reactor and the load. Applying Kirchhof's 

current law to the nodes the corresponding currents are related as 

, shown by the figure. For example, consider the node connecting 
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branches 4, 6, 10 and 11 (see Fig.3.S). Branch 11 has its current 

expressed as the other three, i.e. III = 110 + 16 _ I4. With the 

relationship of the currents shown in Fig. 3.9, a connection transforma-

b tion matrix, C. is established. 
s 

It relates the primitive reference 

frame with the connected network as, 

= 
b This connecting tensor, C. is shown in Fig. 3.10. 
s 

(3.14 ) 

Further simplification can be made with the connected network of 

Fig. 3.9 whereby the primary impedances are reflected to the two 

secondaries. In this situation, IS has to be rearranged such that a 

s referred current transformation matrix, C'
i 

is obtained, where, 

= (3.15 ) 

Now, IS is derived in terms of Ii by establishing the loop mmf 

equations for each phase, relating to the magnetic circuit of Fig. 3.1. 

For this transformer type the coupling between windings of different 

phases is absent; as such the mmf terms due to the other two phases 

will not appear. in the equations below. However, it will appear in 

s eqn. 3.15 as zero element in the matrix, C'
i 

(see Fig. 3.11). Thus 

the mmf equations 

1 4 
I NI + I N4 

in phase B, 

12N 
2 + 15N 

5 

and in phase C, 

13N 
3 + iN 6 

in phase A, 

+ 17N = 
7 

+ 
S 

I NS = 

9 
+ I N9 = 

o 

0 

0 

As the windings in each phase 

NI = N2 = N3 

N4 = N5 = N6 

N7 = NS = N9 

also 19 = _17 IS 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

(3.1S) 

are identical, 

(3.19) 
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Rearranging and solving for Il, I2, and I3 , 

Il 4 N4 I7 
N7 

= -I --
NI NI 

(3.20) 

I2 5 N4 8 N7 
= -I -- I -

NI NI 
(3.21) 

I3 
N 

I7 N7 8 N7 
= _I6 ...! + -+ I -

NI NI NI 
(3.22) 

This is true for a delta connected primary. As for the star 

winding, see Ref. 1.4. For the rest of IS, it is simply equal to Ii. 

Thus, the referred current transformation matrix is assembled as shown 

in Fig. 3.11. 

b If equation 3.15 is premultiplied by C' s then, and from eqn. 3.14, 

= b s Ii 
C' s C' i 

(3.23 ) 

From equation 3.23, the multiplication of c.~ and c.~ gives a 

new matrix that relates the primitive reference frame to the referred 

interconnected reference frame. b This matrix is known as C' i and is 

shown in Fig. 3.12. i.e. 

= (3.24J 

The equation relating the referred interconnected branch voltages 

and currents are: 

+ = (3.25 ) 

Assuming power invariance between the two reference frames, the 

following relationships apply: 

Ib b ri (3.26) = C' i 

Vi 
.b (3.27) = C i Vb 

E. = C·b 
Eb (3.28) 

'- i 

Zii C·~ b (3.29) = Zbb C' i '-
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3.5.4 The Mesh Reference Frame 

In this final stage of the mathematical modelling, the change 

in state of any of the thyristors is catered for. It was mentioned 

previously that !<ron's "equation of constraint" technique provides 

the method for this, which is valid after the topology change. This 

approach simply imposes certain constraints on the device current, i.e. 

the currents are set to zero. It follows from this that a new 

connecting matrix is then developed which relates the intermediate 

reference frame to the new mesh reference frame due to the topology 

change. This new connecting matrix is in fact a reduction of the 

b matrix, Ce
i

. This tensor or matrix reduction method can be applied 

systematically to produce the new state equations following any convertor 

topology change, (ref. 13). 

A slight variation of the approach mentioned above, however, has 

been adopted here. This takes into consideration the mesh currents 

of the circuit that result from the topology change. As such the 

currents of the non-conducting devices are neglected altogether, 

i.e. without putting them to zero which eases computer implementation. 

The number of mesh currents needed for a particular topology change is 

simply obtained from the following topological relationship, (ref.17), 

M = B-N+S (3.30) 

where M is the minimum number of independent meshes, or closed 

paths; B is the number of branches; N is the number of nodes and S 

is the number of electrically isolated subnetworks and in this case 

s = 1. A particular topological change of the parallel bridge will 

be cited to explain this situation. 

If, in the circuit of Fig. 3.8, only devices 10, 13, 16 and 19 

are conducting, according to equation 3.30, three independent mesh 
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currents are needed which is illustrated by Fig. 2.6. Taking the 

current orientation shown by this figure, the current of the intermediate 

reference frame I i is related to the three loop currents i, ia and ib 

by the matrix, c. i as follows, m 
14 

1 1 1 

:1 IS 1 0 

16 1 0 0 

17 0 0 1 

[;:] 18 0 0 -1 

11O = 0 1 0 

I12 0 0 0 

I16 0 0 1 

I18 0 0 0 

122 0 1 0 

123 0 0 1 

124 0 1 1 

i The connecting matrix, C. is part of the master thyristor 
m 

conduction matrix which will be derived in the following section. 

In general, the matrix equation relating the mesh currents and voltages 

for these loops and the permanent loop of the transformer tertiary 

winding is, 

E + V = Z Im 
m m mm 

= (R + pL )Im 
mm mm 

As shown by Kirchoff's voltage law, the vector, V is zero. 
m 

(3.31) 

In a manner similar to that of the previous section, the following 

relationships apply between the mesh and the intermediate reference 

frames: 
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Ii = C. i 
m I m (3.32) 

V = c· i V (3.33) m m i 

E = c· i E (3.34) m m i 
.i 

C. i (3.35) Z = C m Zii mm m 

3.5.5 The Master Thyristor Conduction Matrix 

The master thyristor conduction matrix is defined in Fig. 3.13. 

It consists of twelve loops to cater for all practical thyristor 

conduction patterns. Each loop contains one thyristor in the top and 

one in the bottom of a bridge, and is orientated in the direction of 

positive thyristor current to enable thyristor current extinction to 

be determined by monitoring the reversal of loop currents. The orienta-

tions of the various branches in the branch/mesh transformation matrix 

are obtained from the linear orientated graph of the system shown in 

Fig. 3.14. The following orientation of the graph branches is observed: 

(a) from 'start' to 'finish' in transformer winding branches, 

(bl in the direction of positive thyristor currents in the thyristor 

branches, 

(cl in the direction of positive direct current on the dc sides 

3.5.6 

of the two bridges. 

Derivation of the Transformation Matrix c. i 
~~~~~~~~~==~~~~~~~~~m-

i The transformation matrix, C. is dynamic, since its elements vary m 

according to the various meshes generated by the different conducting 

thyristors. For example, consider Mode 4 operation, where conducting 

i The transformation matrix C. for 
m 

thyristors are shown in Fig. 2.10. 

these mesh current loops are assembled automatically by the computer 

program from the master transformation matrix of Fig. 3.13. The manner 

that this is done will be dealt with in Chapter 4. 



loop .... a b c d e f g h i j k 1 

Branch 
No. 

4 1 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5 0 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6 0 -1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

7 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 -1 -1 0 

8 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 1 1 0 -1 

10 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

12 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

16 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 

18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 

22 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

23 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 

24 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Note: Other branches are omitted here as their effect is included in the electrical connections 

transformation matrix. 

FIG. 3.13 BRANCH/MESH TRANSFORMATION MATRIX 
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1. Branche. corre.pond to circuit elements shown in rig. ,.s 
2. Primary branchee are neglected since theBe elementB are 

rererred into the secondary and tertiary windingB or the 
tranBrormer. 

Fig. 3.14 Linear orientated graph or the reduced Bystem 
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CHAPTER 4 COMPUTER IMPLEMENTATION 

4.1 Introduction 

An existing computer program developed originally for solving 

numerically the differential equations for a transformer-rectifier 

unit (ref. 14) has been adapted and developed for this analysis. The 

unit considered in ref. 14 used diodes and an interbridge reactor. 

However, for the purpose of the present work, this computer program 

has incorporated the following additional features, 

(a) a delta primary connection instead of star; 

(b) formulation of triggering pulses for the thyristors and the 

introduction of firing delay to replace the diodes; 

(c) the impedance of the interbridge reactor is set to zero; 

(d) inclusion of the back emf in the load. circuit;· 

(e) inclusion of circuit elements to allow for thyristor voltage 

drop during conduction. 

The integration step length has been chosen to give acceptable 

accuracy of results consistent with minimising computer run time. 

It has been established that the optimum step length for the Runge

Kutta integration procedure is equal to the shortest time constant 

of the system involved (ref.13). This will be dealt with further 

when discussing the integration technique used in the computer program. 

For an insight into the development of the computer program 

the sections below discuss the implementation of the mathematical 

model developed in Chapter 3. Firstly, the solution process is laid 

out indicating the quantities needed to be calculated as well as the 

necessary procedures to be performed following any discontinuities 

or topological change. This is then followed by an illustration of 
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a particular conducting situation of the thyristors as outlined in 

Chapter 2. Finally, the various computer subroutines and their 

specific functions are presented, and their uses related to the main 

program. 

The computer program is written in FORTRAN. Lower case letters 

are used in the listings of Appendices IIlandIV rather than the normal 
( .. ~t. ,4,) 

upper case in accordance with the Honeywell MULTICS System. Sub~ 

routine names and variable arrays are shown in Capital letters in 

the following sections. The program provides the transformer 

winding, ac supply current and output voltage waveforms, both in 

numerical form and plotted, and their harmonic components. 

4.2 The"MainProgram 

The following series of operations describe the solution process 

of the computer program; 

(al Determine Zii (this matrix is constant, and has only to be 

assembled once at the beginning of a computer runl 

Z",. = 
~~ 

(bl. Determine Z (this matrix is dynamic, and has to be re
mm 

assembled when changes in network topology are caused by thyristor 

turn-on or turn-off) • 

z = 
mm 

. i Z C. i 
Cm ii m 

(cl Determine ~ and from it determine Ei 

Ei 
·b 

l); = C"i 

(dt Determine E 
m 

E = c: i 
E. m m ~ 
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(e) Equation 3.31 may be rearranged to give the state variable 

equation 

plm -1 (E Im) (4.1) = L - R mm m mm 

Numerical integration yields the mesh current matrix ~ 

(f) Determine Ii 

Ii = c. i Im 
m 

(g) Determine Ib and Vb 

Ib = c.~ Ii 
l. 

b 
Vb = ZbbI -~ 

The solution advances by one interval or step each time operations 

(c) to (g) are implemented. At the end of each step, the system is 

tested for any change in topology which may have occurred. If changes 

are detected, the solution proceeds as follows: 

(i1. the time between the start of the step and the first discontinuity 

(either a trigger pulse or loop current falling to zero) is 

determined; more than one d1'scontinuity may occur within 

the step, 

(iil the state variable equation is integrated from the start of 

the step to the discontinuity, 

i (ii1') the connection matrix, C. is re-assembled in accordance with 
m 

(ivY 

the new system of meshes and its transpose C· i is formed, 
m 

the new mesh impedance matrix Z is determined as outlined 
mm 

in operation Cb). and the new state variable equation is formed, 

(vl the new equation is integrated from the point of discontinuity 

to the end of the step, 
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(vi) the system is tested for discontinuities occurring during the 

reduced step operation (v). If there is any change, operation 

(i) to (vi) are repeated. If no changes are found, the 

solution proceeds with operations (cl to (g) in the next step. 

A simplified flow chart of the computer programs of Appendix III and IV 

are given respectively in Figs. 4.1a and 4.1b. 

4.3 Solution Process 

To illustrate the solution process, a typical device conduction 

pattern of the parallel convertor circuit is considered. Fig. 2.6 

shows devices lR and 6Y conducti~g in bridge 1 and devices lR' and 6Y' 

conducting in bridge 2. The illustration here is made with reference 

to the computer program of Appendix IV. 

Initially, the program determines the coefficients of the Zbb 

matrix defined in Fig. 3.7a, band c. Subroutine CONST performs this 

function by determining the two 2-dimensional arrays RB and XB, which 

are respectively the branch resistance and inductance matrices. 

Following this, and after obtaining the necessary input data, sub-

routine START determines the pair of thyristors that will conduct 

in each bridge. This is done by the systematic checking of all 

thyristors to find those which are most positively biased, and 

subroutine·CDUCTS provides the device forward conduction voltage drop. 

b The elements of the connection matrix, C •. of Fig. 3.12 and 
l. 

the master conduction matrix of Fig. 3.13 are located respectively in 

the 2-dimensional arrays CTRAN and CBRAN. Following the calling of 

subroutine b LOAD, C. i (CTRANT in the computer program) is assembled 

and c. i and C· i , respectively CB and CBT in the program, 
m m 

from CTRAN 

are assembled from CBRAN. The latter transformations related, in this 
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case, to the meshes comprising devices lR with 6Y and lR' with 6Y' 

together with the fixed delta winding mesh. The elements of CB for 

this conduction pattern are shown in Fig. 4.2. Within the subroutine 

LOAD, the operation continues in order to implement the steps (a) 

and (bl of section 4.2. Also, the inverse of L is obtained using 
mm 

subroutine MATINV. 

Operations (c) to (el of section 4.2 are implemented when 

subroutine GN is called successively as required by the integration 

subroutine MXRK4 and finally a solution to equation 4.1 is obtained. 

The values of Im are stored in the column vector AN in the program. 

Finally, operations (f) to (gl are carried out by subroutines BRANI and 

BRANV. i b In BRANI currents I and I are stored in the arrays AT 

and AB respectively. In BRANV, Vb is calculated and stored in the 

Next, topology cnanges are monitored using subroutine array VB. 

INTERP, whereby the program detects either a trigger pulse generated 

by subroutine TRIGER or a current discontinuity indicating thyristor 

turn-off. These processes are i·llustrated in the following sections. 

4.4 Trigger Pulsefor·theThyristor Circuits 

The need to determine the instant of device turn-on and turn-off 

has been stated in the previous section. The former process is 

achieved by implementing the sequence of thyristor trigger pulses shown 

in Fig. 4.3. The implementation is achieved in the computer program 

such that each pulse fires a pair of thyristors to ensure that both 

conduct, e.g. lR and 6Y. Hence, two trigger pulses are shown in 

Fig. 4.3 for each device. This subroutine is called at the end of 

each step to check for the presence of the pulses in the operation of 
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the parallel bridge. A simplified flow chart of this subroutine is 

shown in Fig. 4.4 and it is called subroutine TRIGER in the computer 

program. 

Apart from determining the presence of a trigger pulse the com-

puter program also determines tn, the time of the occurrence of the 

pulse from the start of a step. This program is also designed to 

incorporate triggering unbalance that might possibly occur in practice 

between bridges and between the upper and lower rows of thyristors 

in each bridge. 

4.5 Current Discontinuity 

The mesh current is monitored to determine when a device ceases 

to conduct and this occurs when the current just becomes negative. 

Referring to Fig. 4.5 the time to the discontinuity, ta, is determined 

by, 

III + 
(121 - 1111 

ta 0 . = 
t 

from which 

III t 
ta = (4.2) 

III - 121 

In the computer program, the initial currents at the start of 

a new run are set to a small value (10 mA, rather than zero, to ensure 

that the program does not fail in the event of a current zero in 

the first step. 

It is possible that one or more discontinuities (including the 

presence of a trigger pulse) are observed in a step. The times of 

these from the start of the step are determined as above and the 

shortest time is chosen for operation (i) to (vi) of section 4.2. 
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Flowchart for Subroutine 11R~~ (The Program is in 

Appendix IV) 
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4.6 Interpolation 

In the computer program the subroutine to perform the inter-
• 

polation is called'INTt:RP; The three main functions of this 

subroutine are; 

(a) To check the forward biasing of the individual thyristors and 

the presence of a trigger pulse." The former is done separately 

for each bridge as the triggering of the thyristor pairs within 

the bridge are not at the same time. In the computer program, 

the thyristor anode-cathode voltage and the trigger pulse are 

denoted respectively by the arrays VDS and ITRIG, 

(bJ 
m To check if any currents, I are negative. This is based on 

the calculation shown in section 4.5, 

(c} Following any topology change due to either (a) or (b) above, 

the subroutine then makes the necessary changes to the mesh 

number M and the loop patterns ICL. 

The flowchart describing the operation performed by subroutine 

INTERP is illustrated in Fig. 4.6. 

4.7 Thyristor"Voltage 

A thyristor has to be forward biased and a trigger pulse applied 

to its gate in order to conduct. This is achieved in the computer 

program using subroutine CDUCT5 which supplies the voltage drop for 

each individual thyristor. This subroutine determines the device 

voltages from the transformer branch voltages and the voltage drops 

due to device impedances during conduction. As an example, consider 

Fig. 4.7, which shows device 2B' as the next device to be triggered. 

Its voltage is determined from, 
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Flowchart for Subroutine INTERP 

DETERMINE VDS· FROM Vb 
AND SELECT VD5 (1)" FOR TEST 
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SELECT TIME TO 1st DIS- 1--------1 RETURN 
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1 
Vb (6) 

Vg5(2) 

!vh (13) 

FIG. 4.7 Thyristor Voltage 
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Vd5 (21 = Vb (51 - Vb (13L 

Similar expression defines other thyristor voltages and these 

are implemented in the computer program. 

(4.2) 

The numbering in the bracket of the left-hand side of eqn. 4.2 

refers to the thyristor numbers of Fig. 2.2, where lR' to 6Y' 

represent 1 to 6 and lR to 6Y represent 7 to 12, and on the right

hand side refers to Fig. 3.8. 

Subroutine CDUCT is implemented in a similar fashion, but it 

is used for checking the thyristor voltage in the Mode 1 operation. 

This is because only a pair of thyristors is conducting at a time and 

the voltage is given by, -Vb(61 (see Fig.4.71 for thyristor pair 

lR' and 2B' to conduct, thyristor 6Y' being switched off. 

4.8 Integration Procedure 

Techniques for numerically integrating differential equations 

may be classified into multi-step and single-step methods. Multi-

step methods, such as the various predictor/corrector formulae, are 

generally quicker and have greater stability than single-step methods. 

However, since they rely on integration ahead using open-type quadratic 

formulae (ref: 191 (in which the integration extends beyond the 

ordinates employed in the formulael, they require certain initial 

values to start the integration process. Clearly, such methods 

are precluded from thyristor circuit studies, since they would require 

re-starting at every system discontinuity. From the various single-

step methods available, a 4th-order Runge-Kutta routine has been 

chosen, due to its high accuracy. The Kutta-Merson method, which 

determines the truncation error at each step (at the expense of 
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computer run-time) is unnecessary, since the maximum step length 

used by the computer program yields truncation errors which are within 

error bounds. 

The 4th order Runge-Kutta equations are 

G = f(It'tJh (4.3) 
0 

f(It 
1 1 (4.4) Gl = + ~o' t + '2hlh 

f(It 
1 1 (4.5) G2 = + ~1J t + '2hlh 

G3 = f(It + G2 , t + hlh (4.6) 

1 + G31 (4.7) I t +h = It + 6(Go + 2Gl + 2G2 

where h is the integration step length; 

f(It,t} etc. are the solutions of the mesh state variable 

equations for It' t etc; 

m 
It is the vector I at time t, and 

m I t +h is the vector I at time (t+hl. 

A disadvantage of this integration method compared with other 

approaches is its relative instability. A procedure developed 

by Williams (ref: 61 for selecting the optimum step length with 

respect to numerical stability and is outlined below. 

4.9 Optimum Step·Length 

The optimum step length for a Runge-Kutta integration procedure 

is equal to the shortest system time constant. The system time 

constants can be obtained by determining the eigenvalues· of the charac-

teristic equation formed from the state matrix of the state variable 

equation. That is, from the standard state-variable equation 

[x] = LAJ [x] + LB] [u1, (4.8) 

the eigenvalues of [AJ are found. These appear in the solution 
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e 
-A t 

n terms, where A 
n 

is the e~~envalue of the nth local solution. 

The largest ··eiqemral.ue is the reciprocal of the smallest time 

constant (ref: 12,13). 

The computer program determines the shortest time constant using 

a NAG library subroutine, and sets the step length accordingly. 

This subroutine is called OPSTEP in the computer program. However, 

it may be removed if not required since after several runs, a step 

length of 0.0001 seconds is justified for the computation. 

4.10 Input Data 

Two computer program listings are presented in Appendices rlr 

andlV. These are used specifically to obtain respectively the 

current waveforms and their harmonic contents. 

This is a convenient approach and reduces computing time from 

that needed when both functions are incorporated in a single program. 

It follows from this that two input data are needed as shown at the 

end of the listings. The first will be explained here and the 

other in Chapter S. 

In Appendix tIT, there are nine data lines read by the computer 

successively as follows: 

Line 1. Three transformer winding phase resistances and the sixth 

number is the thyristor resistance. 

Lines 2 to 4. Transformer self and mutual inductances with the last 

number being the thyristor path self inductance if any. 

Line S. NSTUD - number of studies to be made. 

Line 6. Peak supply line voltage, frequency and firing delay angle. 

Line 7. NSUB - number of sample. 



Line 8. 

Line 9. 
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Time to complete the run per sample (seconds 1 

Load data; R, L, Ed and e
thy 
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CHAPTER 5 HARMONIC ANALYSIS AND MEAN QUANTITIES 

5.1 Introduction 

The current waveforms of the model are further analysed for 

their harmonic contents using Fourier Analysis. This section briefly 

outlines the Fourier Analysis routine. In aiding the discussion, a 

simplified flow chart is given in Fig. 5.1. Also, the mean output 

currents and voltage of the parallel converter circuit will be 

discussed with respect to their computer implementation. 

5.2 Fourier Analysis 

Generally speaking, any periodic signal f(tl may easily be analysed 

if it may be expressed in terms of sinusoidal signals. That is, the 

signal is said to be expressed in terms of its Fourier series as 

shown below; 

f (t) = 

+ b2 sin 2w t + ...... 
0 

a 00 00 

6r f (t) 0 E cos nw t + E b sin nw t (5.1) = + a 2 n=l n 0 n=l n 0 

For any specific signal, f(t), as shown above. Fourier Analysis 

can be carried out. This involves calculating the coefficient a , 
o 

a and b for the given signal (ref: 20, 211. 
n n 

The series of equation 5.1" may be written in a number of apparently 

different, although equivalent forms, one of which is obtained by 

recognising that for all values of n, 

a cos nw t + b sin nw t 
non 0 

= C sin (nw t + e ) non (5.2) 
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( ENTER ) 
• 

SET dxs INTO dxt, VARYING 
LENGTHS 

'~FOR i = 1,n r-----
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I r-, , 
I I 
I , 
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L_..l __ _ 

t 
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n 
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--- END OF LOOP J 

t 

CALCULATE aa' a and b 
n n 

j 

Cl = /2 a
1 b

2 
1 

T 
,---- -1 far i = 1,n 

C -/2 b
2 

n a + 
n n 

e = C Ic n n 1 
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'0 
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t 
~---- - - --t END OF LOOP J , 

l RETURN ) 

FIG. 5.1 F~~~HART FOR SUBROUTINE FOUR~ 

c 
n = 0.0 

e = 0.0 
n 

e = 0.0 
n 

, 

( END ) 



where, C = /an
2 + b 2 

n n 
(5.3) 

a 
sine n = (5.4) 

n 
/an

2 b 2 + n 

b 
e n cos = n 

/an
2 b 2 + n 

(5.5) 

and hence 

e 
-1 

(a /b ) = tan 
n n n 

(5.6) 

Combination pairs of terms in equation 5.2 gives the equivalent form 

for the Fourier Series, (ref: 22). 

f(t) = 

with C equal to a /2 and all other C and e defined by equations 
o 0 n n 

5.3 to 5.6. The coefficient C is the amplitude and e , the phase 
n n 

th of the n harmonic. 

The Fourier Analysis of such a signal f(t), is widely covered 

in the literature. The numerical estimation of the Fourier coefficients 

are obtained as follows: 

(a) 

(b) 

(cl 

Estimation of a 
cv 

a 
o 

2 
= 

m 

Estimation of a 
n-

m 
2 E f(t i ) cos nWoti 

i=l 
a = n m 

Estimation of b 
11 

m 
2 E f (t

i
) sin nWoti 

i=l b = 
n m 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

From these numerical estimates for a and b , the amplitude C and 
n n n 
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phase e of harmonics can be readily calculated using the digital 
n 

computer. 

5.3 Variation of the step length in the estimation of the 

Fourier Coefficients. 

Up to this point, the numerical estimation of the Fourier 

Series has assumed a constant step length. Sometimes, the signal 

f(t) under study, particularly the current or voltage waveforms, 

exhibit discontinuity. For improvement of the estimate, any 

discontinuities in the signal have to be determined exactly and this 

necessitates using new intermediate steps within the step where the 

discontinuity occurs. 

Consider Fig. 5.2 where y = f(t) is known for m values. of t. 

These are designated as Yo ' Yl , Y 2 , Y3 .... Ym' The contribution of 

the first interval, shown as abcd in Fig. 5.2 is approximately, 

(5.11 ) 

Thi~ is the area of a trapezoid having an average amplitude of 

(yo + Yl)/2 and a base equal to /It. Similarly, the contribution of 

the second interval is, 

(5.12 ) 

It can be seen that in forming the summation of the areas all values 

of Y are used twice. Hence, for the case of equal step lengths (i.e. 

6t is equal throughout), this gives rise to equation 5.B. Equations 

5.9 and 5.10 are similarly solved by this approach (ref: 21). 

Suppose a discontinuity occurs in the signal f(t) of Fig. 5.2 
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FIG. 5.2 SIGNAL f(t) INDICATING THE OCCURRENCE OF DISCONTINUITY 

~ 

1.0 J. 

0 .. 5 

o . 
600 1200 1 100 2400 :5000 :51 bCJ 

o 

-0. 5 
, 

-1. 0 

FIG. 5.3 NAVEF'ORH GENERATED BY THE COIU'UTER FOR THE "'EST 
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at point r within a step length ~t. This discontinuity has to be 

determined exactly, which eventually gives rise to two new independent 

step lengths, ~t and ~t l' r r- With the introduction of these new 

step lengths, equations 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10 are modified accordingly 

as shown below: 

(al 

a 
o 

'2 

(bl 

a 
n 

(cl 

b 
n 

Estimation of a 
~ 

Estimation of a 
n 

o 00 1 
[ 

Y cos nw t + 

+ ••• 

+ ••• 
Y lCOS r- nw t l+Y cos o r- r nw t 

or 

+ ~~~ ____ ~o~m~-~ __ ~m~ ______ ~o~m Ym-l cos nw t 1 + Y cos nw t ] 

~t 

Estimation of b 
n-

= !TYo sin nWoto + Yl 
mL I'.t 

+ ••• 
Y IS in nw t 1 + Yr sin nw t r- or- or 

~tr+l 

+ 
Yr sin nWotr + tr+l sin nWotr+l 

~t 
r 

+ ~m~-~l~ ____ ~o~m~-~ ____ m~ ______ ~o~m y sin nw t 1 + y: sin nw t J 
~t 

For the estimation of a and b , the factor 2 which appeared in 
n n 

equation 5.9 and 5.10 is missing above. This factor appears in 

(5.l4l 

(5.15) 

the expressions for the areas of the trapezoids of Fig. 5.2 and cancels. 
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5.4 Computer estimation of the Fourier Series for a known signal 

Equation 5.13, 5.14 and 5.15 were implemented in a computer 

program. Tests on the effectiveness of this program to estimate the 

Fourier Series were carried out by, firstly, generating a knqwn signal 

as shown in Fig. 5.3. The inputted numerical values for .. the waveform 

include the exact points of the occurrence of the discontinuities 

o 0 0 
at e = 60 ,120 ,180 ,etc. For this particular waveform at the 

discontinuity the step length is zero. 

The results for this test are depicted in Table 5.1 using 200 

sample points. The table also provides the errors for each harmonic 

component as compared with the values obtained by exact trigonometric 

calculation. The errors are reduced by increasing the sample points. 

A second test involves supplying the coefficients C and e in 
n n 

the equation 5.7 to generate a waveform. This was then analysed 

to obtain the corresponding values of C and e • 
n n 

Similarly this 

was done with about 200 sample points. Table 5.2 provides the results. 

The results of both tests are depicted in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 

and these indicate the ability of the computer program to analyse 

any periodic signal. 

5.5 Mean'dcoutput quantities 

The dc bridge currents and output voltage are obtained using a 

simple trapezoidal algorithm. A flowchart is depicted in Fig. 5.4 

and this is named subroutine RMSAVE in the computer program of 

Appendix IV • Also, the program can evaluate the rms value of a 

given function. 



· . 
(ha rllon; C no: .. od arC) D.U of fund. derivation X .rror 

0.0 0.0000000 
1.0 0.954~530+00 90.00 1.0000000 1.0000000 0.0000 
2.0 0.0000000+00 0.00 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000 
3.0 0.0000000+00 0.00 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000 
4.(') 0.0000000+00 0.00 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000 
S.O 0.1905570+00 90.00 0.1995668 0.2000000 0.2166 
6.0 0.0000000+00 0.00 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000 
7.0 0.1359420+00 270.00 0.1423698 -0.1428571 0.3411 
e.o 0.0000000+00 0.00 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000 
9.0 0.0000000+00 0.00 0.0000000 -o.ooooeoo 0.0000 

10.0 0.0000000+00 0.00 0.0000000 0.001.10000 0.0000 
11 .0 0.85774'10-01 270.00 0.0898304 -0.0909091 1.1 MS 
P.O O.OOOOOOO+OCl 0.00 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000 
13.0 0.7269170-01 90.00 0.0761287 0.U769Z31 1.0327 
14.0 0.0000000+00 0.00· 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000 
15.0 0.0000000+00. 0.00 0.0000000 O.oooooeo 0.0000 
1".0 Cl.OOOOOOO+OJ 0.00 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000 
17.0 0.5443320-01 90.00 0.0510069 0.058823S 3.0883 
18.0 0.0000000+00 0.00 0.0000000 1.1.0000000 0.0000 
19.0 0.4931950-01 270.00 0.0516514 -0.0526316 1.'1623 
20.0 0.0000000+00 0.00 o.onooooo 0.0000000 0.0000 

TABLE 5.1 RESULTS OF TIlE IlARI'0I1IC Jl.tlllLYSIS OF THE NAVEFORM GIVEN N I FIG. 5.3 
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harmonic no: "'od arQ ,.u of fund. otrivation X trror 
0.0 . 0.0000000 
1 .0 0.9549100+00 90.00 1.01100000 1.0000000 0.0000 
2.1) J.OOOOOOO+OO 0.00 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000 
3.0 J.OOOOO:)O+OO 0.00 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000 
4.0 0.0000000+00 0.00 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000 
5.0 0.190~800+00 90.00 0.1998933 0.1998932 0.0000 
".0 O.OOOOOOD+OO 0.00 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000 
7.0 0.1362900+00 270.00 0.1427254 0.1427255 0.0001 
~.:J 0.0000000+00 0.00 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000 
Q.'l 0.0000000+00 0.00 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000 

10.0 0.0000000+00 0.00 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000 
1 1 • 0 0.8656990-01 270.00 0.0906576 0.09065711 0.0001 
1 2./) 0.0000000+00 0.00 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000 
1 3. '1 0.7323010-01 90.00 0.07668110 0.07661179 11.0001 
14.0 :).0000000+00 0.00 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000 
1 5.0 0.0000000+03 0.00 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000 
1 6.0 0.0000000+00 0.00 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000 
1 7.0 0.5579010-01 90.00 0.0564244 0.0~84244 0.00(12 
1 q. '1 0.0000000+00 0.00 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000 
19.0 0.49\14990-01 270.00 0.0523085 U.0523086 0.0002 
20.3 0.0000000+00 0.00 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000 

. . . 

TABLE 5.2 RESULTS OF THE HARMONIC ANALYSIS FOR THE SECOND TEST. 

l 
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5.6 Input data 

A separate input data is necessary for the program and this is 

explained here. 

The input data as printed at the end of the AppendixlV has 

four lines to be read by the computer. They are as follows: 

Line 1 

Line 2 

Line 3 

Line 4 

Peak supply line voltage; frequency; load back emf; 

thyristor voltage drop; load resistance and inductance. 

NSTUD, time, step length. 

triggering variation for the thyristors in the top and 

bottom part of each bridge and between the bridges. The 

first two numbers pertain to bridge 1 while the last two 

pertain to Bridge 2. 

Firing delay angles; a number of firing delay angles 

can be set after this line depending upon the value of 

NSTUD (in line 2). For example, to study one case of 

tiring delay angle, NSTUD is set to 1. 
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CHAPTER 6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

6.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to present the results which; 

a) validate the computer program by comparing the computed 

and the experimental results and; 

b) demonstrate the operational characteristics of the parallel

bridge system considered. 

A description of the experimental laboratory arrangement is 

presented to provide an insight to its features. However, its 

constructional details are omitted for conciseness. 

It is important that the impedanc$and voltages are well balanced 

between the two secondary windings of each phase, and between the 

three phases. Special attention is focus sed on the adjustments made 

to the transformers to ensure acceptable balance. 

The computer program of the developed mathematical model 

presented in Chapter 3 can be executed when typical circuit parameters 

are available. These parameters comprise the transformer data, the 

thyristor modelling data and the load data together with operational 

details such as supply voltage and firing delay angle. The measurements 

of these data from the laboratory convertor system will be outlined. 

Validation of the computer program is achieved by comparison of the 

computed and measured current waveforms in the transformer windings 

and ac supply lines. The capability of predicting these waveforms 

is, of course, one of the objectives of the research. 

Finally, the various operating characteristics plotted from the 

computer program are presented and discussed. 

as appropriate, are verified experimentally. 

Some of these, 
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6.2 The Laboratory Convertor System 

Photographs of the l2-pulse parallel convertor system used 

are shown in Fig. 6.1 with the pulse shifting transformer and its 

protractor in evidence. The supply transformers are shown in Fig. 6.2 

with the associated extra bucking and boosting transformers and 

inductances needed to improve balance. The circuit connections are 

shown schematically in Fig. 6.3. 

AS stated earlier, three separate single-phase, three winding 

transformers are used to supply the bridge rectifiers, these having been 

adapted from existing two-winding transformers with split secondary 

windings. Not being purpose-ouilt for the role, improvisation has 

been necessary to provide the required voltage and impedance balance 

previously mentioned. For equal and balanced supply voltage to the 

two bridges, addi-tional bucking transformers are used with the star-

secondary and boosting transformers with the delta secondary windings 

(Fig. 6.3L Extra air-cored reactors are included in each transformer 

phase to give equivalent ciycuit inductance balance between the two 

secondary windings in each phase, and between the three phases. 
\;~ 

This procedure involved repeated short circuit testing and adjustment 

of values until satisfactory results were achieved. The three-

branch equivalent circuit (per phasel for a three-winding transformer 

is shown in Fig. 6.4, with the final values shown in Table 6.1 for 

each transformer. The values are referred to the rectifier side 

of the transformers. The negative quantities indicated in the table 

depend on the actual physical arrangement of the windings on the core 

(ref. 231. It was found to be not feasible to balance the winding 

resistance further, the inductance being deemed the more important. 
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FIG . 6. 1 THE EX?ERH1ENTAL SYSTEI"l OF THE 12- PULSE 

PARALLEL CONVERTOR 
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FIG . 6 . 2 THE THREE SINGLE PHASE THREE-WINDING SUPPLY TRANSFORNER 
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Branch 
Parameters 

r
1 

(0) 

L
1

(mH) 

r
2 

(Il) 

L2 (mH) 

r 3(0) 

L3 (mH) 

Table 6.1 

Star 

R-Y 
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Transformer A Transformer B 

-0.266 -0.207 

-3.075 -3.024 

1.096 0.962 

8.321 8.27 

0.994 0.895 

8.407 8.27 

Measured Transformer Equivalent Parameters 
(Ref. Fig. 6.4) 

secondar (V) Delta secondary (V) 

Y-B B-R R-Y Y-B B-R 

Transformer 

-0.237 

-3.177 

0.895 

8.203 

0.949 

8.27 

129.5 129.8 129.0 129.0 129.8 129.5 

Table 6.2 Open-circuit Transformer Secondary Line Vo1tages. 

C 
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The open-circuit secondary voltages are given in Table 6.2 for 

an applied primary voltage of 240V, balanced to within IV. An 

average value of l29.4V has been used in the program. The effective 

transformation ratios for each secondary phase to primary phase as 

defined in Figs. 3.11 and 3.12 are: 

6.1 

6.2 

As noted in Chapter 3, the equivalent circuit parameters of the 

form given in Tab~e 6.1 were not used in the analysis, but were 

replaced by the self and mutual inductances of the windings. The 

calculation of these values from the circuit measurements is given in 

Appendix I. Again, inevitably, there is small unbalance between the 

windings, and average values were adopted for the program. These 

are presented in Table 6.3. 

The control circuitry for the parallel bridge convertor and the 

thyristor gate drive circuits are given in Appendix II. Adjustment 

of thyristor firing delay is made by a phase-shifting transformer 

(magslipl. with a protractor to indicate directly the firing delay 

angle. Each bridge is fitted with its own magslip, but the connection 

is such that one operates as a master firing angle controller for 

both bridges (this being Bridge 1 magslip), while the other is set to 

give a 30
0 

firing delay to the Bridge 2 thyristors relative to those 

of Bridge 1. This latter magslip may be used to trim the firing of 

the Bridge 2 thyristors for best balance between the bridges. 

The measuring equipment includes dc meters of the moving coil 

type and ac-dc meters of the moving iron type, connected respectively 



Resistances Self Inductances 
(0) (H) 

r l = r 2 = r3 = 0.708 Lll = L22 = L33 = 1.66 

r 4 = r5 = r6 = 0.289 L44 = L55 = L66 = 0.506 

r7 = r8 = r9 = 0.307 L77 = L88 = L99 = 0.170 

Table 6.3 Transformer Data used in the Mathematical Model 

(Ref. Fig. 3.7a, b and c) 

Mutual Inductances 
(H) 

L14 = L25 = L36 = 0.901 

L17 = L28 = L39 = 0.523 

L47 = L58 = L69 = 0.279 
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on the dc and ac sides. To aid the measurement of the current using 

the oscilloscope or its harmonic contents, a coaxial shunt of O.Oln 

resistance has been used. Care has to be taken when measuring the 

primary side current as the oscilloscope chassis is usually earthed. 

A Tektronix type 555 dual beam oscilloscope has been used. The 

harmonip contents of the current are measured using the Bruel and Kjaer 

frequency analyser type 2105. 

The device modelling data used in the mathematical model is as 

follows: 

ethy 
= 0 

L
thy = 0 

R
thy 

= O.w 

6.3 Alternating current 'waveforms 

For the purpose of waveform prediction, four firing delay 

angles have been chosen to cover the four operating modes of which the 

experimental system is capaBle. With delay angles of 1600
, 1500

, 

120
0 

and 60
0

, which correspond to Modes 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively, 

both with and without load back emf present, (except in Mode 1, the 

o delay angle for the latter is 165 l, the following current waveforms 

are predicted: 

Cal The two bri~ge supply line currents; 

Ob) the tertiary winding current; 

(c) the supply line current; 

(d). the primary phase current; 

Additionally the mean dc output voltage and current values are 

computed. 
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The ac supply voltage to the rectifier system is measured to be 

339.4 peak or 240V rms with a frequency of 50 Hz. The computer program 

runs with a step length of 0.0001 seconds, this being chosen by trial 

and error to minimise the computing time and provide acceptable 

accuracy in the final results, as mentioned in Chapter 4. 

The load side is represented by a variable resistor, an inductor 

and a battery connected in series. The load inductance was measured 

at 100 Hz using the digital Marconi bridge meter. For the model, the 

load resistance used in the computation is the dc resistance which is 

simply calculated from the knowledge of the dc mean output voltage, 

Vd' the dc mean output current Id and the battery open circuit voltage 

Ed and from, 

R = 

The numerical values are shown Below. The following gives the load 

data used in the experiment and prediction of the currents: 

R = 5.Hl L = 0.01741I Ed = 24.0V or OV 

The predicted current waveforms and the oscillograms obtained 

from the laboratory system are given in Fig. 6.5 to Fig. 6.20. The 

shapes of the bridge supply current waveforms correspond with those 

put forward in Chapter 2 and the individual transformer winding currents 

have the form expected by derivation from the bridge currents. 

Correlation between computed and observed current waveforms is very 

good. Amplitudes correspond for each operating mode within experimental 

error, although there are small differences in the conduction intervals. 

Mean dc values of the output currents, Idl and Id2 respectively 

for Bridge 1 and Bridge 2, and the output voltage Vd' are given with 

the bridge supply current waveforms. The measured and the predicted 
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Frequency = 50.0 hz and alpha = 160.0 deg. RL = 5.10000 ohms 

currenl (amps) 
IS 

10 

5 

EB = 21.0 volls 

L = 0.017100000 . h 

8 lime (sec.) 
.00 0.20 8.18 0.60 0.80 1.00 1.20 1.10 1.60 1.80 2.00 

-5 X10-2 

-10 

-IS 

currenl (amps) 
IS 

.10 

5 

FIG. 6.5a THE BRIDGE SUPPLY LINE CURRENT 

Id1 = 0·1 A Id2 = 0.1 A Id = 0.2 A 

Vd = 26 V 

o lime (sec.) 
.00 0.20 0.10 0.60 0.B0 1.00 1.20 1.10 1.60 1.80 2.00 

-5 X10-2 

-10 

-IS 

: ' , I . , 

- I. ;. 

- , . 

FIG. 6.6a THE BRIDGE SUPPLY CURRENT 

Id1 = 0.15 A Id2 = 0.2 A Id = 0.4 A 

Vd = 28.5 V 

FIG. 6.6b THE TERTIARY WINDING CURRENT 

THE OSCILLOGRArolS 

Scale: ¥orizontal - 2 ms per division 

Vertical - 5 A per division 
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Frfquency = 50.0 hz and alpha = 160.0 dfg. RL = 5.10000 ohms 

currfnl (amps) 
15 

10 

5 

EB = 21.0 volls 

L = 0.017100000 h 

9 limf (Sf C.) 

09 0.20 0.10 0.60 0.80 1.00 1.20 Li0 1.60 1.80 2.90 
~ XI~ 

-10 

-15 

FIG. 6.5c THE SUPPLY LINE CURRENT 

currfnl (amps) 
15 

10 

5 

9'~~~~~~~~~,,~,~~~~~~~ lime (sec.) 
1.80 2.00 00 0.20 0.10 0.60 0.80 1.00 1.20 1.10 1.60 

-5 XI0-2 

-10 

-15 

FIG. 6.5d THE PRIHARY PHASE CURRENT 

__ 1JI~"i: 
I · ' · , ' · ' · 

FIG. 6.6c THE SUPPLY LINE CUnRBNT 

~-I: i j I i' 
j : I I I 

T ' 

FIG. 6.6d THE PRlJo'.ARY PRASE C,JRRENT 

THE OSCILLOGRAl-'S 

Scale: Horizontal - 2 ms per division 

Vertical - 5 A per division 
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Frequency = 50.0 hz and alpha =150.0 deg. RL = 5.10000 ohms L = 0.017100000 h 

current (amps) 
15 

10 

5 

-5 

-10 

-15 

currenl (amps) 
15 

10 

5 

EB = 21.0 volls 

0.80 1. 00 1.20 1.10 1. 60 
lime (sec.) 

1.80 2.00 
X10-2 

FIG. 6.7a THE BRIDGE SUPPLY LINE CURRENT 

,. Id1 = 0.75 A Id2 = 0.75 A Id = 1.5 A 

Vd = 32.4 V 

0'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
.00 0.20 0.60 0.80 1.00 1.20 1.~0 1.60 

lime (sec.) 
1.80 2.00 

-5 X10-2 

-10 

-15 

FIG. 6.7b THE TERTIARY WINDING CURRENT 

, 

FIG. 6.8a THE BRIDGE SUPPLY LINE CUP RENT 

I 
I , 

I 

Id1 = 0.9 A Id2 = 1.05 A Id = 2.0 A 

Vd = 37.5 V 

j . 
• - I - -• 

FIG. 6.8b THE TERTIARY WnlDING CURRENT 

THE OSCILLOGRA}:5 

Scale: Horizontal - 2 ms per division 

Vertical - 5 A per division 
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Frequency = 50.0 hz and alpha =150.0 deg. RL = 5.10000 ohms 

currenl (amps) 
15 

10 

5 

EB = 21.0 volls 

L = 0.017100000 h 

0t::-""'-:!:~7:~~~:;;:;:;~":T::::-'"""':""~";:r:~cz;!~!:':;l:::;;;::== ii me (sec. ) 
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FIG. 6.7c THE S!JPPLY LItrE CURRENT 

o lime (sec.) 
00 0.20 0.10 0.60 0.80 1.00 1.20 1.10 1.60 1.80 2.00 

-5 Xl~ 

-10 

FIG. 6.7d THE PRIWJlY PHASE CURRENT 

_ ~ j I " .l , • I -. 
I :' . . 

FIG. 6.8c THE S!JPPLY Ln:E CURREt:T 

FIG. 6.8d THE rnIJ.lARY PHASE C\TRREliT 

THE OSCILLOGRAMS 

Scale: Horizontal - 2 ros per division 

Vertical - 5 A per division 
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Frfqufncy = 50.0 hz and alpha =120.0 dfg. RL = 5.10000 ohms L = 0.017400000 h 

currfni (amps) 
15 

10 

5 

-5 

-10 

-15 

currfni (amps) 
15 

10 
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EB = 24.0 volis 

limf (Sf c.) 

1.80 2.00 
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FIG. 6.9a THE E1'lJIX;E SUPlYf.Y LINE CURRENT 

Id1 = 4.78A Id2 c 5.46 A Id = 10.24 A 

Vd = 76.8 V 

o iimf(sec.) 
~0 1.00 1.20 1.40 1.60 l.N.00 

-5 X10-2 

-10 

-15 

FIG. 6.9b TIlE TErTIARY \-!INDING CURRENT 

FIG. 6.10a TIlE BRIDGE SUPPLY LINE CURRENT 

Id1 = 5.2 A Id2 = 5.25 A = 10.4 A 

Vd = 81 V 

FIG. 6.10b TIIg TERTIARY "IIYDING CURREliT 

THE OSCILLOGRAY.S 

Scale: Horizontal - 2 ms per division' 

Vertical - 5 A per division 
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Frequency = 50.0 hz and alpha = 120.0 deg. RL = 5.10000 ohms L = 0.017100000 h 

currenl (amps) 
15 

10 

5 

EB = 21.0 volls 

0~~TT""~T"""'~T"""'~,...,...,...-r~"'"""'":r:'::'~r-:7~r:'::'~r;::"';;;! li me (sec.) 
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FIG. 6.9c THE SUPPLY LINE CURRENT 
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FIG. 6.9d THE PRIMARY PlIA'SE CURRENT 

• 
FIG. 6.10c THE SUPPLY LINE CURRF.I>T 

FIG. 6.10d THE PRl}'ARY PHASE CURRENT 

THE OSCILLOGRAJ<lS 

Scale: Horizontal - 2 ms per division 

Vertical - 5 A per division 
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Frequency = 50.0 hz and alpha = 60.0 deg. RL = 5.10000 ohms 

currenl (amps) 
30 

20 

10 

EB = 24.0 volls 

L = 0.017400000 h 

0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ lime (sec.) 
1.80 2.00 .00 0.20 0.4 

-10 Xl -2 
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FIG. 6.11a THE BRIDGE SUPPLY LINE CURRENT 

Id1 = 12.17 A Id2 = 12.25 A Id = 24.42 A 

currenl (amps) 
30 
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Vd = 150.1 V 

0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
.00 0.20 

-10 

-20 

-30 

"'-'0""'-'".60 0.80 1.00 1.20 1.10 1.6 2.00 
m-2 

FIG. 6.11b THE TERTIARY ,/INnING CURRENT 

....... -----------

lime (sec.) 

FIG. 6.12a THE PRImp. f'UPPLY LHE CURRENT 

Id1 = 11.8 A Id2 = 11.4 A Id = 23.4 A 

Vd = 144.5 V 

FIG. 6.12b THE TERTIA..'lY \,INDIIiG CURREnT 

THE OSCILLOGIW~S 

Scale: Horizontal - 2 ms per division 

Vertical - 10 A per division 
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Frpqupncy = 50.0 hz and alpha = 60.0 dpg. Rl = 5.10000 ohms 

currpnL (amps) 
30 

20 

10 

EB = 21.0 volls 

l = 0.017100000 h 
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FIG. 6.11c TP.E SUPPLY LINE CURRENT 
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FIG. 6.11d T!'E PRIJ1ARY PHASE CURRENT 

FIG. 6.12c THE SUPPLY LU'E CURRENT 

"lC; 6.12d THE PRIHARY PHAfE C1TRRENT 

THE OSCILLOCRAMS 

Scale: Horizontal - 2 ms per division 

Vertical - 10 A per division 
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Frequency = 50.0hz and alpha =165.0 deg. RL =, 5.10000 ohms 

current (amps) 
IS 

10 

5 

EB = 0.0 volts 

L = 0.017100000 h 

o lime (sec.) 
.00 0.20 0.10 0.60 0.80 1.00 1.20 1.10 1.60 1.80 2.00 

-5 X10-2 

-10 
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FIG. 6.13a THE :BRIDGE SlTPPLY LINE CURREl\'T 

Id1 = 0.2 A Id2 = 0.2 A Id = 0.4 A 

Vd = 1 V 

o lime (sec.) 
.00 0.20 0.10 0.60 0.80 1.00 1.20 1.10 1.60 1.80 2.00 

-5 X10-2 

-10 

-IS 

FIG. 6.13b THE TERTIARY WINDING CURRENT 

FI G. 6. 14a THE ERIDGE STTPPL Y LINE CURfu'?i'T 

Id1 = 0.4 A Id2 = 0.42 A Id = 0.82 A 

Vd = 4.2 V 

FIG. 6.14b THE TERnARY wnmIl'G ClmRENT 

THE OSCILLOGRAMS 

Scale: Horizontal - 2 ms per division 

Vertical - 5 A per division 
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Frequency = 50.0 hz and alpha =165.0 deg. RL = 5.10000 ohms 

currenl (amps) 
15 

10 

5 

EB = 0.0 volls 

L = 0.017100000 h 

o lime (sec.) 
.00 0.20 0.10 0.60 0.80 1.00 1.20 1.10 1.60 1.80 2.00 

-5 X10-2 
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FIG. 6.13c THE SUJ'PLY LINE. CURRENT 

o lime (sec.) 
.00 0.20 0.10 0.60 0.80 1.00 1.20 1.10 1.60 1.80 2.00 

-5 X10-2 

-10 

-15 

FIG. 6.1)d 'l'HE PRIJII.ARY ffiASE CURRENT 

FIG. 6.14c THE SUPPLY LINE CURRENT 

FIG. 6.14d THE PRUlARY PHASE CTIRPE;t1T 

THE OSCILLOGRAKS 

Scale: Horizontal - 2 ms per division 

Vertical - 5 A per division 
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Fr~qu~ncy = 50.0 hz and alpha = 150.0 d~9. RL = 5.10000 ohms L = 0.017100000 h 

curr~nl (amps) 
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FIG. 6.15a THE BRIDGE SUPPLY LINE CURRENT 

Id1 = 1.61 A Id2 = 1.61 A Id = 3.22 A 

Vd = 16.3 V 

lim~ (s~c.) 

• 0 1.00 1.20 1.10 1.60 1.80 2.00 
XI0-2 

FIG. 6.15b THE TERTIARY WINDING CURRENT 

FIG. 6.16a TEE BRIDGE SUPPLY LINE CUfiRENT 

Id1 = 1.8 A Id2 = 2.15 A Id = 4.0 A 

Vd = 20.05 V 

FIG. 6.16b THE TERTIARY .'IIIDING CURRENT 

THE OSCILOGRANS 

Scale: Sorizontal - 2 mS per division 

Vertical - 5 A per division 
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Frpqupncy = 50.0 hz and alpha = 150.0 dpg. RL = 5.10000 ohms 

currpnl (amps) 
15 
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EB = 0.0 volls 

L = 0.017100000 h 
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PIG. 6.15c THE SUPPLY LIl-.'E CURRENT 
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PIG. 6.15d THE PRIV,ARY PHASE CURRENT 

-. 

PIG. 6.16c THE SUPPLY LINE CURRENT 

_IJ .. I. I I I 
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PIG. 6.16d THE PRII',ARY PHASE CURRENT 

THE OSCILLOGRA}!S 

Scale: Horizontal ~ 2 ms per division 

Vertical - 5 A per divisicn 
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Frequency = 50.0 hz and alpha =120.0 deg. RL = 5.10000 ohms L = 0.017100000 h 

currenl (amps) 
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TIG. 6.17a THE BRIDGE SOPPLY LINE CURRENT 

Id1 = 6.68 A Id2 = 7.6 A Id = 14.28 A 

Vd = 72.8 V 

~~~_0 1.00 1.20 1.10 1.60 

FIG. 6.17b THE TERTIARY WnmING CURRENT 

• 

lime (sec.) 
2.00 

TIG. 6.18a THE BRIDGE SUPPJ,Y LINE CURRENT 

Id1 = 7.15 A Id2 = 7.2 A Id = 14.5 A 

Vd = 74 V 

TIG. 6.1 eb THE TERTIARY WIlIDING CURRENT 

THE OSCILLOGRANS 

Scale: Horizontal - 2 ros per division 

Vertical - 5 A per division 
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Frequency = 50.0hz and alpha =120.0 deg. RL = 5.10000 ohms 

currenl (amps) 
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FIG. 6.17c THE SITFPLY LINE CURRENT 
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FIG. 6.1 7d THE PRIMARY PHASE CURREt'T 

FI G. 6. 18c TEE SUPPLY j,IFE CURRENT 

FIG. 6.18d THE PRIl-'JlRY PHASE CURRENT 

TIlE OSCILLOGIW~S 

Scale: Horizontal - 2 ms per division 

Vertical - 5 A per division 
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Frequency = 50.0 hz and alpha = 60.0 deg. RL = 5.10000 ohms L = 0.017100000 h 

currenl (amps) 
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FIG. 6.19a THE llRIDGE SUPPLY LINE CURRENT 

Id1 = 14.41 A Id2 = 14.57 A Id = 28.98 A 

Vd = 147.3 V 

lime (sec.) 
_""",- 2.00 

FIG. 6.19b THE TERTIARY \.;INDING CURRENT 

FIG. 6.20a T!IE BRInGE SUHLY LINE CURRENT 

Id1 = 14.2 A Id2 = 13.8 Id ~ 28.2 A 

Vd = 143 V 

Jo'IG. 6.20b THE TERTIARY WIJi:Dn;G CUftRr.1lT 

THE OSCILLOG~S 

Scale: Horizontal - 2 ros ~er division 

Vertical - 10 A per division 
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Frequency = 50.0 hz and alpha = 60.0 deg. RL = 5.10000 ohms 
L = 0.017100000 h 

currenl (amps) 
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FIG. 6.19c THE SUPPLY LINE CUllREllT 
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PIG. 6.19d THE PRmARY PHASE C11RREllT 

PIG. 6.20c THF. SUPPLY LIF8 CURRENT 

FIG. 6. 20d TID~ PRn~RY "PHP.SE CUR."'lElIT 

THE OSCI1IOGRA}iS 

Scale: Horizontal - 2 ms per division 

Vertical - 10 A per division 
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values indicate acceptable agreement. 

Generally, within the limits of unbalanced impedances and bridge 

supply voltages obtainable when setting up the transformers, the 

predicted and measured results correspond very well indeed. The 

setting of the 300 phase shifting transformer is critical, and balance 

between the bridges is disturbed by only a very few degrees deviation 

o 
from the nominal 30 • This shows itself in differences of conduction 

angle and mean values of the bridge currents. The initial setting 

up of this 30
0 

displacement has been performed as accurately as 

possible on very light load with each bridge set up separately to 

o operate identically for a=75 on the master firing delay controller. 

o Nevertheless, the possibility of a small error in the 30 displacement 

for the on-load operating conditions cannot be ruled out, especially 

as some small unbalance of firing between the thyristors within each 

bridge is inevitable. 

As is to be expected, the waveforms become much closer to 

sinusoidal on the primary side when the two secondary winding currents 

are added. Naturally, this is most evident at the higher operating 

modes. 

To verify the harmonic contents of the current waveforms, for 

experimental convenience no back emf is included and the firing 

o 0 0 0 
delay angles have been set at 165 , 150 , 120 and 60 for the four 

modes of operation. The waveforms are demonstrated in Figs. 6.13 to 

6.20. Predicted components include the fundamental and up to the 

20th harmonic. The harmonics are expressed as a ratio relative to 

the fundamental. The measurements have been made of the supply 

currents to both bridges and in the red and blue phases. The harmonic 
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currents in the delta tertiary windings are measured for all the 

three phases to gauge the effect of the small transformer winding 

impedance and voltage unbalance. 

The results of measured harmonic contents of the current waveforms 

are provided in Tables 6.4, 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7. The first of these 

gives a comparison of the harmonics in the supply currents to the 

bridges, as well as the values in the two phases to each bridge 

which show most discrepancy. In Table 6.5, the harmonic contents 

of the currents for all the three phases of the delta tertiary are shown. 

The measurements give an acceptable correlation of harmonics 

between phases and between the two Bridges except for Table 6.5 with 

a firing delay angle of 1650
• Here the per unit harmonic currents 

with respect to the fundamental in phase C are greater than those 

in the other phases by a factor of about 10. This is due to a small 

sinusoidal circulating current round the delta loop which is additive 

or subtractive to some degree with each of the 1200 
- displaced 

fundamental current components supplying the load. Evidently, it is 

subtractive in phase C, giving a low fundamental and resulting in 

high per unit harmonic values. (Fundamental phase current components 

of 0.28A, 0.2SA and 0.02A respectively in the three phases are 

presentl. The circulating current is caused by a small phase voltage 

uribalance round the delta, and it is significant that it only 

manifests itself on very low load. 

Tables 6.6 and 6.7 provide the computed harmonics and allow 

comparison with the experimental results in Tables 6.4 and 6.5. For 

the same firing delay angles, it is evident that although correlation 



a Phase 5th 7th 11th 13th 17th 19th 

1650 
Red 0.863 0.685 0.508 0.355 0.173 0.069 

Blue 0.795 0.614 0.455 0.318 0.168 0.082 

150
0 

Red 0.63 0.46 0.08 0.031 0.066 0.046 

Blue 0.595 0.405 0.081 0.030 0.073 0.041 

120
0 

Red 0.26 0.022 0.056 0.034 0.047 0.023 

Blue 0.24 0.021 0.06 0.036 0.037 0.025 

60
0 Red 0.102 0.05 0.02 0.024 0.02 0.017 

Blue 0.095 0.046 0.023 0.021 0.017 0.016 

(a) on the star side (Bridge 1) 

a Phase 5th 7th 11th 13th 17th 19th 

165
0 

Red 0.897 0.795 0.513 0.308 0.154 0.072 

Blue . 0.792 0;625 0.438 0.30 0.104 0.05 

1500 Red 0.63 0.34 0.032 0.063 0.066 0.024 

Blue 0.59 0.354 0.031 0.067 0.064 0.038 

120
0 

Red 0.26 0.023 0.06 0.037 0.044 0.024 

- Blue 0.235 0.022 0.063 0.038 0.048 0.027 

60
0 Red 0.102 0.047 0.026 0.021 0.021 0.017 

Blue 0.09 0.045 0.02 0.02 0.017 0.015 

(b) on the delta side (Bridge 2) 

TABLE 6.4 BRIDGE SUPPLY LINE CURRENT HARMONICS (EXPERIMENTAL) AS A FRACTION OF THE FUNDAMENTAL 



Phase 5th 7th 11th 13th 17th 19th 

A 0.347 0.333 0.181 0.10 0.044 0.021 

165
0 

B 0.549 0.431 0.275 0.204 0.069 0.029 

C 5.25 4.0 3.50 2.0 0.825 0.375 

A 0.60 0.36 0.028 0.068 0.06 0.04 

150
0 

B 0.667 0.383 0.028 0.071 0.058 0.038 

C 0.538 0.292 0.026 0.054 0.058 0.028 

A 0.27 0.028 0.058 0.038 0.046 0.024 

1200 
B 0.29 0.023 0.058 0.036 0.046 0.024 

C 0.264 0.023 0.06 0.035 0.044 0.023 

A 0.10 0.052 0.02 0.018 0.016 0.015 

60
0 

B 0.092 0.054 0.022 0.023 0.018 0.016 

C 0.091 0.045 0.02 0.02 0.018 0.017 

TABLE 6.5 DELTA TERTIARY WINDING CURRENT HARMONICS (EXPERIMENTAL) AS A FRACTION OF THE FUNDAMENTAL 



(l 5th 7th 11th 13th 17th 19th 

165
0 0.86 0.735 0.43 0.28 0.046 0.031 

167
0 * 0.892 0.793 0.541 0.406 0.161 0.065 

1500 0.64 0.38 0.009 0.056 0.019 0.014 

154
0 * 0.696 0.462 0.06 0.046 0.073 0.037 

1200 0.29 0.03 0.069 0.04 0.039 0.026 

122
0 * 0.301 0.021 0.070 0.038 0.041 0.025 

600 0.085 0.049 0.036 0.030 0.006 0.008 

58
0 * O.OBO 0.047 0.038 0.030 0.0 0.007 

TABLE 6.6 BRIDGE SUPPLY LINE CURRENT HARMONICS (COMPUTED) AS A FRACTION OF THE FUNDAMENTAL 

(l 5th 7th 11th 13th 17th 19th 

1650 0.859 0.732 0.427 0.277 0.041 0.034 

1670 
• 0.891 0.790 0.536 0.40 0.155 0.060 

150
0 0.637 0.377 0.0 0.057 0.017 0.016. 

154
0 * 0.692 0.456 0.054 0.051 0.072 0.036 

1200 0.278 0.040 0.064 0.044 0.035 0.024 

122
0 * 0.287 0.032 0.065 0.043 0.038 0.024 

60
0 0.098 0.048 0.033 0.031 0.007 0.0 

58
0 * 0.087 0.041 0.037 0.032 0.007 0.0 

TABLE 6.7 DELTA TERTIARY WINDING CURRENT HARMONICS (COMPUTED) AS A FRACTION OF THE FUNDAMENTAL. 
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is acceptable at the lower orders, it is not so for the higher 

o orders except at a=l20 , that is, Mode 3. This may be accounted for 

by the slight unbalance in the experimental equipment and inaccuracy 

in setting the firing delay angle a. It has been mentioned that 

the slight unbalances have brought about the difference in the 

conducting period as observed from the oscillograms and the predicted 

waveforms. Therefore results have been re-computed with the firing 

delay adjusted to provide the same conduction period as obtained 

experimentally. These results are given in Tables 6.6 and 6.7 and 

marked *, and clearly show the improvement in the higher order harmonics 

when compared with the related results in Table 6.4. The variation of 

o 0 the firing delay angle required i-s small, being between 2 and 4 , 

illustrating the sensitivity of tEe harmonic levels to firing delay. 

A point worth mentioning here i-s that within the device conduction 

interval, the commutation periods in Modes 2, 3 and 4 do not correlate 

perfectly with predictions. Results are given in the next section. 

In summary, the sources of discrepancy in the results obtained 

experimentally compared with those computed are: 

a) slight bridge ac supply voltage unbalance, 

b) small transformer phase impedances unbalance, 

cl small firing delay unbalance between thyristors 

within each bridge and between bridges, 

dl inaccuracy in setting the firing delay angle; 

el normal measurement inaccuracy inherent with the meters 

and eRO. 

The computer program assumes perfect balance relating to items Ca) 

to (dl, average circuit values being used. 
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6.4 Operating characteristics 

It can be accepted from the results of the last section that 

the computer program is valid and able to be used confidently to 

obtain various desirable operating characteristics. Now data 

relating to a 12-pulse parallel bridge system, operating with or 

without an interbridge reactor, can be used in the program for pre

d~ction of the performance, as required, in terms of dc output voltage 

and current, critical firing delay angles and commutation angles, 

as well as the ac side current waveforms. 

Fig. 6.21 shows the experimental bridge system output characteristic. 

This exhibits the expected fall of the dc output voltage as the load 

current is increased by reducing the load resistance. 

Other characteristics plotted from the computer program are 

shown in Fig. 6.22 to Fi~. 6.28. Here the firing delay angle is the 

independent variable parameter plotted with the following dependent 

variables: 

(al Device conduction interval (angle), 

Cb) Interbridge commutation angle, 

(cl Interphase commutation angle, 

(dl Interphase commutation overlap angle, 

(el The ac line current harmonics. 

All the above are measured in degrees with the exception of the 

harmonics which are in per unit relative to the fundamental. The 

operating characteristics are plotted for both bridges as noted by 

the legend. This is to observe if any,differences exist between the 

two bridges although for a balanced system it is to be expected that 

the results would be the same. For the purpose of some limited 
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FIG. 6.22 DEVICE CONDUCTION INTERVAL 
CHARACTERISTICS 
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FIG. 6.23 INTERBRIDGE COMMUTATION CHARACTERISTI( 
MODE 2 
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FIG. 6.24 INTERPHASE COMMUTATION CHARACTERISTI( 
MODE 3 
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FIG. 6.25 OVERLAPPING INTERPHASE COMMUTATION CHARACTERISTIC 
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FIG. 6.26 THE AC SUPPLY LINE CURRENT 
UNCHARACTERISTIC HARMONICS 
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comparison with experiment, black dots are included to denote 

measured values. 

The device conduction interval varies with the firing delay 

angle as shown in Fig. 6.21. It exhibits well the mode changes as 

the firing delay angle alters. The conduction interval is measured 

for a single pulse of bridge current which, for Modes 1 and 2, is 

o below 60 • The jump from 600 to 1200 results when the two 600 

'; current pulses merge. Mode 3 conduction lies between 1200 and 

o 0 0 150 and Mode 4 conduction between 150 and 180 • 

As shown in Chapter 2 the minimum possible operating firing delay 

angle measured from voltage zero is 750 for an assumed sinusoidal 

supply voltage. Here on full load the minimum a reduces to 550
• 

This is brought about by the extreme distortion of the bridge supply 

vo1tages which provides positive anode-cathode bias for the thyristors 

o 0 over the additional range of 75 ~ a ~ 55 • Fig. 6.29 shows the 

distorted supply voltage at a=55°. The distortion arises from the 

normal switching of the devices and the voltage drops across the 

transformer impedance components. 

The interbridge, interphase and overlapping of interphase , 
commutation characteristics (Figs. 6.23, 6.24 and 6.25) are plotted 

for the range of a corresponding to the related mode of operation 

shown. The commutation angle Cor overlapping as appropriate) varies 

from 0
0 

to 300 in each case. Fig. 6.23 shows a linear relationship 

between the interbridge commutation and firing delay angles while that 

of Figs. 6.24 and 6.25 exhibit some small non-linearity for the interphase 

commutation characteristics. 
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FIG. 6.29 TllE DISTORTED BRIDGE SUPPLY VOLTJlGE AT 

FOlL LOAD i. e Cl( = 55° 
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The computed conduction and commutation angles show differences 

of value for the bridges, appreciably so for the interphase 

commutations within the bridges (Mode 3) and the overlapping of 

interphase commutations between the bridges (Mode 4). Despite 

balanced transformer impedances being used in the computer program, 

for complete equivalence the delta values should be three times the 

star values for the two secondary windings. Also, the mutual 

inductance of the primary and the delta secondary windings should be 

13 times the mutual inductance of the primary and star secondary 

windings. In setting up the transformers it was found practicable 

to make these so for the inductances but not for the resistances. 

This accounts for the variation of characteristics between the 

bridges. A re-run of the computer program with the resistances 

so adjusted produces complete operating balance. 

Differences between measured and computed values may be 

attributed to the reasons listed in the previous section. 

The harmonic contents of the total ac supply line current in 

Fig. 6.25 are plotted up to the 17th component. Two accompanying 

plots (Figs. 6.26 and 6.27) are also presented which differentiate 

these harmonics into the characteristic and uncharacteristic ones. 

For the ac supply line current waveform, the lowest characteristic 

harmonics are the 11th and 13th while the 5th, 7th and 17th are 

uncharacteristic. For an ideal rectangular block waveform, the 

latter are zero (ref. 24 and 25) • Both the 11th and 13th components 

exhibit a significant change as the operation moves from one mode to 

the next. Both fall to zero at firing delay angles which are within 

a few degrees of the critical values between the modes except between 
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Modes 1 and 2 where bridge current conduction is discontinuous and 

they remain high, being on an increasing characteristic as the load 

current conduction interval becomes shorter. Apart from these very 

high levels,with continuous bridge current the peak level is about 

6% of the fundamental. As might be expected, the uncharacteristic 

harmonics have extremely low values, even down to virtually zero 

conduction angle. They are present due to system and firing angle 

unbalance (refs. 24 and 25). 
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CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSIONS 

7.1 Summary of work done 

This thesis has described an investigation into the operation 

and performance of two bridge rectifiers connected in parallel, 

without an interbridge reactor and supplied from a three-winding 

transformer. In particular it has covered: 

(al the definition and description of the operating modes; 

(bl the analysis of the system and its mathematical modelling, 

the model developed being sufficiently flexible to incorporate 

an interbridge reactor if required; 

(cl the implementation of the model in a computer program; 

(dl the development of an experimental laboratory arrangement to 

verify the predicted results from the model; 

tel computation of the transformer and ac supply current waveforms 

and their experimental veriTication; 

(fl harmonic analysis of the current waveforms noted in Cel and 

experimental verification; 

(gl computation of the operating characteristics of the system with 

experimental verification. 

7.2 Discussion 

The omission of the interbridge reactor for paralleled rectifier 

circuits provides advantages, especially from the economical point 

of view. This has particular attraction with large, high current 

rectifiers for electrochemical application. In such cases, it is 

usual to design the main transformer with the secondary windings 

having equal reactances which are high relative to the primary winding 
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reactance to avoid high circulating components between the bridges. 

The reactances referred to here are those of the transformer equivalent 

circuit (Fig. 6.4), and normally known as the leakage reactances. 

A rigorous analysis of such a system has apparently not been 

undertaken before, the possible reasons being; 

(a) the complexity; 

(bl the lack of perception of tne practical need. 

This has now been achieved in this research. 

The particular features of the analysis are: 

(il no assumptions such as infinite load inductance are made; 

(ii) no separately derived equivalent circuit is used; the model 

is developed from first principles including all winding self 

and mutual inductances, and winding resistances; 

(iiil the model is adaptable to parallel rectifier systems where 

an 1PT is included; it can be used when a three phase transformer 

is used or single three-winding transformers for each phase, 

as here; 

(iv) thyristor conduction drop has been incorporated; 

(vI the dc load considered includes all the typical elements of 

resistance, inductance and back emf. 

The mathematical model has been shown to be accurate by the 

satisfactory correlation between the computed results and those 

obtained from the experimental laboratory system bearing in mind that 

the transformer impedance and voltage balance, and firing delay 

balance, is not perfect in the· latter. Perfect balance of firing 

delay and transformer impedances between phases is assumed in the 

model. Far better balance can be achieved in industrial transformers, 
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purpose built for the application. 

using tensor techniques. 

The model has been developed 

Since the model requires transformer parameters including total 

and mutual inductances rather than the conventional percentage or 

per unit winding leakage inductances, the data requirements are 

somewhat unconventional in relation to industrial practice. 

The need for such a detailed and fundamental approach arises 

due to the use of a three-winding supply transformer, the conventional 

equivalent circuit per phase for which has been found to be unsatisfactory 

for the purpose of this analysis since it does not take into account all 

interphase mutual coupling. Additionally it was found difficult to 

use in conjunction with the rectifier switching action. 

The program automatically determines the operating mode and 

provides a print out of the ac side current· waveforms, harmonic 

components and the conduction, interbridge, interphase and overlapping 

interphase commutation angles. Additionally, the mean values of the 

dc output voltage, individual bridge and total output currents are 

given. Thus a full range of operating characteristics are available. 

The need for a more accurate technique than has been used 

hitherto for the calculation of the harmonic current components in 

the rectifier transformer windings when an interbridge reactor is not 

used, has provided the incentive for this work. It is hoped that 

the research has made a valuable contribution towards fulfilling this. 

7.3 Suggestions for further work 

(i) The study of the 12-pulse parallel bridge system can be extended 

to include the effects of voltage and transformer impedance unbalance; 
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and thyristor firing delay angle asymmetry. This, however, will 

be required only in situations where such problems are particularly 

severe and would involve considerable additional complication in the 

analysis and model. 

(ii) Due to the versatility of the tensor technique, ac side filter 

circuits could be included in the model of the system if required. 

(Hi) The operating characteristics may be developed into a more 

general normalised form, rather than be related to specific impedance 

values. 

(ivl The developed mathematical model could be modified into a 

package form for use with a microcomputer. This would make it 

more convenient for the rectifi'er system designer. 
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APPENDIX I 

MEASUREMENT AND CALCULATION OF TRANSFORMER PARAMETERS 

1.1 Measurement 

The open-circuit test was employed to determine the transformer 

parameters. This was carried out on the three phase basis. 

Fig. 1.1 below shows the circuit measurement and Table 1.1 provides 

the readings of the meters in the circuit. The measurement was 

repeated with the three-phase supply to each transformer windings. 

3 ~ 
supply 

,,~4-------~Y 

R' 

B' R 

Y' 

Tertiary 

secondary 

Fig. I.lopen~Circuit Test for the 3-winding Transformer 

The dc resistance of the windings was measured using a digital 

resistance meter and the readings of each winding resistance is 

produced in Table 1.2. 



line currents of primary secondary delta tertiary 
the windings as phase voltage . phase voltage phase voltage 

defined (A) (V) (V) (V) 

IR Iy IB R Y B R Y B R Y B 

a 0.81 0.76 0.78 236.3 235.2 235.8 125.5 125.63 125.96 125.55 125.6 126.18 

b 1.37 1.32 1.39 228.8 228.6 227.5 126.0 125.65 125.79 119.2 120.27 119.72 

c 1.42 1.33 1.36 228.3 226.9 227.6 119.2; 119.82 119.66 125.81 125.58 125.84 

TABLE I.l: Open circuit test readings of Fig. I.l 

Note: a. 3-phase supply to the primary winding 

b. 3-phase supply to the star secondary winding 

c. 3-phase supply to the delta tertiary winding 
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Resistance of R-Y R-B Y-B 

The primary windings (fl) 0.353 0.471 0.462 

The star secondary windings «(l) 0.578 0.488 0.609 

The delta tertiary windings (fl) 0.144 0.204 0.178 

Table I.2 DC resistance of the transformer windings 

I.2 Calculation 

The following relationships are used to obtain the transformer 

parameters. These represent the windings 1, 4 and 7 of Fig. 3.1. 

rHi l 

dil di4 di7 
vl = + LH dt + L14 dt + L17 dt 

di
l 

r 44 i 4 

di4 di7 
V4 = L41 --+ + L44 --+ L47 dt dt -dt 

dil di4 
r77 i 7 

di7 
V

7 = L71 dt + L74 dt + + L77 dt 

These relationships become, when i4 = i = 0, 7 

dil 
v1 = rHi1 + LH dt 

= 

hence for a steady state system, 

= 

= 

= 
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similarly, when i l = i7 = 0, give, 

VI = jWL14 14 

V4 = r4414 + jwL44 14 

V
7 = jWL

74 14 

and, when i
l = i4 = 0, . give 

VI = jWL17 17 

V4 = jWL47 17 

V7 = r7717 + jWL77 17 

From Table 1.1 and Table 1.2 taking the average values of the 

currents and voltages and adding 10% to the average dc resistance 

of the windings (i.e. to obtain the equivalent ac winding 

resistance) respectively, the self and mutual inductances are 

calculated as given in Table 6.3. 
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APPENDIX 11 

CIRCUIT DETAILS FOR THE LABORATORY SYSTEM 

Fig. 11.1 represents the control circuit for the parallel bridge 

system used in the research. The two phase shifting transformers 

(Magslips) are clearly shown indicating their respective functions. 

The output of these transformers are also shown connected to a 3/6 phase 

transformer for connection to the pulse circuits. 

pulse circuit for one of the thyristors. 

Fig. 11.2 shows the 



FIG. 11.1 .RECTIFIER FIllING COlfl'ROL SCHEMATIC AND THE PULSE CIRCUIT 
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FIG. 11. 2 PULSE CIRCUIT FOR ONE THYRISTOR 
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'1'1 and T2 

Tr1 

D1 

D2 

J 

To base rectifier of T3 of previous 

pulse circui t. 

-10 V 

2 

1·SK.n D1 

• 1·SXA 

From collector of T2 of 

following pulse circuit. 

> 
TransiB tor, Mulard, type GF.'l' 11:5 or GET 11 4 

TranBistor, Mulard, type GET 115 or GET 114 

Output transformer, Telcon - type :5A core 
wound vi th 1000 turn primary and secondary 
of ·004" strip vound with 600 turns. 

Silicon diode, Mulard, type GEX 23 

'Texas' diode 
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c .***************************************************** 
c *******************************************.********** 
C ** ** 

I C 

I ~ 
i, C c 
! C 
I C 

C 

I ~ 
C 

** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 

A"~ENDIX III 

This is the c~~outer oroqraM for the 
m3the~3tical wadelling of the 12-0~lse 
parallel rectifier bridge systeM 

by: 
Abdul Razak bin ~ohd. Ji. 

un1er the s~oervision of: 
Dr. J.K. Hall 
Mr. J.G. Kettleb~rouqh 

** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 

; C 
C 

C 

I C 

****************************************.********.*.** 
*********************.***************.*************.** 

THE "'UN PROGRAM 

I C 
i~olicit real*8(a-h.~-w.z> 

I 

! 

c 
C 

~imension anO(12).an(12).ab(24>.vb(24).icl(12>. 
1vd(12).vdOC12).rb(24.24).itriqC13) 

dimension cbran(12.12).vl(24) 
real*3 i~tv.xbC24.24) 
real yl(SOO).y2(SOO).y3CSOO).y4CSOO).ySCSOO).y6CSOO).xCSOO) 
real y7(SOO).y8CSOO) 
commo~/blk438/ik.ij 
cOMmon/blk2/cbran 
commo~/blk3/xo.rb 
commo~/blk1S6/dildt 

commo~/blkS21/vx 
commo~/blk11/ab 
commo~/blk12/vd.vdO 
commo~/blk~92/ax.ar 
commo~ lolk200/icl 
cOllllllon/blk201/vl 
commo~/blk33/itriQ 
comlllo~/blk16/delt 
cOlllmo~/blk24/tn 
comlllon/blk2S/eb.ethy 
ooen(~nit=10.file=·dJta-16·.forM=·for~atted·) 
i j =1 
i k =1 
delt=.ld-03 

C set Zob watrix by suoroutine const and obtai~ the 
c required inout data: 
: nstud- nu~ber of studies 

nsub -number of subject 
nol -~hen equal 1 the waveforms are olotted 

when equal 0 no plot 
c tim - ti~e in seconds 
c the firing delay anqle is obtained from subroutine para",s 
C 

c 
call consts 
readC10.*) nstud.npl 
do 10J icnt1=1.nstud 
call :>ara1lS 



c 
c 

read(10,.) nsub 
inum=1 
t=1.0j-0~ 
tstoo=t+delt 

c The oarallel bridqe system is initiated by 
c subro~ti~e start 
c 
c 

c 
c 

call start(an,anO,icl,m,m2,t) 
do 10~ ic~t2=1,nsub 
read<10,.) t;m 
~um=tim/:hlt 
call loa:l(m) 
close(u~it=10) 
call Josteo(iter,delt,.) 
call label2 
:10 1J7 ic~t3=1,nu. 

c The i~teqrat;on beQt~s here 
c also the trigger oulses of the thyr;stor are set 
c checkinq of t~e ores!nse of a tr;qger oulse ,r mesh 
c curre~t just ~oin~ n!~ative ~y sJoroutine intero 
c 
c 

call wKrk4(t,tstoo,an,anO,m,iter) 
call tri~er(itriq,tstoo) 
iv=O 
call int!ro(a~,anO,icl,tb,delt,m,m2,n,iv) 
if(n.~q.1)qoto 2G2 
intv=delt-tb 
itrao'1 
t s =t 
ti=t+tb 
if(tn.le.tb)qoto 204 
tn=t~-tb 

i v=1 
2)4 cont hue 

call wKrk4(ts,ti,an,anO,m2,iter) 
call initcn(icl,an,anO,.,m2) 
call ~ra~i(an,m2) 
call Jra~v(vb,m2) 

call cnduct(v~,vd) 
do 104 i=1,12 

104 vdO(i)=vd(i) 
call •• rk4(ti,tstoo,!n,anO,.,iter) 
call int!ro(a~,anJ,icl,tb,intv,m,.2,n,iv) 
if(n.!Q.1)qoto 202 
intv=intv-tb 
itrao=itrao+1 
tn=O.ld+OO 
i v=O 
ts=ti 
ti=ti+tb 
if(itrao.lt.5)qo to ~04 
stop 

202 cont;,ue 
call ,rint(tstop,ab,itrig) 



c 
c 

do 101 i=l,/I 
131 3nO(i)=a~(i) 

t=t+::Ielt 
tstoo=tstop+delt 

c computed values of the curre~t or' voltage are store 
c ready for plotting 
c 
c 

c 
c 

if(ic~t3.lt.l051.or.icnt3.gt.1253)qoto 5~1 
~(icnt3-1050)=delt*(icnt3-1050) 
yl (int3-1050)=ab(1) 
y2(ic~t3-10S0)=ab(7) 
y3(icnt3-1050)=ar 
y4(ic,t3-10S0)=vw 
yS(ic,t3-1050)=ab(24)*rp(24,24)+dildt*wb(24,24)+eb 
y6(ic~t3-10S0)=aw 
y7(icnt3-1050)=vd(7) 
y8(ic~t3-1050)=ao(4) 

501 cont i ,",ue 
107 conti"ue 
106 continue 
100 conthue 

c the program stop here if wavefor.s are not required 
c 
c 

c 
c 

if(nol.eg.O)stop 

c the plotting device is called here 
c two sets of plot are obtained here; 
c olot - to plot the t~o bridge suooly currents, 
c the tertiary ~indinq current and 
c the output voltage 
c plotl- the ac side currents and voltage 
c 
c 

c 
c 

callcl051 n 
call olot(w,y2,y8,y4,y5) 
call olotl(w,y3,yl,y5,y7) 
call jeve~d 

300 for,"at('e~cessive discontinuities in a steD - run abandoned') 
stop 
end 

block data 
real*3 ctran(24,12),cbran(12,12) 
com/lo,/blkl/ctran 
com/lo~/blk2/cbran 
data ctran/-0.5392,2*0.O,l.0,6*0.0,-1.0,0.O,l.0,12*0.0, 

1-0.53~2,2*0.O,l.0,7*).0,-1.0,O.O,l.0,11*0.O,-0.5392, 
22*0.0,1.),4*0.0,1.0,3*0.0,-1.0,9*0.0,-0.3113,0.0,0.3113, 
33*0.O,l.0,O.O,-1.0,7*0.O,-1.0,3*0~0,1.0,4*0.O,-0.3113, 
40.3113,4*0.0,1.0,-1.0,9*0.0,-1.0,0.0,1.0,12*0.0,1.0,1.0, 
52*0.O,2*-'.0,20*0.0,2*'~0,2*-1.0,24*0.0,2*'.0,2*0.0, 
62*-1.),20*0.O,2*1.0,2*-'.O,1S*0.),2*1.0,6*0.),1.0,21*0.0, 



c 
c 

72*1.0,0.0,1.0,24*0.0,1.01 
data cbran/1.0,4*0.0,1.0,3*0.0,1.0,0.0,1.G,2*0.0,-1.0,2*0.0, 
11.0,3·0.0,1.0,0.0,1.Q,0.0,1.0,4*J.0,1~0,2.0.~,1.0,0.0,1.0,-1.0, 
25*0.0,1.],2*0.0,1.0,).0,1.0,2*0.),1.0,6*0.0,1.0,0.0,1.0,0.0, 
3-1.0,7*0.0,1.0,0.0,1.0,3*0.0,1.0,-1.0,2*0.0,1.0,2*0.0,2*1.0, 
4~*0.O,1.0,3*0.0,1.0,2.0.0,2*1.0,4*0.0,1.0,3*0.0,1.0,0.0,2*1.0, 
53*0.O,~1.G,1.0,3*0.O,1.0,O.0,2*1.J,3*0.0,-1.Q,6*0.0,2*1.0,4*0.0, 
6-1.0,5*0.0,2*1.01 

end 

subroJtine consts 
imolicit real*8(a-h,,-z) 
dimension xb(24,24),rb(24,24),r(!»,x(16) 
common/blk3/xb,rb 
read(10,*) (r(i),i=1,!» 
read(IO,*) (.(i),i=1,16) 
:to 20) i=1,6 

c writeCS,600) i,rei) 
600 format(10x,'r',i1,' = ',e12.5) 
200 conti,ue 

:to 201 i=1,16 
c writeC5,601) i,x(i) 

601 format(10x,'.',i2,' = ',e12.S) 
2()1 conti,ue 

:to 10) i,.,,24 
:to 10) i=1,24 
rb(j,i)=O.O 

100 xbCj,i)=O.O 
do 11 i=1,3 
10 10 j=1,3 

10 .b(i,j)=x(7) 
xbCi,i)=xC1> 
rb(; ,0=r(1) 
do 12 i=4,6 

12 .b(i,j)=x(S) 
i1=i+3 
.b(i,i 1 )=X(2) 
do 13 j=7,9 

13 xb(i,j)=x(9) 
i1=i+6 
xb( i ,i1) =X(3) 

11 conthue 
c 
c 

do 14 i=4,6 
do 15 j=1,3 

15 xb(i,jl=xC~1 

i1=i-3 
xbCi,i1)=xC2) 
do 16 j=4,6 

16 xb(i,jl=x(10t 
xb(;,i)=x(4) 
rbCi,i)=r(2) 
do 17 j=7,9 

17 xb(i,j 1=x(111 
i 1 =i+ 3 
xbCi,i1)=xC6) 

14 conti,ue 
c 



c 
~o 18 i=7,9 
do 19 j=1,3 

19 xbCi,j'=xC9' 
il=i-5 
xb<i,ill=x(3) 
do 20 j=4,6 

20 xb(i,j'=x(ll' 
il=i-3 
xb<i,il'=x(6) 
do 21 j=7,9 

21 xb(i,j'=xC12) 
xb(;,i'=xCS) 
ro<i,i )=r(3' 

18 conti~ue 

c 
c 

c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 

do 22 i=10,21 
rbCi,i )=rC6) 
xbCi,i )=x (16) 

22 conti,ue 

rbC23,23)=rC4) 
rbC22,22)=r(S' 
.bCZ3,23) =x(l H 
x'oC22,22) =x(14) 
xb(23,22)=x(lS) 
.bC22,23)=xC1S) 
retur~ 

end 

s~broJti~e cnductCvb,vd) 
i~olicit real.8Ca-~,)-z' 
dimension vb(24',vd(12),icl(12) 
commo~/blk200/icl 
vdU )=vbC4) 
vd(2)=-v~C6) 

vd(3)=vbCS' 
vd(4)=-vb(4) 
vdCS)=vbCS) 
vdC61=-v~CS) 

vd(7)=vbC7'-vbCS) 
vd(8)=vbC7)-vb(9) 
vd(9)=vbCS)-vb(9) 
vd(10'=vb(8'-vb(7,. 
vdCll'=v~C9'-~b(7) 
vd(12)=vbC9)-vbC8) 

do 13 i=1,6 
io=i+1 
iQ=i+2 
ifCio.eQ.7>io=1 
if Ci Q.P.Q. 71 i Q-1 
if Ci Q.eQ.8>i Q=2 
ifCiclCi'.eQ.1.and.icl(io).eQ.l)vd(iQ,aO.6 



c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 

10 conti,ue 
io 20 i=7.12 
io=i+I 
iQ=i+2 
ifCio.eQ.13)io=7 
;fCi~.eQ.13)i~=7 
ifCiQ.eQ.14)iq=S 
ifCiclCi).eQ.l.and.iclCio).eQ.l)vdCiQ)=O.S 

20 continue 
retur, 
end 

subroJti~e cdJctSCvb.vdS) 
i~olicit real*SCa-h,l-z) 
1imens;on vb(24).vd5C12) 
vdS(1)=-vbC6) 
v1S(2)=v~CS) 

vdS(3)=-VbC4) 
vdS(4)=vbC6) 
vdSCS)=-vbCS) 
v:lS(6)=v:lC4) 
vdS(7)=v~C7)-vbC9) 

vdSCS)=vbCS)-vb(9) 
vdS(9)=voCS)-vbC7) 
vd5C1J)=v:lC9)-vbC7) 
vdSCll)=v~C9)-vbCS) 
vdS(12)=vbC7)-vbCS) 
return 

subroutine initcnCicl.an.anO.m.m2) 
i~olicit real*~Ca-h.o-l) 
1imension icl(12).anC12).anOC12).cbranC12.12) 

1.rtC12.1Z).xtC12.1Z).rnC12.1Z).x,C12.12).ynC12.12), 
2cb(12.12),cbt(12.12).jdC6).adum(12).xnt(12,12). 
3rnt(12,lZ).ytC12.12> 

commo,/blk21 cbran 
commo,/blk4/yt.rt.xt 
commo,/blkSI xn,rn.yn 
common/blk71 cb,cbt 
commo,/blkSI id 
commo,/blk28/intv 
commo,/blk13/intl.int2 
common/blk29/intd.no~.nd 
commo,/blk30/ntj.mtj.ltj.nsj.msj,lsj 
~lO=O.O 
nOQ=O 
n= .. 2-1 
nl=m-l 
10 11) i:ol.12 

110 adumCi)=O.Ol 
do 101 ;=l.m 
do 101 j=l ... 
rnCj.il=D.O 



c 
c 

c 
c 

lJl .nCj,i)=D.O 
do 102 ;=1,12 
do 102 j=l,1II 
rnt< j, i) =0.0 

1)2 .ntCj,;I=O.O 
ifCn.eq.Jlqoto 112 
10 104 ;=l,n 
~dumCjdCi»=a~C;+l) 

114 ~lO=alO+anCi+l1 
112 cont;"Iue 

do 111 ;=1,6 
111 jdCO=O 

k =1 
10 105 ;=1,12 
ifC;clCil.eq.J)qoto 200 
j:Hk)=; 
k=k+l 

200 conti,ul! 
105 cont;"Iul! 

anOCl )=an(1) 
ifCnl.l!q.O)goto 103 

do 10~ i=l,nl 
106 anOC;+l)=aduI1ICjdCi» 

do 107 i=l,nl 
do 107 j=1,12 
cbCj,i+ll=cbr,nCj,jd(ill 

lDT cbtC;tl,j)=cbCj,;+l) 
103 conti"lul! 

10 10~ ;=1,111 
do 10S j=1,12 
do 103 k=1,12 
rntCi,j)=rnt(;,j)+Cbt(i,k)*rt(k,j) 

108 .nt(;,j)=.nt(;,jltcbtC;,kl*xt(k,j) 
10 109 ;=1,111 
do 10'1 j=l,m 
10 109 k=1,12 
rn(i'i)=r~(i'i)+rnt(;.k)*cb(k,i) 

109 .n(i.j)=.n(;.j)+xnt(i,k).cb(k,j) 
ifCIII.lt.6)qoto 222 

c wr;teC5,19)(jdC;),;zl,6) 
c 4r;t~C5.20)CCcb(;.j),j.l.6).;zl.12) 

C wr;te(S.21)(CcbtC;.j),j=1.8).i=1.6) 
c wr;te(S.22)(Cxn(;.j).j=1,T),;=1,T). 
c wr;teC5,22)«rn(;,j).j=1~),;z1.7) 

c 
c 
c 
c 

19 formatCII~;41 
20 format(IIC6f7.2» 
21 format (11 (8f7.2» 
22 forl1lat(I/(7f1S.8» 

222 cont;'UI! 
call aat;nv(xn.yn,lII) 
retur, 
end 



c 
c 
C 

c 

subroJtine branv(vb,.) 
imoliCit real*S(a-h,o-z) 
jimensio~ vb(24),ab(24),rb(2~,24),~bCZ4,2~" 

1a(24)'94t(12),q4(12),q4bC24),ctranC24,12).ctrant(12,~4), 
1Cb(1Z,12).cbt(12,1Z).e(24),viC12).v.C12) 

commo,/blk1/ctran 
commo,/blk9/ctrant 
commo,/blk156/dildt 
commo~/blk3/~b.rb 
common/blk7/cb.cbt 
commo,/blk101 q4 
commo,/blk11/ab 
commo,/blk211 e 
common/blk22/vm 
e(4)=-0.5392d+00*e(1) 
e(5)=-0.5392d+OO*e(2) 
e(6)=-0.5392d+OO*e(3) 
e(7)=-0.3113d+OO*e(1) 
e(S)=-0.3113d+OO*e(2' 
e(9'=-0.3113d+OO*e(3' 
do 10) i=1,24 
voCi)=.Ol+00 
q4b C i) =. Od+OO 

100 a(i)=.Od+OO 
10 101 i=1;.24 
do 101 j=1,24 

101 a(i)=aCi)+rbCi,j)*abCj) 
do 102 i=1.12 
v"Cil=O.O 
vi(i)=.Od+OO 

102 q4tCi)=.Od+00 
do 103 i=1,12 
10 103 j=1.", 

113 q4t(i)=q4t(i)+cb(i.j).q4(j, 
do 104 i=1,24 
do 104 j=1.12 

1)4 ~4b(i)=94bCi)+ctran(i,j).~4tCj) 
dildt=q4b(24) 
do 10!> i=1,24 
do 10!> j=1.12 

1:>6 vbCi)=vb(i>+Xb(i.j)*~4b(i> 
do 107 i=1,24 

107 vbCi)=-vb(il-a(i)+eCi) 
do 105 i=1.12 
do 105 j=1.24 

1)5 viCi>=viCi)+ctrantCi.j)*vb(j) 
do 103 i=1,,, 
do 103 j=1.12 

1)~ v~(i)=vm(i)+cbt(i,j)*vi(j) 

returl\ 
end 

subroutine oarams 
imolicit real*S(a-q,o-z) 
common/blk6/aloha,o",eqa.v",ax,anqle 
commo,/blk15/ilo.a,o' 
commo,/blk26/halo,hfreq 



c 
c 
c 
c 

read(10,*) vmax,freq,anqle 
a=.8dtOl*atan(.ld+Ol) 
~loha=a/.3d+Ol 
~lIeqa=a*freq 

alo=a k anqleI3.6d+02 
oh=a/l.21+01 
halo=~nqle 

hfreq=fre::! 
retur"l 
end 

5ubroJtine intero(an,anO,icl,tb,t,m,m2,n,iv) 
imolicit real*8(a-h,o-z) 
1imension vb(24),an(12),anOC12),vdC12),vdOC12), 

licl(12),ji(6),itriqC13),vdSC12) 
commo,/blk81 jd 
common/blk12/vd,vdO 
common/blk131 intl,int2 
commo,/blk201/vb 
common/blk43~/ik,ij 

commo,/blk33/itriq 
commo~/blk24/tn 
commo,/blk28/intv 
commo,/blk29/int1,no~,nd 
anq=O.O 
anc=O.O 
!'Ii=l 
1I2=m 
tv=t 
t i =t 
call braniCan,m) 
call ~ra"lvCv~.m) 

call cnductCv~,vd) 
call cductS(vo,vdS) 
vduml=vdCintl) 
vdum2=vd(int2) 
vdumOl=vdGCintl) 
vdum02=vdOCint2) 
tvl=t 
if(ik.lt.6.an1.iv.eq.0) qo to 99~ 
intva=intl 
do lOG i=1,6 
ifCvd5(i).le.0.0)qoto 200 
ifCitrigCi).eq.l)qoto 210 
ifCCvjuml-vdCi».~e.1.0)~oto 200 
tl=CvjumJl-vd)Ci»*t/CvdumOl-vdOCi)+vdCi)-vduml) 
ifCtl.~t.tvl)qoto 20) 
qoto 200 

210 conthue 
tvl=t"l 
ik=O 
intva=i 
~oto 100 

200 conti'lue 
100 conthue 
999 continue 

ik=iktl 



tv2=t 
ifCij.lt.~.an~.iv.eQ.O) go to 99~ 
intvb=int2 
do 101 i=7,12 
ifCvd5(i).le.J.0)qot) 201 
if(itriq(i).eq.1)qot, 211 
if«vjum2-vd(i».qe.J.0)goto 201 
t1=(vjum02-vdO(i»*t/Cvdum02-vdO(i)+vdCi)-vdu.2) 
if(t1.qt.tv2)~oto 201 
qoto 201 

211 conti~ue 
tIl2=t~ 
i j =0 
intvb=i 
~oto 101 

201 cont hue 
101 conthue 
998 continue 

ij=ijt1 
if(tvl.e~.t.and.tv2.eQ.t) qo to 204 
if:tlll-tv2) 202,202,208 

;>02 c ont i nue 
tll=tv1 
intv=intva 
qo to 204 

c 
c 

c 
c 

c 
c 

208 continue 
tll=tv2 
i'1tv=intvb 

2]4 conti'lue 

do 102 i=2,", 
if(an(i).~t.O.O)qoto 203 
if(a'1)(i).eQ.J.Ol)qoto 203 
tl=an)(i)*t/(3'10(il-3'1(i» 
if:t1.qt.tilqoto 203 
t i =t 1 
3.=an(i) 
i'1ta=i 
inti=i-l 

203 continue 
1·J2 conthue 

if(ti.eQ.t.anj.tv.eQ.t)qoto 209 
'1=2 
ifCtv.lt.tilqoto 205 
to=ti 
i'1t=jHinti> 
icl(i~t)=f) 

111=111-1 
qoto 206 

205 conthue 
do 80) i=l,,,, 
if(intll.eq.jd(il)qoto 206 

800 conti~ue 
tb=tv 
int=i~tv 



iclCht'=1 
,,=m+1 
int1=intlla 
int2=intlltl 

20~ conti~ue 
retur"l 

209 n = 1 
::to 1:)3 i=1,12 

103 1100(1 '=IIHi' 
retur"l 

c 
c 

I c 
c 

~nd 

subro~tine startCan,anO,icl,M,m2,t) 
imolicit real*S(a-h,o-z) 
1imensio~ anO(12),an(12',;cl(12).lIb(24),lId(12', 

1cb(12.12).cbt(12,12),jd(6),lIdO(12) 
commo~/blk~/aloha,omeqa,vmax.anqle 
common/blk7/cb.cbt 
commo,/blkS/ji 
commo,/blk12/I1d,vdO 
commo,/blk13/num1,nuw2 
common/blk23/n1,n2 
commo,/blk25/eb,ethy 
commo,/blk28/intll 
do 10!! j=1,3 
cbej,1l=1.0 
cbt<1.j'=1.0 

106 conti'lue 
::10 107 j=4,12 
cb (j ,1)=0.0 
cbt C1,j)=O.0 

107 conti,ue 
10 10) i=1.12 
an(i'=O.J 

100 anO(1' =0.G1 
m=3 
1112=3 
t c =t 

c if(t.qt.0.025'tc=t 
vbC1'=(vmax*t/tc)*sinComeqa*t' 
vb(2'=(v~ax*t/tc'*si,(omeqa*t-al)ha) 
lIo(3)=Cv~ax*t/tc)*si,(omeqa*t+aloha' 
vb(4'=-0.5392d+OO*vb(1) 
vbC5'=-0.5392d+00*vb(2) 
vbC6':-0.5392d+00*vb(3) 
IIb(7'=-0.1113::1+00*vb(1' 
vo(8'=-0.3113d+OG*vb(2) 
vbC9'=-0.3113d+00*vb(3) 
do 10~ i=10,21 
lIo(i)=-ethy 

108 cont;,ue 
vb(24'=-eb 
call cnduct(v),vd) 
10 101 i=1,12 

1J1 vdO(i'=vd(i) 
num1=1 
"Ium2=7 



c 
c 
c 
c 

vduml=vdCl) 
vdum2=vd(7) 
do 102 i=2,6 
ifCvduml-vd(i).ge •• Od+OO) go to 200 
v:luml =vd (i) 

nu",l =i 
200 conti.,ue 
102 continue 

10 103 i=8,12 
if(vdJm2-vdCi).ge •• 01+00) go to ~Jl 
vdum2=vdCi) 
nu",2=i 

231 cont;,ue 
1]3 conti.,ue 

:10 104 i=1,12 
104 icL<i)=O 

do 105 i=1,6 
135 j:j(il=O 

i c l(nJm1) =1 
i c l(num2) =1 
jd(1)=numl 
jd(2)=nulll2 
nl=nu'll 
n2=nu1l2 
retur., 
end 

subroJtine lo~d C~) 
implicit real*SCa-g,o-z) 
dimension cbranC12,12),ctranC24,12),ctrant(12,24), 

lcbC12,12),cbtC12,12),rnC12,12),xn(12,12),rt(12,12) 
2,xt(12,12),rbC24,24),xb(24,24),r(12,24) 
3,.(12.24),jdCS),ra(24,12),.a(24,12),ytC12.12),ynC12,12> 

commo,/blkl/ctran 
common/blk2/cbran 
common/blk3/.b,rb 
commo,/blk4/yt,rt,.t 
commo,/blk5/."rn,yn 
commo.,/blk7/c~,cbt 

common/blkS/jd 
commo,/blk9/ctrant 
commo.,/blk25/eb,ethy 
commo,/blk27/~rl,h.l.heb 
do 10l i=1,24 
do 10) j=1,12 

lao ctrantCj,i)=ctran(i,j> 
:10 101 i=l,,.-l 
do 101 j=1,12 
cb(j,i+l)=cbr~nCj,id(i» 

1)1 CbtCitl,j)=coCj,i+l> 
readCl0,*) rl •• l,eb,ethy 
hrl=rl 
h.l=xl 
heb=e:> 
call labellCrl,.I) 
10 lJ2 i=1,24 
10 102 j=1,12 



\ , 

c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 

r ( i, ; ) =0.0 
1J2 -<j,O=O.O 

10 103 ;=1,12 
do 103 j=1,24 
ra Ci, 1) =0.0 

133 H(j,1)=O.O 
:to 10~ ;=1,12 
do 104 j=1,12 
rtCi,i)=O.O 

1:14 xt (j ,0=0.0 
do 105 ;=1,12 
do 105 j=1,12 
rn(j,i)=O.O 

1)5 xn(j,O=O.O 
ro(24.24)=rl 
xb(24,24)=xl 
do 10S i=1,12 
do 10S j=1,24 
do 10S k=1,24 
r(i,j)=r(i,j)+ctrant(i,k)*rb(k,j) 

106 xCi,j)=xCi,j)+ctrant(i,k)*xb(k,j) 
do 107 i=1,12 
do 107 j=l,12 
do 107 k=1,24 
rt(i,j)=rt(i,j)+r(i,k).ctran(k,j) 

1a7 xt(i,j)=xt(i,j)+x(i,k).ctran(k,j) 
:to 103 i=l,,. 
:to HI'! j=1,12 
do 10'1 k=1,12 
ra(i,j)=ra(i,j)+cbt(i,k).rt(k,j) 

lJ~ xa(i,j)=xa(i,j)+cbt(i,k)*xt(k,j) 
:to 10~ i=l, .. 
do 109 j=l,m 
do 109 k=1,12 
rn(i,j)=rn(i,jl+ra(i,k).co(k,j) 

1:19 xn(i,j)=xn(i,j)+xa(i,k)*cb(k,j) 

call .~tinv(x~,yn,m) 

if(xl.eq.a.O)~o to 110 
retur'l 

110 call ~atinv(xt,yt,7) 
retur, 
end 

subroJtine labell(rl,xl) 
i~olicit real*8(a-h,o-z) 
dimension xb(24,24),rb(24,24) 
corwmon/blk3/xb,rb 
commo"blk6/aloha,om~Qa,v"ax,anQle 
commo'l/blk25/eb,ethy 

c couoli=xo(1,2)/sqrt(xb(1,1).xb(Z,2» 
couol;=O.O 

c write(5,400) 
400 format(II,26htran$for~er rectifi~r unit, 

122h simulation (tru152/2» 
c ~r;te(5,402) 



402 format(48(lh-» 
c ~rite(5,401) ~ma.,an~l~,omeqJ,rl,.l,~b,coJPli 

c 
c 
c 
c 

4)1 format(8x,16hsupoly ~olta'l~ =,f7.2,5hvolts, 
*5h oe3k,II,8x,20hfirinq d~lay anql~ =,f7.2, 
*~h delrees,II,8x,19h3nqular fr~Q~ency =,f8.2, 
2~hra1s/s.II,8x,17hlo,j r~sist3nc! =,f7.3,4hohms, 
311,8x,17hload in1uctlnce =,~10.3,lhh,II, 
*8x,18hload back e.m.f. =,f7.2,5hvolts,II, 
4~x,23hcouolin~ coefficients =,f7.311) 

retur"l 
end 

subroJtine laoel 2 
c ~rite(5,400) 

c 
c 

I C 
I c 

c 

\ 
, c 

c 
c 
c 
c 

400 format(2x,'ti~e',~x,'vl'.6x.'il'.6x,'ir',6x,'i4' 
l,6x,'i7',ox,'vd7',4x,'i24') 
retur"l 
end 

subrouti~e opsteo(it!r,d~lt,~) 

i~olicit real*8(a-h,o-z) 
1ime~sio~ a(8,8),r(8),e(8),x~(12,12),yn(12,12),rn(12,12) 

co~mo"l/blk5/xn,rn,yn 
do 10) i=l,/II 
do 10) j=l.m 

100 3(j,il=0.) 
do 131 i=l,m 
do 101 j=l,m 
do 101 k=l,m 

1)1 a(i,j'=a(i,j'+yn(i,k'*rn(k,j) 
ifail=O 
call t02 aat(a,8,/II,r,e,ifail)· 
if(if3il.eQ.0) 'lo to 200 
Jrite(S,300) ifail 

300 format('error in t02 aat,itail =',i2) 
stoo 

200 cont hue 
tl=delt*r(m) 
it(t1.qt.l.0) qo to 201 
i ter=l 
'lO to 202 

201 iter=~int(tl) 
232 cont hue 

steo=::leltlher 
~rite(5,3Jl) steo 

3)1 format('step lenqth =',~12.5) 
return 
~,..d 

~ubroJtine mxrk4(tl,tstop.an,anO,m,it~r) 

imolicit real*8(a-h,o·z) 



c 
c 
c 
c 

jimensio~ emCI2).cnCI2.12).r~CI2.12).ynC12,12) 

1imensio~ qOCI2).qlCI2),q2CI2),q3(12),an(12) 
1,anOCI2),q4(12),atemoC12),vC12),vmC12) 
commo~/blk5/xn,rn.yn 
commo~/blkl0/q4 
co",mo~/bl~20/em 
commo~/blk22/vm 

hiter=floatCiter) 
dt=Ctstoo-tl)/hiter 
t = t 1 
do 10) i=l,1'II 

100 anCi>=anOCil 
10 101 i=l,iter 
do 102 j=l,m 

lJ2 atemoCj)=anCj) 
call ~nCt,an,gO.m) 
10 103 j=l,m 

1,)3 ~nCj)=HelloCj)+qOCj)*dt/O.2d+Ol 
t=t+dt/0.2d+Ol 
call ~nCt,an,ql,m) 

do 104 j=l,m 
114 ~nCj)=atel'lloCj)+qlCj)*dt/0.2d+Ol 

call ~nCt.an,~2,m) 
jo 105 j=l,,,. 

105 an(j)=atemoCj)+q2(j)*dt 
t=t+dt/0.2d+Ol 
call ~nCt,an,q3,1I) 

do 10Sj=1, .. 
1~6 anCj)=atello(j)+CqOCj)+0.2d+Ol*qlCj)+0.2d+Jl*q2(j)+q3 

lCj»*:1t/0.6d+Ol 
101 continue 

10 HI7 j=l,m 
vCj)=l.Od+OO 

1~7 q4Cj)=0.Jd+00 
do 103 j=l,m 
do 103 k=l,m 

1)~ vCj)=JCj)+rnCj,k)*~nCk) 

do 10~ j=I,,,. 
109 vCj)=-v(j)+emCj) 

do 11) j=l.11I 
10 11) k=l,m 

110 ~4Ci)=q4Ci)+yn(i,k)*v(k) 
return 
end 

subroutine gnCt,an,q,m) 
imolicit real*8(a-h,o-z) 
jimen~io~ an(12),rn(12.12),xn(12.12),yn(12,1 

12),q(12),es(24).ei(12),em(12),ctrant(12,24) 
l,cbC12,12),cbt(12,12),d(12),vm(12) 

common/blk5/xn,rn,yn 
commo~/blk6/aloha,ol1leqa,vl'llax.anqle 
commo1/blc7/c3,cbt 
commo~/blk9/ctrant 
common/blk20/em 
commo~/blk2l/es 
commo~/bl~25/eb,ethy 



comm01/blk22/vm 
comm01/blk30/ntj.mtj.ltj.nsj.~sj.lsi 
:lo 99 i=I.24 

99 esCil=0.3::1+00 
t c=t 

c ifCt.gt.0.025)tc=t 

c 
c 
c 
c 

c 

esCl)=(v~aM*t/tc)·si1Co~e~a·t) 
es(2)=Cvwa.*t/tc)*si1Come~a*t-alJha) 
es(3)=CVW3M*t/tc)·si1COmeQa*t+alJha) 
do 98 i=10.21 
es C i> =-ethy 

9'1 conti1ue 
es(24)=-e!J 
::to 10) i=I.12 

100 eiCi)=O.Od+OO 
10 101 i=I.12 
::10 101j=1.24 

1)1 eiCi)=eiCi)+ctrantCi.j)*es(j) 
do 102 i=l.m 

102 e",Ci)=O.Od+OO 
10 103 i=I.", 
do 103 j=I.12 

103 emCi)=emCi)+cbtCi.j)*eiCj) 
do 10~ i=l.m 
::ICi)=).Od+OO 

lJ4 qCO=).Od+OO 
do 105 i=l.m 
do 105 j.,.", 

135 jCi)=jCi)+rnCi.j)*anCj) 
do 10S i=l.m 

106 dCi)=e",(i)-dCi) 
10 107 i=I.", 
:lo 107 j=l.m 

107 q(i)=qCi)+ynCi,j)*dCj) 
retur1 
end 

subroJti~e braniCan,w) 
iwolicit real*'ICa-h.o-z) 
1imension an(12).abCZ4),ctra1C24.12),cbCI2,12) 

l.cbtC12.12),atCI2) 
comm01/blkl/ctran 
comm01/blk7/c~,cbt 

comm01/blkl1/ab 
:lo 10) i=1,12 

100 at(il=O.Od+OO 
10 101 i=I.24 

131 abCilaO.:l::l+OO 
::10 102 i=I,12 
do 102 j=l,m 

1)2 atCil=atCi)+cbCi,il*anCi) 
10 lrH i=I,24 
jo 103 j=I,12 

103 abCil=abCil+ctranCi,jl*atCjl 
retur1 
end 



I 
I 
I C 

I c 
c 

• c 

I C 

c 
c 

401 

~ubroJti,e orint(tst)o,ab,itrig) 
i~oli:it real*~(a-h,o-z) 
ji~ension ;cl(12),vb(24),ab(24),itrig(13),ithy(12) 
1imensio~ rb(24,24),xb(24,24) 
co~~on/blk3/xb,rb 
commo,/blk156/dildt 
co~mo, Iblk20~/icl 
commo,/blkS21/vx 
co~mo"blk892/a.,ar 
co .. mo,/olk201/vb 
commo,/blk43~/ik,ij 
commo,/blkI3/i1,i2 
common/blk25/eb,ethy 
commo,/blk28/intv 

do 401 i=1,12 
ithyCi)=Q 
i 0= i +1 
if( i o. eq. 7li 0=1 
if(io.eQ.13)io=7 
i f ( i cl C i ) • e Q. 1 .0 r • i c I ( i p) • e Q. 1 ) it h y ( 1) = 1 
conti,ue 

if(icl(7).eQ.l.or.icl(8).eQ.l) go to SOO 
if(icl(9).eQ.l.or.icl(10).eQ.1) QO to 501 
if(icl(11).eQ.1.or.icl(12).el.1)10to 502 
10 to 503 

532 vx=vb(7)-vb(~) 
<:10 to S03 

501 vx=vb:7)-vbC8) 
10 to 503 

500 vx=-0.6 
533 conti,ue 

ax=ab(4)-ab(S) 
ar=ab(1)-ab(3) 

cc write(S,400)tstoP,a~(1),ab(4),ar,ax,ab(7),vx,vb(1),il,i2, 
c *icl(t),icl(2),icl(3),icl(4),icl(S), 
c *icl(S),icl(7),icl(81,icl(9),icl(10),icl(11),icl(12), 
c *ithy(1),ithy(2),ithy(3),ithyC4),ithy(S),ithyC6), 
c *ithy(7),ithyC8),ithy(9),ithy(10),ithyC11),ithyC12) 

c 
. c 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

400 formatCf8.S,2C1x,f10.7),5C1x,f9.3),2C1.,i2),1x,12(1x,i1),1x~14(1 
1 i 1) 
retur, 
end 

subroJtine matinvCxi,~,yind,na) 
i .. olicit real*8Ca-h,)-z) 
1;mens;on xind(12,IZ),yind(12,12),auqC12,24) 



SOO 

281 

306 
232 

c 
20 

600 

284 
2113 

286 
289 
235 
290 

233 

287 

i 507 
I 110 
, 
! 

i ~ 
I c 
I 

do 50) i=1,na 
:io 50) j=1,na 
if(abs(xind(j,i».lt.1.0d-08) xi,d(j,i)=J.Od+OO 
10 281 i =1 ,na 
do 281 j =1 ,na 
auq(i,j)=xind(i,j) 
do 2~2 i=1,na 
10 282 j=na+1,2*na 
ifCi-j+na)305,306,305 
auq(i,j)=O.Od+OO 
'loto 2f12 
auq(i,j)=1.0d+OO 
cont i"we 
do 29) k=1,na 
10 283 i=1,na 
if(na.lt.7'qoto 600 
~rite(5,20)aug(i,k),i,k 

format(IICf15.8,2i4» 
continue 
if(au~(i,k).e~.O.Od+aO.and.i.eQ.k)qot0307 
if(au~(i,k).e'l.O.)d+J)q~to 288 
dummy=auq(i,k) 
do 284 j =1 ,2*na 
,,=2*nJ+l-j 
auq(i,m)=aug(i,m)/du"my 
continue 
continue 
:lo 285 l=1,na 
if(au1(l,k).eq.O.Jd+)).or.l.eq.k)go to 28~ 
do 28S m=1,2*na 
auq(l,m)=auq(l,m)-au~(k,M) 

continue 
continue 
continue 
10 2B i=1,na 
:lo 281 j =1 ,2*"a 
,,=2*na+1-j 
if(au~(i,m).eq.O.Od+OO) go to 285 
aug(i,m)=auq(i,m)/au~(i,i) 

continue 
do 287 i =1 ,na 
do 287 j=na+1,2*na 
k=j-nJ 
yind(i,k):aug(i,j) 
retur" 
wr1te(S,110) 
format('zero on ~ain diag.ele~ent·) 
stop 
end 

subroJti,e triqer(itriq,t) 
implicit real*8(a-h,,-z) 
dimension itriq(13) 
commo"/blk6/alpha,omeqa,vmax,anqle 
commo,/blk15/alp,ad"h 
commo,/blk16/:lelt 
commo,/blk23/i1,i2 



e 
e 

101 

102 

104 

1)5 
103 

e 
e 

107 

l,)B 
la" 
e 
e 

c 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 

eommo'l/blk24/tn 
n=O 
~=360.0 
theta=lBOOO.O*t 
ifCtheta.lt.alqoto 101 
"Ium=t~et~/a 

thet~=th!ta-num*a 

eonti-'ue 
do 102 i=1,12 
itri'l(il=D 
do 103 i=1,6 
fot=a"lqle+(i-1l*50.0 
if{fot.lt.alqoto 104 
num=fJt/a 
fot=f,t-"Ium*a 
eonti1ue 

. ;=i+3 
if(i.~t.'3ll=i-3 
fo=(tnetl-fotl/1BOOO.O 
if(fp.lt.delt.and.fp.~e.O.Od+OOlitrig(jl=l 
if(itrig(jl.eq.Olqot, 10S 
tn=delt-fp 
n=l 
eonti-,ue 
eonti-,ue 
ifCn.!q.llreturn 

10 105 i=7,12 
fe=i -5 
fos=(lngle-30.0l+(fe-1.0l*60.0 
ifCfps.lt.alqoto 107 
IlUm=fls/a 
fos=flS-IlUm*l 
eonti-,ue 
j =1+3 
ifCi.H.9ll=i-3 
fo=(t1eta-fosl/18000.0 
if(fp.lt.delt.and.fp.qe.O.Od+OOlitrig(jl=l 
if(itriq(ll.eq.Olqotl 108 
tn=delt-fp 
eonti1ue 
eonti1ue 

retur., 
!nd 

subro~tille plot(x,ypl,yp2,yp3,yp4l 
dimensio., xCSOOl,ypl(500),yp2(SOOl,yp3(SOOl,yp4{SOO) 
eommo1/blk26/aloha,freQ 
commo-,/blk27/rl,xl,el 



c 
c 

c 
c 

c 
c 

c 
c 

s1=15.0 
yrna.1=yo1<1> 
yu.2=yp2<1 ) 
do 1 i =2,200 
if (yrnax1.l t. yol (i» yrna.1 =y01 (i) 
if(yrni.2.lt.y~2(i»Yftax2=y02(i) 

1 c ont hue 
ymax=yrnax2 
if(yrnixl.qt.yrnax2)yrnax=ymax1 

if(abs(ywax).~t.10.0.and.abs(yrnax).le.30.J)sl=30.0 
if(abs(yrnax).~t.30.0.and.abs(yrnax).le.60.J)s1=60.0 
if(abs(ywax).qt.60.0.and.abs(yrnax).le.120.0)s1=120.0 
ifCabs(yrnax).qt.120.J.and.absCyrnax).le.300.0)s1=300.0 
if(abs(yrnax).qt.300.J.and.abs(yrnix).le.60Q.O)s1=600.0 
s2=s1~s1"'2~OIS.O 
s3=s1.s1/~.O 

call ~iccle 
call jevoao(210.0,Z97.Q,1) 
call Jin:i:lw(2) 
call errwax(1J) 
call chasizC1.5,2.S) 
call axipos(1,50.0,222.0,100.0,1) 
call axioos(Q,50.Q,222.0,5S.0,2) 
call ixisca(3,10,O.O.20.0e-03.1) 
calL ixisca(3.6,-s1,sl,2) 
call ~ramov(O.0,s2) 
call chahol('Frequency = ~z and aloha = 
call ~ra.:lv(O.004,s2) 
call chafix(freQ,5,1) 
call qrarn~v(0.01,s2) 
call chafix(alDha,S,1) 
calL ~ra.~v(O.014,s2) 
call chahol('qL = oh.s L = 
call qra~ov(0.0152,s2) 
call chafix (rl,1J,S) 
call ~ramov(O.0228,s~) 
call chafix(xl,12,91 
call ~rawov(-).OD2,s3) 
call chaholC'current (amps)"'.') 
call ~rarnovCO.014,s3) 

calL chahol('E8 = yolts"'." 
call ~rawov(0.0152,s3) 
call chafi'(eb,S.1) 
call ~ramoy(0.021,0.J) 
call chahol('time (sec.)"'.') 
call ixidra(Z.1,11 
call ixijra(-2,-1.2) 
call ~raool(x,yp1,20D) 
calL 1ra.ov(O.006.-sS) 
call chaholC'1. The t/f seco,dary line current"'.') 

call axioosC1.50.0.1DO.0,100.0,1) 
call ixioos(0,50.0,100.0,55.J,2) 

deq."'.') 

h"'.') 



c 
c 

call axiscaC3.10.J.O.20.Je-03.1) 
call 3x;scaC3.6,-s1,s1,2) 
call ~ramovC-O.002,s3) 
call chaholC'current Camos)*.') 
call ~ra~ov(0.021,0.J) 
call chaholC'time (sec.)*.') 
call axijra(2,1,1) 
call axidraC-2,-1,2) 
call ~raool(.,y02,20J) 

call ~ra~ovCO.006,-s3) 

call chahol('Z. The t/f tertiary winding current*.') 

c call 3x;00sC1,50.0,100.0,100.0,1) 
c call 3xioos(0,50.0,100.0,68.0,2) 
c call 3xisca(3,10,O.0,20.0e-03,1) 
c call 3xiscaC3,8,-200.D,200.0,2) 
c call ~ramov(-O.002.225.0) 
c call chahol('voltage (volts)~.') 
c call ~ra~ovCO.021,0.1) 

c call chaholC'time (sec.)*.') 
c call ax;dra(2,1,1) 
c call 3xijraC-2,-1,2) 
c call ~raoolCx,y03,20J) 
c call ~ra~ovCO.006,-200.0) 
c call chaholC'3. thyristor voltage - 1r*.') 
c 
c 
c call 3xioos(1,50.0,15.0,100.J,1) 
c call 3x;00s(1,50.0,15.0,34.0,2) 
c call axiscaC3,10,O.O,20.0e-03,1) 
c call axisca(3,4,0.0,200.0,2) 
c call ~ra~ovC-J.002,225.0) 
c call :hahol('voltaqe (volts) •• ') 
c call ~ra~ov(0.021,O.J) 

c call chaholC't;me Csec.) •• ') 
c call axidraC2,1,1) 
c call axidra(-2,-1,2) 
c call ~raoolC.,y04,20J) 
c call ~ra~ovCO.006,-75.0) 

c call chaholC'4. load voltage •• ') 
retur~ 

c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 

end 

5ubroJti~e olot1(x,yo1,yo2,yo3,yo4) 
jimensio~ x(SJO),Yo1C500),yo2C50J),Y03(50D),Y04C500) 
commo~/blk26/alDha,freQ 
commo~/blk27/rl,xl,eb 

51=15.0 
ymax1=y01(1) 
y~ax2=yo2(1) 

do 1 i=2,200 
if(ymax1.lt.y01Ci»ywa.1=y01Ci) 
;fCy~ax2.lt.y02Ci»y~a.2=y02(i) 

1 conti~ue 



c 
c 

c 
c 

c 
c 

ymax=ymax2 
if(y~'x1.gt.y~ax2)ym!x=y~ax1 

if(abs(y~ax).Qt.10.0.and.abs(ymax).lt.30.0)s1=30.0 
if(abs(y~ax).Qt.30.0.and.abs(ymax).lt.120.0)s1=120.0 
if(ab5(y~ax).Qt.120.J.and.abs(ym'x).lt.30D.0)s1=300.0 
if(ab5(y~!x).Qt.3DO.).~nd.ab5(ym!x).lt.60l.0's1=600.0 
s2=s1.s1*2.0/3.0 . 
53=s1.s1/6.0 

call oiccle 
call jevoao(250.D,297.0.1) 
call .dndow (2) 
call ~rr~ax(10) 
call chasizC1.5.2.5) 
call ,xio:>sC1.50.0.222.0.100.0.1) 
call !.ioosCO.50.0.2~2.0.55.J.2) 
call ,xiscaC3.10.0.0,20.0e-03.1) 
call axiscaC3.6.-s1.51.2) 
call qramovCO.0.s2) 
call cha~olC'FreQuency = hz and aloha = 
call ~ra~ovCO.004.52) 
call chafixCfreQ.5.1) 
call qramovCO.01.s2) 
call chafixCalpha.5,1) 
call ~ranovCO.014.52) 
call chaholC'RL = oh .. s L = 
call ~ramov(0.0152.s2) 
call chafhCrl.10.5) 
call qranovCO.022~.s~) 
call chafhCxl.12.9) 
call ~ra"ovC-O.002.s3) 
call chaholC'current (alllPs)*.') 
ca II qramovCO.014.53) 
call chaholC'E8 = volts*.') 
call qra"ovCO.0152.s3) 
call chafhCeb.5.1l 
call ~ramovCO.021.0.0) 
call chaholC'time Csec.)*.') 
call u;jraC2.1.1, 
call uijraC-2.-1.2) 
call QraoolCx.yp1.20~) 
call qra"ovCO.006.-s3) 
call chaholC'1. The supply line current*." 

call 'Xi005C1,50.0.100.0,100.0,1) 
ca II axiposCO.50.0.100.0,55.0.~) 
call axiscaC3.10,O.O,20.0e-03,1) 
call axiscaC3.6.-51,51.2' 
call qra"ovC-).002.s3) 
call chaholC'current Camos)*.') 
call qramovCO.021.0.0) 
call chaholC'time CS!c.)*." 
call nidraC2.1.1> 
call !xijraC-2.-1,2) 
call graoolex.yp2.200) 
call qramovCO.006.-s3) 

deq.*. , 

h*. 
, 



c 
c 

call chah~l('2. The t/f ori~ary 4indinq cJrr~nt*.') 

c call axioosC1.50.0.100.0.100.0.1) 
c call 3xio~s(0.50.0.100.0.55.J.2) 
c call 3xisca(3.10.0.0.20.0e-03.1) 
c call axisca(3.6.-s1.s1.2) 
c call ~ra~ov(-O.002.s3) 
c call chahol('current (a~os)*.') 
c call ~ra~ov(O.OZ1.0.)) 
c call chahol('ti~e (sec.)*.') 
c call axidra(2.1.1) 
c call axidra(-2.-1.2) 
c call ~raool(x'YD3.20J) 
c call ~ra~ov(O.006.-s1) 

c call chahol('3. The ori~ary t/f Jinding current*.') 
c 
c 
c call 3xioos(1.50.0.35.0.100.0,1) 
c call 3xioos(0.50.0.3;.0.55.0.2) 
c call 3xisca(3.10.D.0.20.0e-03,1) 
c call axisca(3.4.-400.0,400.0.2) 
c call ~ra~ov(-0.002.500.0) 
c call chahol('voltaqe (volts) •• ') 
c call ~ra~ov(O.OZ1.0.J) 
c call chahol('time (sec.) •• ') 
c call axidra(Z.1.1) 
c call 3xidra(-2.-1.2) 
c call ~raool(x'YD4.20J) 
c call ~ra~ov(0.006.-4JO.0) 
c call chaholC'4. The secondary t/f out out voltaqe •• ') 

return 
end 



168 

DATA-16 

r.. 708 n .289 0.307 0.0 O.G 11.1 
1.66 O. ~1}1 0.523 0.506 o .1 7 
C.279 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.11 O.fl n.11 D.n 'l.0 n.G 
1 1 
3.3941d+D2 o. Sd+02 1.6d+f12 
1 
12S.Sd-03 
S. 1 0.0174 24.0 n.n 
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C *****t*********************************************** 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 

** 
VPENDIX IV ** 

** 
** 

This is th~ comouter proqra'1l for ** 
matnematiCll mode II i nq of the ** 
12-oulse oarallel bridge ** 
rectifier system ** 

!)y: ** 
Abdul Razak bi"l Mohd. Jh ** 

u'lder the suoerv;sio'l of: ** 
Dr. J. K. Ha II ** 
Mr. J. G. Kettl!borouqh ** 

** 
C **************************************************k** 
C ***************************************************** 
C 

C 

C 

c 
c 

THE MAIN PR~GRA~ 

imolicit real*8(a-h,o-w,z) 
dimension anO(12).an(12),ab(24),vb(24),icl(1Z), 

1vd(12),vdO(12),rb(24.24).itriQ(13) 
dimensio'l cbran(12,12),vl(24),c.(2100) 
dimension c1(2100),cZ(2100),c3(2100).c4(2100) 
dimension ithyC12),ci1C30),ci2(30),c01C30),co2C30) 
dime'lsio'l ti1(30),ti2(30),t01(30l.t02C30).mod1(30).modZtJU) 
real*~ intv,~bC24.24) •• l •• n(12,12).yn(12.12) 
real*3 ym1(30).Y'1l2(3J).yml(3) 
dimension rnC12.12),ay1 C2100),ay2C2100).aylC2100),vdlC2100) 
commo"l/blk438/ik.ij 
comm01/blk~/cbran 
comm01/blk3/xo,rb 
commo~/blk5/.'I,rn,yn 
cOmmon/blk156/dildt 
com",0"l/blk521/v. 
cOmmo"l/blk11/ab 
comm01/blk12/vd.vdO 
cOmmon/blk13/id1,id2 
com",0"l/blk892/a.,ar 
commo"l Iblk20J/icl 
commo"l/blk201/vl 
common/blk33/itriq 
commo"l/blk16/delt 
commo,/blk24/tn 
commo'l/blk25/eb.ethy 
common/blk6/aloha.omeQa,anqle 
comm01/blk36/nstud.icn 
com",o"l/blk30/fre~.vm1' 
commo"l/blk31/rl.xl 
cOmmo"l/blk32/tt,t1 
commo"l/blk41/c •• c1,c2,c3,c4 
commo"l/blk43/ost.cst 
common/blk45/dxs 
cOmmon/blk50/numb 
commo"l/blk61/ia 
commo,/blk53/ak 
commo'l/blk34/nk 



c 
c 

commo~/blk46/ti1,ti2,to1,to2 

commo~/blk47/int 
commo~/bl~48/~odl,mo12 
commo~/blk51/ci1,ci2,co1,co2 
common/blk49/ithy 
commo~/blk60/3y1,ay2,ayl,vdl 
commo~/bl~66Ivm1,vm2,yml,rl~ 

commo~/blk70/jt1,dt2,dt3,dt4 
op~n(~nit=5,file='data-dum',form='formatt~d') 
ii=1 
ik=1 
itn=1 

c The Zob watri~ is set by sUbroutine const 
c the r~Quired input d!ta is o~tai~ed 
c vma~ - peak supply voltaQe 
c freQ - supply fr~Quency 
c eo - load back e~f 

c ethy - thyristpr treshold vplta~~ wh~n con1uctinq 
c rl - load resistance 
c ~l - load inductance 
c nstu1 - number of studies 
c tim - time in seconds 
c delt - step lenqht 
c dt1,dt2,dt3,dt4 - 1eviation in deQrees for the triqqer ouls. 
c firin~ delay anqle is obtain~d from subroJtine params 
c 
c 

call consts 
read:S,·)vma~,freQ,eb,ethy,rl,xl 
read CS,.) nstud,tim,1elt 
readC5,·)1t1,1t2,1t3,dt4 
10 10) icnt1=1,nstud 
itr=1 
icn=icntl 
call ~ara~s 

inum=1 
t=I.~j-09 

tstoo=t+delt 
call startCan,anO,icl,m,m2,t) 
num=tim/delt 
call 10adCm) 
call ~pstepCiter,delt,m) 
10 In? icnt3=1,num 
call ~Krk4Ct,tstoo,an,anO,m,iter) 
call triqerCitriq,tstop) 
iv=O 
call interpCan,anO,icl,tb,delt,m,m2,n,iv) 
ifCn.eq.l)qoto 202 
intv=1elt-tb 
itrap=1 
ts=t 
ti=t+tb 
ie=O 
ifCtn.le.tb)qoto 204 
tn=tn-tb 
iv=1 

~04 continue 
call .Krk4(ts,ti,an,!nO,~2,iter) 



c 
c reoeated interoolati,n 
c to deter~ine as close as oossible the mesh current 
c to the zero value 
c also to 1eter~ine the conduction interval and the 
c variOJs CJmmutations. 
C 

C 

C 

C 

if(n~.eq.l)qoto lJ6 
if(;a.eq.J.or.t.lt.O.l0S0)qoto lJ3 
ifCint.eq.8)co1 (icn)=ti-O.1050 
if(int.eQ.2)co2(icn)=ti-0.l050 
if(i11.qt. 1.or.t.qt.J.1251)qoto 109 
if(int.qt.6)to1(icn)=ti-O.l050 
if(int.lt.7)to2(icn)=ti-0.l050 

109 continue 
if(ie.qt.6)qoto 105 
if(an(ia).qt.J.0.and.an(ia).lt.0.ld-08)qoto 105 
call extrap(tstoo,ti,an(ia» 
ie=ie+l 
'loto 204 

1J5 conti~ue 
an(ia)=O.O 
'loto 108 

106 continue 
if(int.eq.7)cil(icn)=ti-0.l050 
if(int.e~.1)ci2(icn)=ti-0.l050 
if(idl.gt.l.or.t.qt.].1251)goto l08 
if(int.qt.6)qoto 110 
ti2Cicn)=ti-0.l050 
'IIod2(icn)=m-l 
'loto 111 

110 til(icn)=ti-0.10S0 
modI (i en) =m-1 

III continue 
108 conti"lue 

call Jrani(an,m2) 
call oranv(vb,m2) 
call initcnCicl,an,anO,m,m2) 
call cnduct(vb,vd) 
10 lD~ ;=1,12 

1)4 IIdO(i)=v:Hi) 
call orintCti,ab,itr) 
call ~.rk4(ti,tstoP,an,anO,m,iter) 
call intero(an,anO,icl,tb,intv,m,m2,n,iv) 
if(n.!Q.l)qoto 202 
intv=intv-to 
itrap=itrao+1 
tn=O.Od+OO 
iv=O 
ts=ti 
ti=ti+tb 
if:itrap.lt.S)qo to 204 
write(3,300) 
stoo 

202 continue 
call orint(tstop,ab,itr) 
do 101 i=l,m 



c 
c 

101 anOCi)=anCi) 
t=t+1~lt 
tstoo:tstoo+d~lt 

107 conti~ue 
~riteC3,20)an~le 

20 formatC'firin~ delay anQle ='.f7.2,' deQrees'/) 
im=itr-l 
numb=J 

c to oerforn the Fouri~r analysis on the Qiven current 
c and tl deter~ine the ~ean values 
c also to comoute the ~ean out out voltaQe 
c 
c 

c 
c 

call fourerCc~.c2,50,im) 

call rmsaveCay1,anl,i~,1) 

call rmsaveCay2,an2,im.1) 
call rmsaveCayl,anl,im,1) 
call rmsave(v1l,vdm.i~.1) 
~rite(3.3)vd~.i~ 

30 formatC/'The ~ean outout voltage = '.f9.3.S •• 'Points = ',i4/) 
ym1(icn)=an1 
ym2(icn)=an2 
yml(icn)=anl 
~rite(3.21) 

21 format(65Clh_)//) 
100 continue 

c this subroutine print out the delay angle. harmonic cOMponent! 
c commutation angles. conduction angles and the mean 
c current values 
c 
c 

c 
c 

call charac 
300 format('excessive discontinuities in a step - run abandoned') 

stop 
end 

~lock data 
implicit real*8Ca-h.o-z) 
real*B ctran(24.12).cbran(12.12).r(6) •• (16) 
commo,/blk1/ctran 
commo1/bl.2/cbran 
commo1/blk29/r,. 
data etran/-0.5392.2 t O.0.l.0.6*0.0.-1.0,0.0,1.0,12*0.Q, 

1-0.5392.2*0.0,1.0.7*).0,-1.0,0.0.1.0,11*0.0,-0.5392. 
22*0.0,1.J,4*0.O,1.0.3*0.G.-1.0.9*0.0.-0.3113,0.0,0.3113, 
33*0.0.1.0,0.0,-1.0,7*0.0.-1.0.3*0.0.1.0.4*0.0,-0.3113. 
40.3113,4*0.0.1.0.-1.0.9*0.0.-1.0.0.n.1.0.12*0.0,2*1.0. 
52*0.0,2*-1.0.20*0.O.~*1.0.2*-1.0.24*0.0.2*'.J.2*0.0, 
62*-1.).20*0.0,2*'.0.2*-1.0.1~*0.J.2*'.0,6*0.J,1.0,21*J.O. 
72*1.0,0.0.1.0.24*0.0,1.01 

data cbran/1.0.4*0.0.1.0.3*0.0,1.0.0.0,1.0.2*O.0,-1.0,2*0.0, 
1'.0.3>0.0,1.0.0.0.1.0.0.0.1.0.4*J.0.'.0.2*0.0.1.0.0.0.1.0,-1.1 
25*0.0.1.).2*0.0,1.0.).0,1.0,2*0.),1.0.6*0.0,1.0.0.0,1.0,0.0, 
3-1.0.7*0.0.1.0.0.0.1.0.3*0.0.1.0.-1.0.2*0.0,1.0,2*0.0.2*1.0, 
43*0.0.1.0.3*0.0.1.0.2*0.0,2*1.0.4*0.0,1.0.3*0.0,1.0,0.0.2*1.0 



c 
c 

53*O.O,-1.J,l.J,3*D.O,l.0,O.0,2*1.0,3*0.O,-1.0,6*0.0,2*1.0,4*0. 
6-1.0,;*0.),2*1.01 

c the transformer oara~eters 
c 
c 

c 
c 

data r/0.708,J.289,0.307,2*0.0,O.11 
data ~/1.66,0.901,O.523,0.506,O.17,0.279,10*0.OI 
end 

subro~tine consts 
implicit real*8Ca-h,o-z) 
dimension ~bC24,24),rb(24,24),r(6),~(16) 
commo,/blk3/~b,rb 
co mm 0 ~ 1 b l k ~ 91 r IX 
do 20) i=1,6 
~rite:3,600) i,rCi) 

600 format(10~,'r',il,' z ',e12.5) 
200 conthue 

do 201 i=1,16 
~rite(3,601) i,~(i) 

601 format(10x,'~',i2,' = ',e12.5) 
231 cont hue 

do 10J i=1,24 
do 10) j=1,24 
rtl(j,i)=O.O 

100 xb(j,i>=O.O 
dO 11 i=1.3 
do 10 j=1,3 

10xb(i.j)=~(7) 

~b:i,i>=xC1> 
rbCi ,i)=r(1) 
do 12 j=4,6 

12 ~tl(i,j)=d8) 

i1=i+3 
xb(i,i1)=x(Z) 
do 13 j=7,9 

13 xb(i,j)=d9) 
i1=i+6 
xb(i,i 1 )=x<3) 

11 conti"lue 
c 
C 

do 14 i=4,6 
do 15 j=1,3 

15 xb(i,jl=~(~) 

i1=i-3 
xbCi.i1)=dZ) 
do 16 j=4,6 

16 xb(i,jl=x(101 
xb(i,i )=x(4) 
rbCi,i)=r CZ) 
do 17 j=7,9 

17 xb(i,jl=~(111 

i1=i+3 
~bCi,i1>=x(6) 

14 conti"lue 
C 



c 
do 18 i=7.9 
10 19 ;=1.3 

19 obCi.;)=oC9) 
;'=i-5 
obCi.i1)=oO) 
do 2[) ;=4.6 

2[) ob(i.;>=xC11> 
i1=i-3 
ob(;.i 1) =xC6' 
do 21 i=7.9 

21 ob(i.;)=0(12) 
xbCi.O=x(5) 
rbCi.i)=r(3) 

18 cont ;,ue 
c 
c 

c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 

do 22 i=10.21 
rbCi.i )=rC6) 
ob(;.0=oC16) 

22 continue 

rbC23.23)=rC4) 
rbC22.22)=rC5) 
.bC23.23)=xC13' 
obC22.22)=0(14) 
ob(23.22)=0(15) 
xoC22.23)=.C15) 
retur ... 

subro~tin! cnjuctCvb.vd) 
implicit real*8Ca-h.l-z) 
dimension vo(24).vdC12),icl(12) 
common/blk200/icl 
vd(1)=vbC4) 
vdC2'=-vb(6) 
vdO)=vbCS) 
vd(4)=-vb(4) 
vd(S)=vbC6) 
IIdC6'=-vb(5) 
IId(7)=lIbC7)-vbC8) 
vd(8)=vb(7)-vb(9) 
vd(9)=voCS)-vb(9) 
IId(10)=v~C~)-vbC7) 

vd(11)=vbC9)-vbC7) 
vd(12)=vb(9)-vb(S) 

do 10 i=1.6 
ip=i+1 
iQ=i+2 
if(ip.eQ.7)ip=1 
i fCiQ.eQ. 71 iQ=1 
ifCiQ.eQ.8)iQ=2 
if(icl(i).eQ.1.and.icl(ip).eq.1)vd(iq)=0.0 



c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 

10 conti,ue 
do 20 i=7,12 
i o=i +1 
iq=i+2 
i f(io.eq.13) io=7 
if(iq.eq.13)i~=7 
if(ia.ea.14)i~=8 
if(icl(i).ea.1.and.icl(io).ea.1)vdCiq)=O.0 

20 continue 
retur, 
end 

subroJti,e cduct5(vb,vd5) 
imolicit real.8(a-h,~-z) 
dimension vb(24),vd5(12) 
vd5(1)=-vb(6) 
vd5(2)=v!)(5) 
vd5(3)=-vb(4) 
vdS(4)=vb(6) 
vdS(S)=-vb(S) 
vd5(6)=v!)(4) 
vd5(7)=v!)(7)-vb(9) 
vd5(8)=vb(8)-vb(9) 
vd5(9)=vo(8)-vb(7) 
vd5(1J)=v!)(9)-vb(7) 
vd5(11)=vo(9)-vb(8) 
vdS(12)=vb(7)-vb(8) 
r et u rn 
end 

subroJtine initcn(icl,an,anO,m,m2) 
i~olicit real.~(a-h,~-z) 
dimension icl(12),an(12),anO(12),cbran(12,12) 

1,rt(12,12),xt(12,12),rn(12,12),x,C12,12),yn(12,1 
22),cb:12,12),cbt(12,12),jd(6),adum(12),xntC12, 
312),r,tC12,12),ytC12,12) 

commo,/blk21 cbran 
commo,/blk4/yt,rt,xt 
common/olkSI .n,rn,yn 
common/blk71 cb,cbt 
commo,/blk81 jd 
commo,/blk28/intv 
commo,/blk13/int1,int2 
n=m2-1 
n1=m-1 
do 11) i=1,12 

110 adumCi)=O.01 
do 101 i=1,m 
do 101 j=1,m 
rnej,il=O.O 

131.n(j,i>=O.0 
do 102 i=1,12 
do 102 j=1,m 
rntCj,il=().O 



102 xnt(j.i)=O.O 
i fCn.eq.O)qoto 112 
do 104 i=1,n 
~1um(jd(ill=an(i+l) 

1')4 conti~ue 
112 conti'lue 

do 111 i=1,6 
111 jdCi)=O 

~ =1 
10 105 i=1,12 
ifCicl:i).eq.O)qoto 200 
jdCk)'i 

20') 
105 

~=ktl 

conti~ue 

continue 
anO(1)=anC1) 

c 
c 

c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
C 

ifCnl.eq.O)qoto 103 

do 10S i=l,nl 
106 ~nOCi+l)=adu~Cjd(i» 

do 107 i=l,nl 
10 107 j=1,12 
cbCj,i t l)=cbranCj,jdCi» 

107 cbtCitl,j)=cbCj,i+l) 
103 conti~ue 

10 103 i=l,m 
do 108 j=1,12 
do 108 k=1,12 
rntCi,j)=rnt(i,j)tcbtCi,k).rt(k,j) 

10~ xntCi.j)=xntCi,j)+cbt(i,kl.xtCk,j) 
do 10~ i=l,m 
do 109 j=l,1II 
do 10~ k=1,12 
rn(i,jl=r'l(i.jl+rntCi,k)*cbCk.j) 

109 xn(i.j)=xnCi.j)tKntCi.k).cbCk,j) 
ifCm.lt.6)qoto 222 
~rite(3,19)CjdCi).i=1,6) 
~rite(3.2a)«cbCi.j).j=1.S,.i=1.~1 
~riteC3.21)CCcbt(i,j).j=1,8),i=1,6) 
writeC3,22)(CxnCi,j),j=1,7),i=1,7) 
w r i t e (3.22) ( C r n C i ,j ) , j = 1 ,-7) • i = 1 .-1> 

19 format(I/Si41 
20 format(//(6f7.2» 
21 format:t / C8f7.2» 
22 format(//(7f15.8» 

22:? conti~ue 
call .atinv(xn,yn.m) 
retur'l 
pnd 

subroutine branv(vb.m) 
imolicit real*8Ca-h,0-z) 
1imension vb(24),ab(Z4).rb(24,24).xbC24,24', 

la(24),g4t(12),q4(12).q4bC24).ctranC24.12). 



c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 

1CbC12.12).cbtC12.12).e(24) 
commo~/blk1/ctran 
commo,/blk156/d;ldt 
commo,/blk3/x~.rb 

commo~/blk7/c~.cbt 
common/blk101 q4 
commo'l/blk11/!b 
commo"l/blk?11 e 
e(4)=-0.5392d+00*eC1) 
e(5)=-0.5392d+00*eC2) 
e(6)=-0.5392d+00*eC3) 
e(7)=-0.3113d+00*eC1) 
eCS)=-O.3113d+00*eC2) 
e(9)=-0.3113d+00*eC3) 
::10 10) ;=1,24 
IIbC;)=.Od+OO 

100 aCi)=.Od+OO 
do 10a ;=1,24 

108 q4bC;)=.Od+00 
::10 101 ;=1,24 
::10 101 j=1,24 

101 aC;)=aC;)+rbC;,j)*abCj) 
do 102 ;=1,12 

1~2 q4tC;)=.Od+00 
do 103 ;=1,12 
do 103 j=l,m 

103 q4tC;)=q4tCi)+cbC;.j)*q4Cj) 
do 104 ;=1,24 
do 104 j=I,12 

104 q4bC;)=q4bCi)+ctranC;.j)*o4tCj) 
d;ldt=g4b(24) 
do 10!> ;=1,24 
::10 10!> j=I,12 

106 IIbCi)=vbC;)+x~C;.j)*Q4bCj) 
do 107 ; =1,24 

107 vb(;)=-lIbC;)-aCi)+eCi) 
return 
end 

5ubroJtine Darams 
imDl;cit real*8Ca-g,~-z) 
commo"l/blk6/alDha,omeoa,anqle 
common/blkI5/alo,a,Dh 
commo,/blk26/halo,hfreq 
commo,/blk30/freQ.llmax 
readCS,*) anqle 
a=.8d+Ol*datanC.ld+Ol) 
aloha=a/.3d+Ol 
o'llega=a*freQ 
alD=a*anqleI3.6d+02 
oh=a/l.2d+01 
halD=!ngle 
hfreq=freq 
return 
end 



c 
c 

5ubro~tine intero(an,anO,icl,tb,t,m,m2,n,iv) 
implicit real.8:a-h,~-z) 
dimension vb(24),an(12),anO(12),vd(12),vdO(1 

12),icl(12),jd(6),itriq(13),vj5(12) 
commO'l/bl~8/ jd 
commo'l/blk12/vd,vdO 
commO'l/blk13/ int1,int2 
commo'l/blk201/vb 
common/blk43~/ik,ij 
commO'l/blk33/itriQ 
commO'l/blk24/tn 
commo'l/blk28/intv 
commO'l/blk32/td,t1 
commO'l/blk34/nt 
common/blk61/inta 
commo'l/blk53/ ax 
commO'l/blk47/int 
int=O 
ax=O.J 
inta=J 
nt=O 
ni=1 
.. 2=m 
tv=t 
ti=t 
call :lrani (an,m) 
call branvCvb,m) 
call cnduct(vb,vd) 
call cduct5(vb,vd5) 
vdum1=vd(int1> 
vdum2=vd(int2) 
vdum01=vdO(int1) 
vdum02=v10(int2) 
tv1=t 
if(ik.lt.6.and.iv.eQ.0) QO to 99~ 
intva=int1 
1010) i=1,6 
if(vd(i).le.0.0.and.vd5(i).le.0.J)goto 203 
ifCitriqCi).eQ.1)qoto 210 
if«v1um1-vd(i».qe.0.0)qoto 200 
t1=(vjum~1-vdJ(i»*t/(vdu .. 01-VdO(il+Vd(i)-Vdum1) 
i f<t1.gt.tvll goto 20J'j; , '. . ./ 
go t 0 200 • . , ' . , . , , j f. 

210 continue ~Jj . 
tv1=t, 
ik=O 
intva=i 

200 continue 
100 continue 
999 c ont ;,ue 

ik=ik+1 
tv2=t 
if(ij.lt.6.and.iv.eQ.0) qO to 998 
intvb=int2 
do 101 i=7,12 
if(vd(i).le.O.O.and.vdS(i).le.O.Olgoto 201 
ifCitrig(i).eQ.1)Qoto 211 
if«vlum2-vd(;».ge.O.O)qoto 201 



t1=(vjum~2-vdJ(i»*t/(vdu~02-vdO(i)+vd(i)-vd~~2) 

if(t1.gt.tv2)~oto 201 
qoto 201 

211 continue 
tv2=t'l 
i j =0 
intvb=i 

201 continue 
1el1 cont;,ue 
9'111 conti'lue 

ij=ij+1 
ifCtv1.eq.t.and.tv2.eQ.t) QO to 204 
ifCtv1-tv2) 202,202,208 

202 cont;,ue 

c 
c 

c 
c 

c 
c 

tv=tvl 
intv=intva 
~o to 204 

208 cont;,ue 
tv=tv2 
intv=intvb 

204 conti'lue 

do 102 i=2,III 
ifCanCi).Qt.O.O)Qoto 203 
ifCanOCi).eQ.0.01)Qoto 203 
tl=anO(i)*t/CanOCi)-~n(i» 
ifCt1.gt.ti)goto 203 
t i =t 1 
ax=an( i) 
inta=i 
inti=i-1 

203 cont;,ue 
1~2 continue 

ifCti.eQ.t.and.tv.eQ.t)Qoto 209 
n=2 
i tctv.lt.t i) Q:lto 205 
nt=2 
td=ti 
tb=ti 
int=j::tCinti) 
i cl (i'lt)=O 
111=111-1 
qoto 206 

205 conti,\ue 
do 80l i=1,m 
if(intv.eQ.jdCi»Qoto 206 

800 conti"lue 
nt =1 
tb=tv 
int=intv 
iclCht)=1 

. "'=111+1 
int1=intva 
int2=intvb 

206 cont hue 



r~tur" 

209 n=1 
do 103 1=1,12 

103 vdOCI)=vdCI) 
r~tur1 

c 
c 
c 
c 

~nd 

subroutln~ start(an,anO,lcl,~,m2,t) 
I~ollclt real.~(a-h,~-z) 

dl~~nslon anO(12),an(12),lcl(12),vbC24),vd(1 
12),cbCI2,12),cbtC12,12),jd(6),vdJ(12) 

common/blk6/aloha,omeqa,anqle 
comm01/blk7/c~,cbt 
c omm01/blk8/jd 
common/blk12/vd,vdO 
common/blk13/numl,nu~2 
comm01/blk23/n1,n2 
cO~mo,/bl~28/Intv 

common/blk30/fr~Q,vmax 
do 10~ j=I,3 
cb(j,11:1.0 
cbt(1,j)=1.0 

106 cont hue 
do 107 j=4,12 
cb(j,1>=O.O 
cbt(1,j)=O.O 

107 conti1ue 
do 103 1=1,12 
anCi>=O.O 

100 anOCi>=0.01 
.. =3 
.. 2=3 
tc=0.J25 
if(t.~t.0.025)tc=t 
vb(1)=(v.ax*t/tc)*dsin(om~ga*t) 
vbC2 1=(v"ax*t/tc).dslnComeqa*t-aloha) 
vb(3)=(vmax*t/tc).dsln(omeqa*t+aloha) 
vb(4)=-O.5392d+00*vbC1) 
vb(5)=-0.5392d+00*vbC2) 
vb(6'=-0.5392d+00*vbC31 
vb(7)=-0.3113d+00.vbCl) 
vb(8)=-0.3113d+00*vb(2) 
vb(9)=-0.3113d+00·vo(3) 
call cnductCv~,vd' 
do 101 1=1,12 

101 vdOCil=vdCi> 
numl=1 
nU1ll2=7 
vdullll=vdCl) 
vdum2=vd(7) 
do 102 1=2,6 
If(vdullll-vd(I).qe •• OdtOO) go to 200 
vduml=vd(I' 
numl=i 

200 continue 
102 continue 

do 103 1=8,12 



c 
c 
c 
c 

if(vd~m2-vd(il.ge •• Od+001 go to ~01 
vdum2=vd(il 
num2=i 

231 conti,ue 
11)3 conti,ue 

do 104 i=1,12 
104 icl(i)=O 

do 105 i=1,6 
135 jdCiI=O 

i c le num1l =1 
icl:num21=1 
j d (1 I =nu,,1 
jd(21=nu1l2 
n1=nu1l1 
n2=nu~2 
retur1 
end 

subroutine load (m' 
i~olicit real.~(a-g,~-z' 
dimension cbr3n(12,12',ctran(24,12',ctrant(12,2 

14',co(12,12',cbt(12,12'.rn(12.12,.xn(12,12,.rt 
2C12.12"xt(12.12,.rb{24,24,.xb(24.24,.r( 
312.24,.x(12.24,.jd(6',ra(24.12,.xa124.12,.yt(12 
4,12) .yn<12,121 

commo,/blk1/ctran 
commo,/blk2/cbran 
common/blk3/xb.rb 
commo,/blk4/yt.rt.xt 
cOmmo,/blk5/xn.rn.yn 
commo,/blk7/cb.cbt 
common/blk8/id 
commo,/blk9/ctrant 
commo"blk25/!b.ethy 
co~mo,/blk27/hrl.hxl.heb 
common/blk31/rl.xl 
do 10) i=1.24 
do 10) j=1.12 

100 ctrant(j,il=ctran(i.j' 
do 101 i=1,m-1 
do 101 j=1,12 
cb(j.i+11=cbr3n(j,jdCil' 

101 cbt(i+1,j'=cb(j.i+1, 
hrl=rl 
hxl=xl 
heb=e~ 
call label1 
do 102 i=1,24 
do 102 j=1,12 
r(j,i)=O.O 

1 J2 .c j. i 1 =0. () 
do 103 i=1,12 
do 103 j=1.24 
ra(j,i'=O.O 

103 uq,i)=O.O 
do 104 1=1.12 
do 104 j=1,12 



c 
c 
c 
c 

rt C j,i )=0.0 
1:14 wtCj,jl=O.O 

do 105 1=1,12 
do 105 j=1.,12 
rnC j,O=O.O 

1:15 wn(j,il=J.O 
rtlC24,24'=rl 
wb:24,24)=Kl 
do 10~ 1=1,12 
do 10S j=1,24 
do 106 k=1,24 
rCi,j)=rCi,j)+ctrant(i,k)*rbCk,j) 

106 KCi,j)=KCI,j)+ctrantCI,k>*KbCk,j) 
do 107 1=1,12 
do 107 j=1,12 
do 107 k=1,24 
rtCi,j)=rtCi,j)+rCi,k)*ctranCk,j) 

1~7 wtCi,j'=wtCi,j'+KCi,kl*ctranCk,j) 
do 10a i=1,m 
do 10a j=1,12 
10 103 k=1,12 
raCi,j'=raCi,j'+cbtCi,k'*rtCk,j' 

108 waCi,j'=waCi,j)+CbtCi,k)*KtCk,j) 
do 10g i=1,III 
do 10~ j=1,III 
do 10g k=1,12 
rnCi,j)=rnCi,j)+raCi,k'*cbCk,j) 

109 KnCi,j)=KnCi,j)+KaCi,k)*cbCk,j) 
call ftatinvCwn,yn,III) 
ifCwl.eq.O.O'qO to 110 
retur1 

110 call watinvCKt,yt,7) 
return 
end 

subrouti~e label1 
iwolicit real*~Ca-h,~-z' 
1illlension wb(24,24),rbC24,24) 
commo~/blk3/wb,rb 
common/tllk30/freq,vmaK 
comm01/blk25/~b,ethy 
comm01/blk31/rl,wl 
coupli=wtlC1,2)/sqrtCwb(1,1)*wb(2,2» 
write(3,400) 

400 formatC/I,'The simulation of the parallel rectifier bridqes' 
1/'ooerated without a' interphase reactor." 

write(3,402> 
402 formatC48C1h-» 

writeC3,401) vmaw,freq,rl,wl,eb,coupli 
401 format(8w,16hSupoly ~oltaqe a,f7.2,5hvolts, 

*5h peak,II,8w,11hFre~uencv =,f8.~,3h hz, 
*11,8K,17~Load resistance =,f7.3,4hohlllS, 
*11,Sw,17hLoad inductance a,e10.3,1hh,/f, 
*~w,1~nLoad back e.m.f. =,f7.2,5h~olt~,/I, 
*8K,23hCouoling coefficients =,f7.3//) 

returr't 
end 



c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 

subroutine oosteo(iter,delt,~) 
imolicit real*8Ca-n,3-z) 
dimension aC~,~),rC8),eC~),xnC12,12"ynC12,12),rn(12,12) 
commo,/blk5/.~,rn,yn 
do 10Ji=1,m . 
do 100 j=l,m 

100 a(j,i)=O.O 
do 101 i=l,m 
do 101 j=l,m 
do 101 k=l,m 

101 a(i,j)=a(i,j)+ynCI,k'*rnCk,j) 
i hit =0 
call f02 aaf(a,8,m,r,e,ifail) 
ifCifail.eQ.O) go to 200 
~rite(3,300) ifail 

300 formatC'error in fOZ aaf,ifail =',12) 
stoo 

200 conti,ue 
tl=delt*rCm) 
if(t1.qt.1.0) QO to 201 
iter=1 
~o to 202 

201 iter=nintCt1) 
202 continue 

steo=delt/iter 
~rite(3,301) steo 

301 formatC'steo len~tn =',e12.5) 
retur, 
end 

subroJti,e mxrk4Ctl,tstoo,an,anO,~,iter) 
imolicit real*8Ca-n,o-z) 
dimension vn(12),xnC12,1Z),rnC12,1Z),ynC12,12) 
1imensio, qOC1Z),q1C1Z),gZ(12),g3(1Z),an(lZ) 

1,anO(IZ),q4C1Z),atemoC12),vC12) 
commo,/blk5/xn,rn,yn 
common/blkl0/g4 
commo,/blkZO/vn 
niter=floatCiter) 
dt=(tstoo-t1)/niter 
t=tl 
do 10J i=l,~ 

100 3nCi)=anOCi) 
:to 101 i=l,iter 
do 102 j=l,m 

10Z atemoCj)=anCj) 
call 1nCt,an'10,m) 
do 103 j=l .. ,m 

103 an(j)=ate~o(j)+QO(j)*dt/O.2d+Ol 
t=t+dtlO.2d+Ol 
call qnCt,an,q1,m) 
do 10~ j=l,m 



c 
c 
c 
c 

104 ~n(j)=atemoCj)+qlCj)"dt/0.2d+Ol 
call ~nCt,an.q2.m) 

:10 105 j=l.111 
135 ~nCj)=ate~oCj)+q2Cj)"dt 

t=t+:H/0.2d+Ol 
call ~nCt,an,q3,m) 

do 10!> j=l.m 
1 31\ an C j , = ate 11 0 C j ) + C tI ~ C j ) + O. 2 d + 0 1 * q 1 C j >+ D • 2 d + J 1 * ~ 2 ( j ) +'13 

1 C j» *:lt/0.6d+Ol 
lDl continue 

:10 107 j=l.m 
vCj)=J.Od+OO 

137 q4Cj)=O.Od+03 
do 108 j=l.m 
do 103 k=l.m 

lG8 vCj)=~Cj)+rnCj,k)"anCk) 
dO 10~ j=l.m 

109 vCj)=-vCj)+vnCj) 
do 110 j=l.m 
do 113 k=l.m 

110 ~4Cj)=q4Cj)+ynCj,~)*vCk) 
return 
end 

subroutine gn(t.an.q.m) 
imolicit real*8Ca-h.o-z) 
dimension an(12).rnC12,12),xnC12.12).ynC12,1 

1Z).qC1Z).vbC24).vtC1Z).vnC12),ctrantC12.24) 
1.cbC12,lZ).cbtC1Z.12).dC12) 

comm01/blk5/x,.rn.yn 
comm01/0lk6/aloha.om~qa,anqle 
common/blk7/cb.cbt 
comm01/blk9/ctrant 
comm01/blkZO/vn 
common/blk211 vb 
common/blk25/eb.ethy 
comm01/blk30/freq.vmax 
do 99 i=1.24 

99 vb(i)=O.Od+OO 
tc=0.GZ5 
ifCt.~t.O.025)tc=t 
vb(l)=Cvllax*t/tc'''ds~nComeqa .. t) 
vbC2'=Cvmax*t/tc)*dsinComeqa*t-aloha' 
vb(3)=(vmax*t/tc'*dsinComega*t+aloha) 
do 98 i=10.21 

91\ vb(i'=-ethy 
vb(24)=-eb 
do lOa i=1,12 

100 vt(i)=O.Od+OO 
do 101 i=1.12 
do 101 j=1,24 

101 vt:i>=vtCi)+ctrantCi.j)*vbCj) 
do 102 i=l.m 

132 vn(i'=O.Od+OO 
do 103 i=l.11I 
do 103 j=1,12 

103 vnCi)=vnCi)+cbt(i,j)*vt(j) 



c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 

10 134 i=1,", 
:Hi )=).01+00 

104 q(i)=).Od+OO 
10 105 i=1,m 
:10 105 j:l,", 

lJ5 1Ci)=jCi)+rnCi,j)*anCj) 
do 106 i=1,m 

106 :1Ci):~nCi)-dCi) 
::lo 137 i=1,,. 
do 107 j=1,m 

107 q(i)=~'i)+yn(i,j)*d(j) 
retur') 
end 

subroutine braniCan,~) 
i~olicit real.~C3-h,~-z) 
di",ension an(12),ab(~4),ctran(24,12),cb(1~,1~) 

1,cbtC12,12),atC12) 
co",",on/blkl/ctran 
co",",0'/blk7/c~,cbt 
co~mo,/blkl1/ab 

do 10) i=1,12 
100 atCi)=O.Od+OO 

do 101 i=1,24 
101 abCil=O.~d+OO 

do 102 i=1,12 
do 102 j=l,m 

102 atCi)=atCi)+cbCi,j)*an(j) 
do 105 i=1,24 
do 105 j=l,12 

103 abCi)=abCi)+ctran(i,j)*atCj) 
r~tur' 
end 

subroJti,e orint(tstoo,ab,itr) 
i"olicit real.8Ca-h,~-z) 
dimension icl(12),vb(24),abC24),ithy(12) 
dimension rbC24,24),~b(24,24),d~tC2100),d~s(2100) 
dimension ~(2100),y1C2100),y2C2100),y3(2100),y4(2100) 

::limen.ion ayl(~1001,ay2(2100),ayl(2100),vl(2100) 
common/blk3/~~,rb 
common/blk156/dildt 
co",mOn Iblk200/icl 
commo')/blk521/v~ 
co",mon/blk~92/a~,ar 

commo,/blk201/vb 
common/blk438/ik,ij 
commo'l/blk13/il,i2 
commo'l/blk25/eb,ethy 
commo'l/blk28/intv 
common/blk40/d~t 
commo"blk41/~,yl,y2,y3,y4 
commo"blk49/ithy 



c 
c 

c 
c 

co~mo~/blk60/ayl,ay2,ayl,vl 

:10 401 i =1',12 
ithy(i)=~ 

;0=;+1 
;fCio.'!!Q.7>io=l 
if(io.eQ.13)i~=7 

if(;cl(;).eQ.1.or.icl(io).eq.l)ithy(;)=1 
4tl1 conti.,ue 

if(icl(7).eq.l.or.icl(8).eq.l) q) to SOO 
if(;cl(9).eQ.l.or.;cl(10l.eQ.l) ~o to SOl 
if(;cl(11).eQ.l.or.icl(12).eQ.l)~~to S02 
'lo to S03 

S02 vx=vb(7)-vb(9) 
'10 to S03 

501 vx=v~(7)-vb(8) 

:jO to 503 
500 vx=-0.6 
S03 cont;'lue 

ax=ab(4) -ab(s) 
u=aoCl) -abO) 
if(tstop.le.~.10S0.or.tstoD.:jt.0.12S0)return 
x(itr)=tstop-O.l0S0 
ifCitr.eQ.l)qoto 10 
dxtCitr)=xC;tr)-x(itr-l) 
;fCdotCitrl.lt.0.9d-~7)return 
'loto 11 

10 dotC1>=x(1) 
11 continue 

y1(itrl=ax 
y2Citr l =abC71 
y3Citr)=abC4) 
y4Citr)=ar 
aylCitr)=abC23) 
ay2Cit r) =ab(22) 
aylCitr)=abC24) 
vl(itr)=ab(24)*rb(24,24)+dildt*xbC24,24)+eb 

c writeC3,400)x(itr),dxtCitr),abCl),ar,ao,abC7),vo,vlC;tr),il,i2 
c *iclCl),iclC2),icl(3),iclC4),iclCS), 
c *icl(6),icl(7),icl(8),iclC9),icl(10),icl(11),iclC12), 
c *ithy(1),ithyC2),ithyC3),;thyC4),;thy(S),ithyC6), 
c *ithy(7),ithyC8),ithyC~),ithyCl0),ithyCl1),ithy(12) 
c 400 formatCf~.S,f9.6,2flS.11,4Cl0,f7.2),2(lx,i2),10,12(10,il),10, 
c 114C,.,i1» 

c 
c 
c 

itr=itr+l 
return 
end 

subroutine matinvCxind,yind,na) 
imOlicit real*8Ca-h,)-z) 
:limension xinj(12,12),yind(12,12',auq(12,24' 
do SOJ ;=l,na 
do S03 j=l,na 

500 ifCabs(xindCj,i».lt.l.0d-08) xindCj,i)=O.Od+OO 
:10 281 i=l,na 



281 

305 

306 
282 

c 
c 
c 
c 

20 
1'>00 

284 
288 

286 
289 
285 
290 

283 

287 

-307 
110 

10 281 j=l,na 
auqCi,j)=xindCi,j) 
do 282 i=l,na 
do 282 j=na+1,2*na 
ifCj-j+na)305,306,305 
auqCi,j)=O.Od+OO 
qoto 282 
auqCi,j)=1.0d+OO 
cont i ·~ue 
do 29) k=1,na 
do 283 i=1,na 
ifCna.lt.7)qoto 600 
wr;teC3,20)au~C;,k),;,k 
formatC//Cf15.~,2;4» 
conti~ue 

ifCauqCi,k).eq.O.Od+OO.and.i.eq.k)qoto 
ifCau~Ci,k).eQ.O.Od+OO)Qoto 288 
dummy=augCi,k) 
do 284 j=1,2*na 
.,=2*na+1-j 
au'lCi,m)=au'lCi,m)/du.,my 
cont;~ue 
conti~ue 

307 

do 285 l=1,na 
ifCauqCl,k).e~.O.Od+OO.or.l.eQ.k)'lo 
do 286 m=1,2*na 
au'lCl,m)=auqCl,m)-au~Ck,m) 

to 289 

cont ;.nue 
continue 
conti~ue 
:10 283 i =1 ,na 
do 283 j =1 ,2*na 
m=2*na+l-j 
ifCau~Ci,~).e~.O.Od+OO) 'lo to 2~3 
au'lCi,m)=auqCi,m)/au~Ci,i) 

continue 
do 287 i=1,na 
do 287 j=na+l,2*na 
k=j-na 
yindCi,k)=au'lCi,j) 
return 
writeC3,110) 
formatC'zero 
stop 
end 

on ~ain diaq.ele~ent·) 

subro~tine triqerCitriq,t) 
imolicit real*8Ca-h,o-z) 
:limension itriq(13) 
common/blk6/alpha,ome'la,an'lle 
commo~/blk15/alp,ad,oh 
commo~/blk16/:1elt 
commo~/blk23/il,i2 
common/blk24/tn 
commo~/blk70/dtl,dt2,dt3,dt4 
n=O 
a=360.0 



c 
c 

101 

102 

104 

105 
103 

c 
c 

107 

1aB 
1ali 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 

th~ta=18000.0*t 
if(theta.lt.a)qoto 1J1 
num=theta/a 
theta=theta-num*a 

conti"lue 
do 102 i=1,12 
itrig(i)=O 
do 103 i=1,6 
ifc=(-1)**i 
fot=a1Qle+(i-1l*60.0+«1-ifc)/2)*dt3+«1+ifcI/2)*dt4 
if(fpt.lt.algoto 104 
num=fot/a 
fpt=fot-num*a 
conti"u~ 
i=i+3 
ifCi.qt.3)j=i-3 
fp=(theta-fpt)/18000.0 
if(fp.lt.d~lt.and.fp.qt.0.0)itriq(jl=1 
if(itrig(j).~~.OI~oto 105 
tn=delt-fo 
n=1 
conti"lue 
conti"lue 
H(n.eQ.1> return 

do 105 i=7,12 
ic=i-5 
ifc=(-1)**ic 
fps=(angle-30.0)+(ic-1)*60+«1-ifc)/2)*dt1+«1+ifc)/Z)*dtZ 
if(fps.lt.a)~oto 107 
num=fos/a 
fps=fos-num*a 
conti"lue 
j = i +3 
if(i.H.9)j=i-3 
fo=(t~eta-fps)/18000.0 
if(fp.lt.delt.and.fp.gt.0.0)itrig(j)=1 
ifCitriqCj).eq.O)goto 108 
tn=delt-fp 
CO'lti1ue 
conti"lue 

return 
end 

subroutine fourer(~t,y,n,ml 
imolicit real*~(a-g,o-z) 
dimension xt(2100),y(2100),a(SO),b(SO),c(50),d(SO),e(SO),x(SO) 
dimension hdel(SO),h~rmonC50,SO),dxt(2100),dXS(2100) 
dimension dh(SO),err(50) 
commo1/blk6/alpha,omeqa,angle 
commo1/blk36/n1,ni 
common/blk37/hdel,harmon 



c 
c 

c 
c 

c 
c 

c 
c 

c 
c 

c 
c 

common/blk40/dxt 
commo1/blk45/:hs 
co",mo1/blk50/num 
commo.,/blk55/dh 
w=400.0d+00*atan(0.ld+01) 
zeta=J.18d+05/w 
do 63 i=l,n 
aCi)=J.O::f+OO 

63 b(i)=J.Od+OO 
aO=O.J 

ifCnu~.eq.O)qoto 70 
do 71 i=l,m 

71 dxt(i)=duCi) 
call harcur 

70 conti"ue 

do 64 i=l,n 
del1=ctC1>*J*i 
aCi)=CyC",)+yC1)*cosCdel1»*dxtC1) 
bCi)=yC1)*sinCdel1)*dxtC1) 
do 64 j=2,1II 
delta=xtCj)*w*i 
theta=xtCj-1)·w*i 
aCi)=aCi)+CyCj)*cosCdelta)+yCj-l)*cosCtheta»*dxtCj) 

64 bCi)=bCi)+CyCj)*sinCdelta)+yCj-1)*sinCtheta»*dxtCj) 

aO=Cy(1)+yCm»*dxtCl)/Z.O 
do 67 i=2,m 

~7 aO=aO+CyCi)+yCi-l»*dxtCi)/Z.O 
30=aO/O.02 
ifCaD.lt.O.007)aO=0.J 

do 66 i=1,n 
aCi)=3Cil/0.02 

66 oCi)=~(i)/O.02 

writeC3,450) 
450 formatC'harlllo.,ic content of current as a fourier sine series'll 

writeC3,451> 
451 formatC'harmonic no:',6x,'mod',12x,'arq',5x,'o.u of fund.',Zx 

1,'derivation',4x,'X error') 
writeC3,453)aO 

453 formatC4x,'O.J',3Sx,fl0.7) 

dum=s~rtCaCl)*aC1)+bC1)*b(1» 
sum=O.Od+OO 
do 65 i=I,n 
c ( i ) = 5 Q r t Ca C i ) * a C i ) + b C i ) * b C 1) ) 
e(1)=cCil/dulII 
ifCeCi).lt.O.Sd-OZ)qoto 2Z1 
dCi)=3tanCaCil/bCi» 
dCi)=:lCil*zeta 
ifCbCi).lt.0.OldCi)=180.0+dCi) 



c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 

if(o(i).qt.0.0.and.a(i).lt.0.0)d(i)=360.0.d(i) 
if(d(i).lt.90.0)d(i)=~0.0-d(i) 
if(d(i).qt.90.0)d(i)=4S0.D-d(i) 
'lata 222 

221 cant hue 
c(i)=J.O 
:l(i)=J.O 
e(il=J.O 

212 c ant hue 
sum=sum+eCi)*eCi) 
xCi)=i 
if(nu~.eQ.O)qoto 69 
call !rror(i,dh,!,err) 
write(3,452)x(i),c(;),d(i),e(i),dh(i),err(i) 
(Iota SS 

69 write(3,452)xCi),cCi),dCi),eCi) 
452 formatC3x,f4.1,7x,e13.6,3x,f7.2,3x,2flZ.7,Sx,f5.Z) 

65 conti.,ue 
su .. =su .. -l 
sum=s~rt(sum) 

hdel('li)=anql! 
do 6~ i =2,n 
if(e(i).eq.O.J)Qoto !>8 
harmo'l(ni,i)=eCi) 

68 continue 
retur'l 
end 

subro~tine cowanQ(td,t .. ul,tmuZ) 
i"Dlicit real*8(a-h,)-z) 
common/blk24/tn 
co .. mon/blk28/intv 
commo'l/blk30/freQ,vmax 
common/blk32/tb,tl 
commo'l/blk34/nt 
ti=O.J 
if(nt.eQ.l)qoto 10 
ti=tdttb 
return 

10 tl=td+tn 
if(ti.eQ.O.O.or.tl.e~.O.O)return 
if(intv.lt.6)qoto 20 
tmul=360.0*freQ*(ti-t1) 
return 

20 tmuZ=360.0*freQ*(ti-t1) 
retur., 
end 

subroJtine stadia(t,i) 
implicit real*8(a-h,o-z) 
dimension x(Z100),dxt(2100),cd(2100) 
common/blk43/x,cd 



c 

commo~/blk45/dkt 

commo~/blk16/delt 
oh=30.0 
oi=6.J*oh 
oi3=2.0*oh 
oi23=4.0*oh 
oi43=8.0*oh 
oi53=10.a*oh 
a=360.0 
ts·18000.0*t 
dd=delt*18000.0 
tb~O.J2+delt 
it(t.~t.tblreturn 
k(i)=t 
ifCi.!q.1)goto 101 
d k t C 1). x C 1> - xCi -1) 
qoto 102 

1a1 dxtCll=xCll 
102 continue 

ifCts.qt.0.0.and.ts.lt.oi3)cd(i)=0.5 
if Cts.gt .0i3.and.t s.l t .0\ .. 2:31 cdC 1> .1.0 
on=oi3 
txt=ts-on 
ifCtxt.qt.O.O.and.txt.lt.dd)qoto 103 
ifCts.qt.oi23.and.ts.lt.oi)cdCi)·0.5 
on=pi23 
txt=ts-pn 
ifCtxt.gt.O.O.and.txt.lt.dd)goto 103 
ifCts.qe.oi.and.ts.lt.pi43)cd(i)·-0.5 
on=pi 
txt,.ts-pn 
ifCtkt.gt.O.O.and.txt.lt.dd)qoto 103 
ifCts.gt.oi43.and.ts.lt.pi53)cdCi)=-1.0 
on=p143 
txt=ts-pn 
ifCtxt.gt.O.O.and.tkt.lt.dd)qoto 103 
if(ts.qt.pi53.and.ts.lt.a)cdCi)=-0.5 
on=pi53 
txt=ts-pn 
if(txt.gt.O.O.and.txt.lt.dd)goto 103 
ifCts.qe.alcdCi)=0.5 
on=a 
txt=ts-pn 
if(tkt.gt.O.O.and.txt.lt.dd)goto 103 
i=i+1 
returrt 

103 contirtue 
cd( i+2)."cd<i)· 
cdC;+1 )acdct) 
cdCi)·cd(i-1l 
x(\+2)·x(0 
x(i+1)·pn/18000.0 
.(0-on/18000.0 
dxtCi+2)&txt/18000.0 
dxt( 1+1> -0.0 
dxtCil a pn/18000.0-x(i-1) 
i :0\+3 
return 
end 



c 
c 
c 

subroutine charac 
real.8 ti1,ti2,tol,to2 
real.~ cil,ci2,col,c02 
real*3 y~1(30),y.2(3~)'YMl(3J),rl(30) 
diMension h(SO,SO),delay(50) 
diMension til(30),ti2(30),tol(30),t02(30),Modl(30),Mod2(30) 
diMension cil(30),ci2(30),col(30),c02(30)· 
cOMmon/blk36/n,i 
comMon/blk37/delay,h 
co •• on/blk46/til,ti2,tol,t02 
comMon/blk48/Modl,Mod2 
cOMMon/blk51/cil,ci2,col,c02 
cOMMon/blk66/YM1,y.2,y.l,rl, 
write(3,10) 
write(3,11) 

10 for.at(10.,'The bridqe supply line current harMonic contents" 
110.,5~(lh-") 

11 forMat(1.,'algha',3.,'3rd',5.,'5th',5.,'7th',5.,'11th',4.,'13t 
14.,'17th',4.,'19th',4x,'taul',2.,'tau2',1.,'Mode',1.,'c' 
2,3.,'th7',4.,'thl',5.,'id1',6.,'id2',6.,'il'/) 

do 10J j=l.n 
nqle~J 

if(ti1(j).lt.tol(j).or.ti2(j).lt.t02(j»qoto 13 
tol(j)=tol(j)+0.02 
t02(j)=t02(j)+0.02 

13 continue 
if(Mod1(j).eQ.3)t.ul a (t01(j)-til(j»*1800J.0 
if(Mod2(j).eQ.3)t.u2=(t02(j)-ti2(j»·,8000.0 
if(Mod'(j).eQ.2.or.Mod1(j).eq.4)tMu' a (t02(j)-ti1(j».,8000.0 
if(Mod2(j).eq.2.or •• od2(j).eq.4)t.u2=(tol(j)~ti2(j».'8000.0 
if(MOd2(j).eQ.2.and.t.u2.qt.SO.0)tMU2=t.u2-6~.0 
if(aodl(j).eq.aod2(j»qoto 17 
if(.od1(j).qt •• od2(j»qoto 18 
if(aodl(j).eq.3)goto 19 
tMode a 2.3 
tmu'=(ti'(j)-t01(j».,8000.0 
th7=(tol(jl-cil(jl)*18000.0 
thl=(c02(jl-ti2(jl).,8000.0 
~oto 20 

18 continue 
if(Modl(jl.eq.3)goto 19 
tMode=4.3 
tmu2 a 60.J+(ti2(jl-tol(j».'8000.J 
th7=(col(j)-ci1(j»*lS000.0 
th1=(c02(jl-ci2(j».,8000.0 
qoto 20 

19 write(3,300)delay(j) 
300 forMat(f7.2,'~.,'This operation is not e.gected for the Model' 

goto 100 
17 continue 

tmode=Mod1(jl 
qoto(14,15,16,16),MOd1(jl 

14 continue 
th7=(tol(j)-ti1(j»*18000.0 
thl=(t02(j)-ti2(j».,8000.0 
goto 20 

15 continue 



c 
c 
C 

C 

c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
C 

c 

th7=(tol(jl-ci1(j»*18000.0 
th1=(to2(j)-ti2(j»*18000.0 
if(th7.gt.90.0)th7=th7-60.0 
qoto 20 

16 cont hue 
th7=(co1(j)-ci1(j»*18000.0 
th1=(co2(j)-ciZ(j»*18000.0 

ZO continue 
if(tlll~1.lt.0.1.and.mod1(jl.gt.1)nqle~1 
if(t~~2.lt.0.1.an1 •• )d2(j).gt.l)n;le=2 
wr;teC3,200)delay(j),h(j,3),h(j,S),h(j,7),h(j,11),hCj.13) 

1 , h (j ,1 7) , h ( j ,19) , t mu 1 , t III u-2, t mo de, n Cl le, t-h 7, t h -I , y 1111 C .) , y mZ ( i ) , y.t ( 
200 format(f7.Z,7f8.S,Zf6.2,f4~1,i3,2f7.Z,3(1.,f~.2)1 
100 continue 

retur'l 
end 

subroutine harcur 
implicit real*8Ca-h,o-z) 
dilllension h(SO) 
cOlllmo"/btk55/h 
do 20 n=1,50 

20 h(n)=O.O 
oi=4.J*atan(1.0) 
a=Z.O/oi 
hdulII=5.0/0i 
h(1l=1.0 
do 21 i=1,24 
n:oZ*i+l 
on'"n 
onl=pn*oil2.0 
onZ=on*oi/6.0 
b=sin(on1)+sin(pn2) 
hCn)=a*b/Cpn*hdum) 

21 conti'lue 
return 
end 

subroutine error(i,dh,e,err) 
illlPlicit real*8(a-h.o-z) 
dilllension dh(SO).e(SJ),err(50) 
if(dh(i).eq.Q.O.or.e(i).eq.O.Jlgoto 10 
er=(aos(dh(i»-abs(e(i»)/absCdhCi» 
err(i)=abs(er)*100.0 
return 

10 err<i)=O.O 
end 

subroJtine extrap(tstop,ti,an) 
imolicit real*8(a-h,o-z) 
cOllllllon/bl k531 u 



c 
c 
c 
c 

t=tstop-ti 
t1=an t t/Can-a.) 
ti=ti+t1 
return 
end 

subroutine r~saveCys,yd,~,~orr) 
i~plicit real*8Ca-h,o-z) 
dimension d.t(2100),yc(2100),ysC2100) 
common/blk40/dxt 
yd=O.l 
do 40 i=1,~ 

40 ycCi)=ysCi) 
~otoC5,15),",orr 

15 do 30 i=1,m 
30 ycCi)=ycCi)*ycCi) 

5 continue 
yd=(ycCm)+ycC1»*dxt(1)/2.0 
do 10 n=2,m 
yd=yd+(ycCn-l)+ycCn»*dxtCn)/2.0 

10 continue 
qotoC25,35),morr 

25 yd=yd/0.02 
retur"l 

35 yd=yd/0.02 
yd=sqrtCyd) 
retur., 
end 



195 

DATA - Jl1JJ1 

~39.41 ~O.O 

23 125.~d-03 

C.O 0.0 0.0 
175.0 
174.0 
1 n.c 
172. C 
171 .0 
169.C 
166.0 
16~.1] 

79.0 
7B.O 
77 .0 
76.0 
69.0 
tB.1) 
67.0 

i 66.0 
64.0 
63.0 
62.0 
61.0 
59.0 
57.0 
56.0 

0.0 0.0 
0.0001 

0.0 

5. 1 0.01741 




